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Introduction

Scope. Conformai differential geometry (as developed in this paper) con-

cerns itself with certain spaces, point transformations, and configurations.

The particular spaces which are considered here are the wz-dimensional Rie-

mann spaces Vm. These spaces are generalizations of and include euclidean

/ra-space Rm. The basic point transformations of this paper are the conformai

transformations. A conformai transformation defined on a Riemann space Vm

is a mapping of Vm on itself or another Riemann space Vm so that correspond-

ing angles in Vm and Vm are equal in magnitude. We do not study the con-

formal transformations of the Riemannian spaces as a whole upon each other

(that is, the intrinsic conformai theory of the space) but the conformai ge-

ometry of configurations in these spaces. The configuration in Vm which we

study is a subspace Vn. The dimensionality ra of this subspace may be any

integer between 1 (curve) and raí —1 (hypersurface) inclusive. Accordingly,

conformai differential geometry, as defined above, investigates those proper-

ties of a curve, hypersurface or other subspace which remain unchanged when

the enveloping Riemann space Vm undergoes any conformai mapping, not

necessarily on itself. As an important special case, this geometry includes the

inversive geometry of a euclidean space Rm.

Method. Euclidean geometry may be defined as the invariant theory of

the euclidean metric or congruence group. Not only do the congruence trans-

formations define the geometry; they were a fundamental method in the de-

velopment of the early (Greek) geometry of the plane. The picture is quite

different in the classical differential geometry of two and three-dimensional

euclidean space. Here, since the time of Gauss, the fundamental method in

the geometry (as distinguished from its definition) has been based upon quad-

ratic differential forms. These quadratic differential forms control the metric

of the space and the metrics and curvatures of configurations (curves, sur-

faces) in the space. What was a powerful tool for the geometric exploration

of space in the hands of Gauss became the defining structure of the space in

the epoch making generalization of Riemann. The geometry of Riemann

spaces and the corresponding tensor calculus have since been developed by

Christoffel, Ricci, Levi-Civita and others into a beautiful and elegant theory.

The power of the methods of Riemannian geometry rests primarily upon
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(1) the existence of a fundamental metric tensor (whose components are the

coefficients of the fundamental quadratic differential form), (2) the process

of covariant differentiation, (3) the tensor character of the important geo-

metric objects in the space, and of the operations performed upon these

objects.

In our development of conformal differential geometry, we have largely

ignored the conformal transformations which define the geometry and have

attempted to take maximum advantage of the methods of Riemannian geom-

etry. A first necessary step in the realization of this aim is the discovery of a

symmetric second order tensor in Vm (corresponding to the Riemann metric

tensor) which remains unchanged by conformal transformations of Vm. In

the intrinsic conformal theory of Vm, there does not exist at present any

method for attaining this desirable objective.

But a subspace Vn introduces new elements of structure into the envelop-

ing Riemann space Vm at points of Vn. By means of these new structural

properties, we discover a relative conformal scalar(1) A which exists at points

of the subspace. The existence of A makes it an easy matter to define two

new symmetric second order tensors which do not change when Vm undergoes

any conformal transformation. These tensors, called the "conformal measure

tensors," introduce a new "conformal metric" into the space. The first tensor

is used to measure "conformal distance" in the subspace F„ and the second to

measure "conformal distance" in the enveloping space Vm at points of V„.

By making use of A, it is also possible to invent a new type of covariant differ-

entiation (with respect to the subspace Vn) which plays a role analogous to

ordinary covariant differentiation in Riemannian geometry. This "conformal

covariant differentiation" process or "conformal derivative" enjoys all the

usual properties of covariant differentiation as well as a number of others

which give it its distinctive conformal character.

The tensors for the measurement of conformal distance and the conformal

differentiation process constitute the methodological foundation for our de-

velopment of conformal differential geometry. By meansof the conformal meas-

ure tensors and conformal differentiation, it is possible to apply all the usual

operations to conformal tensors(2) without altering either their conformal or

tensor character. Consequently our development of conformal differential

geometry proceeds by a full utilization of the technical apparatus of tensor

calculus and Riemannian geometry. Its formal, technical aspects are scarcely

more involved than those of the ordinary (metric) theory of Riemann spaces.

The same methods may be used to investigate the conformal differential ge-

ometry of configurations^) in Vm other than those which are considered here.

(*) This term is defined in §3 and A is defined in §6.

(2) This term is defined in §3.

(3) Examples of such configurations are: congruences of curves, families of subspaces,

m-beins.
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The formal calculations themselves may be shortened considerably by

making use of the "replacement principle." This principle states that certain

tensors which appear frequently in the sequel may be replaced by zeros in

the expressions where they occur. It depends upon a change in gauge, but in

its effect is somewhat analogous to the choice of special coordinate systems

frequently made in classical and Riemannian geometry.

Results. In the preceding paragraphs we have discussed, in general terms,

the scope of our subject and the methods employed. What are the actual

questions which are considered and what answers are obtained ? The conclu-

clusions of this paper may be summarized under the following topics:

(1) Conformai geometric objects. A number of new conformai geometric ob-

jects are invented and their definition obtained in tensor form. Among these

geometric objects are conformai analogues of the metric tensor, the Christoffel

symbols, and the Riemann tensor, all of which are defined both for the sub-

space F„ and for the enveloping space Vm at points of F„. We also construct

various new tensors from the Weyl conformai curvature tensor. The existence

of conformai analogues of the geodesic and normal coordinates of Riemannian

geometry is proved. By successive conformai differentiation of the tangent

vector space of F„, we obtain a sequence of conformai vector spaces analogous

to the osculating and normal vector spaces of F„ in Riemannian geometry.

The measurement of the conformai length of vectors lying in these "con-

formal normal vector spaces" introduces various tensors analogous to the

coefficients of the second fundamental form of a hypersurface. We call these

tensors the "conformai normal measure tensors" of Fn. We also define still

another symmetric second order tensor in connection with the variation of

the relative conformai curvature A. This tensor which we call the "deviation

tensor" has no analogue in Riemannian geometry. Symmetric tensors con-

structed from the various conformai measure tensors and the deviation tensor

are the "conformai fundamental tensors" of Vn. Their components serve as

coefficients of the various "conformai fundamental forms" of FB.

(2) Conformai relations. Various relations among these conformai geo-

metric objects (principally in the form of conformai tensor equations) are

derived. For example, both the Weyl tensors and the "conformai Riemann

tensors" have symmetry properties like those of the ordinary Riemann tensor

and satisfy identities similar to the Bianchi identities of Riemannian geome-

try. Conformai differentiation of the various conformai tangent and normal

vector spaces leads to a system of tensor equations analogous to the Frenet

equations. The integrability conditions of these "conformai Frenet equations"

are another system of equations involving various conformai tensors. The

simplest of these latter equations are analogues of the Gauss equations and

the Codazzi equations which occur both in classical and Riemannian geome-

try. In addition to the above conditions, the integrability conditions of still

another set of partial differential equations which have no analogue in classi-
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cal or Riemannian geometry are of equal importance. However, if «>2 some

of these last conditions, and if re>3 all of these last conditions, are conse-

quences of the integrability conditions of the conformal Frenet equations.

The various integrability conditions enumerated above as well as a number

of other important algebraic and differential equations are termed the "funda-

mental equations" of Vn. All of the quantities which occur in the fundamental

equations are conformal tensors defined on Vn.

(3) The basic theorems. Since the process of construction of the conformal

fundamental forms of F„ consisted entirely of conformal elements, it follows

that if Vm+^Vm, F„<=*F„ by a conformal map, then the corresponding funda-

mental forms of VH and Vn are equal. The converse holds in spaces which are

conformal to a euclidean space. In this case, we have the fundamental con-

formal equivalence theorem : If Vm and Vm are conformal to a euclidean space

and the corresponding conformal fundamental forms of Vn and Vn are equal,

then a conformal transformation exists so that Fm<=^Fm and F„<=^F„. This is

the conformal analogue of the congruence theorem of classical and Riemann-

ian geometry which holds in a euclidean space and in a space of constant

curvature. We also prove the existence theorem : A subspace Vn exists in any

conformally euclidean space with preassigned conformal fundamental forms

whose coefficients satisfy the fundamental equations. The Vn is determined

uniquely by a set of initial conditions which is found explicitly. The basic

question concerning the conformal differential forms of any subspace Vn is

answered (at least when the enveloping space is conformally euclidean) by

the theorem : The coefficients of any conformal differential form of a Vn in a

conformally euclidean space are tensor functions of the conformal fundamental

tensors and the conformal Riemann tensor of Vn and their conformal derivatives,

and conversely.

(4) Exceptional cases. If the relative conformal curvature A vanishes iden-

tically in Vn, all the results outlined above become meaningless. There are

two categories of exceptional cases for which A = 0:

(i) re>l. In this case, the conformal distance measured between any two

points on Vn is identically zero and F„ is a "conformal null subspace." These

subspaces retain this characteristic under conformal transformations of Vm.

They are the conformal images of totally geodesic subspaces, and conversely.

In euclidean space, they are the re-dimensional planes and spheres.

(ii) w = l. The conformal theory outlined in this introduction does not

apply to one-dimensional subspaces since A is identically zero on every curve.

The conformal geometry of curves was developed by the author in a separate

paper [8](4). Results analogous to those stated above were proved subject

to the restriction that the dimensionality^) m oí the enveloping space ex-

(4) The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

(s) This is a natural restriction since every analytic curve in a V¡ is conformally equivalent

to a straight line in the plane and hence cannot have conformal properties.
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ceed 2. If m =2, the results still apply if the conformai transformations are

restricted to mappings which are similar to and include the inversive trans-

formations of the plane. In the last section of this paper, we show how these

results of our previous paper on conformai curve theory may be obtained by

a slight modification of the methods used here for a general subspace.

Previous literature(6). The literature on conformai differential geometry

may be divided into two main categories. One approach to the subject is the

intrinsic conformai theory; that is, the investigation of conformai transforma-

tions of Riemann spaces as a whole upon each other. The discovery of the

conformai curvature tensor by Weyl and the characterization of conformally

euclidean spaces by Schouten mark the modern beginning of this subject.

The central problem of the intrinsic theory is the question of the conformai

equivalence of Riemann spaces. A number of investigations by T. Y. Thomas,

Veblen, Cartan, Schouten, Haantjesand others have appeared which deal with

this topic.

The other approach (which is followed in this paper) is the study of con-

figurations in an enveloping Riemann space Vm and their behavior when the

enveloping manifold undergoes any conformai mapping. An early result of

this kind is the theorem of Schouten and Struik which states that the lines

of curvature of a hypersurface of Vm remain invariant under conformai trans-

formations of Vm. Several other results of a similar character exist, some of

which are not purely conformai theorems since they depend upon metric

properties of the configuration and upon the particular transformation to

which the Vm is subjected. Recently a number of papers by Sasaki and Yano

have appeared which investigate the conformai geometry of subspaces using

the formal methods which have been developed in connection with the in-

trinsic theory.

In addition to the above work, a considerable number of papers have ap-

peared dealing with the inversive geometry of plane curves and of curves and

surfaces in euclidean three-dimensional space. These studies make no use of

tensors or of Riemannian geometry; their methods depend, in most cases,

upon the Schwarzian derivative or tetracyclic and pentaspherical coordi-

nates. These investigations of inversive geometry are the only papers on con-

formal geometry which in any way overlap the work of the present paper.

In particular, the books of Thomsen and Blaschke [2] and of Takasu [14]

constitute an inversive theory of curves and surfaces in the plane and in

euclidean 3-space which is complete in its essential parts and anticipates

many of our results for this important but special case. However, their methods

depend upon the systematic use of tetracyclic and pentaspherical coordinates

and therefore differ completely from the methods which are employed here.

(6) References to and more detailed remarks about the various papers mentioned in this

section appear in our paper on curve theory [8, pp. 436-438, 441, 495]. Also see the book of

Schouten and Struik [13, pp. 199-215] for a general discussion of the conformai differential

geometry of Riemann spaces.
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I. Preliminary matters

1. Notation. In this section, various conventions concerning notation and

terminology which are used in the sequel are summarized. Except where the

contrary is stated explicitly, it is understood that these conventions are used

throughout the paper. Precise definitions of the various terms used in this

section appear in later portions of the paper.

Terminology, (i) In this paper, two different metrics occur: the usual Rie-

mann metric of Riemannian geometry and the new metric of conformal ge-

ometry. The Riemannian metric of a space is frequently referred to simply

as the "metric" of the space and geometric objects which are constructed

relative to the Riemannian metric are referred to as "metric geometric ob-

jects."

(ii) However, when no ambiguity is possible, the adjective "conformal"

used in referring to various geometric objects is omitted. For example, the

"conformal measure tensors" are usually called the "measure tensors."

(iii) The words "space" and "surface" are used to distinguish geometric

objects defined relative to an enveloping Riemann space or to a subspace

imbedded in it. When there is no danger of ambiguity, these words are

omitted. For example, the "surface conformal Riemann tensor" may be re-

ferred to as the "conformal Riemann tensor."

General conventions, (i) The usual conventions of tensor notation are as-

sumed. For example, a tensor equation in which an index is not summed is

valid for each value of the index within its range. When the same letter ap-

pears in any term as a subscript and superscript, it is understood that this

letter is summed for all values within its range. Sometimes summation is also

denoted by ^Z-
(ii) The same kernel letter(7) is used to indicate the contravarjant and

covariant components of the same vector. For example, ir" and ira refer to the

same vector. A similar assumption is made for any tensor.

(iii) Space and surface components of the same tensor are also indicated

by the same kernel letter. For example, the space vector Xa and the space

tensor Tva\ have the surface components X' and 7r% respectively.

(iv) The properties of a general tensor are usually illustrated by means

of the tensor iraß or -k1} or iraißj. Here a and i iß and j) represent any contra-

variant (covariant) space and surface indices respectively.

(v) As a general rule, lower case Roman and Greek kernel letters represent

Riemannian metric geometric objects, capital Greek kernel letters represent

relative conformal geometric objects and capital Roman kernel letters repre-

sent conformal geometric objects.

(vi) References, indicated by brackets, refer to the bibliography at the

end of the paper.

(7) We call ir the "kernel letter" of the vector ir" or ira and use similar terminology for any

tensor.
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Indices. The set of indices a, ß, y, 8, e, f ; g, h, i,j, k, l; t, co have the ranges

1, 2, • • • , m; 1, 2, • ■ • , ra; ra+1, ra+2, • • • , m respectively. The powers

and subscripts u, v, w, a, b have arbitrary ranges. Indices such as a«, and iv

have the same range as a and i respectively. The symbol (iw) means iii2 • - • î"„.

The letters m, ra, p and q, r, s represent dimension numbers and class numbers

respectively. They are not indices.

Spaces. The symbols Vm, Rm, Sm are used to represent an raz-dimensional

Riemann space, euclidean space, and space of constant curvature respec-

tively. The symbol F(p) refers to a p-dimensional vector space. However

Ii, 7i2, ■ • -, 7i2.. -M and I2, I3, • • ■ , Im refer to the conformai osculating

vector spaces and conformai normal vector spaces of Vn.

Conformai correspondence. A Riemann space conformai to Vm is denoted

by Vm. Thus Rm signifies a conformally euclidean space. A geometric object

in Vn corresponding to the geometric object J in Vm is denoted by J.

Operations. (ï) The projection of a vector ir" in a vector space F(p) is de-

noted by *ir°. The precise space V{v) into which ir" is projected is indicated

in the context.

(ii) Covariant differentiation with respect to aaß, gi¡ and äaß, ga are de-

noted by a comma (,) and semicolon (;) respectively. The symbol for con-

formal covariant differentiation is the colon (:). The conformai derivative

(along a curve) with respect to 5 is denoted by û/ûS.

(iii) A cyclic sum of tensors is indicated by a plus sign (+) and an alternat-

ing sum by a minus sign (— ). For example,

p"ßyS + paSyß = paß+yi+, BijFk —  BaPj = Bij-Fk- = BujFk)-,

P"ßyS + P"ySß + P"ißy  =  p"ß+y+S+  =  P"/3+ <7J)+  ="  P""(ítJ)+.

PaßyS,t + p"ßSt,y + p"ßty,S — p"ßy+S+,t+ — paß(y&)+,t+ = P™i3(7S,e)+>

Gaijk — Gaikj » Gaa-k- = Gai(jh)-,

■£</:*   —   Eik: j  =   £<;-:*-   —   Enj..k)-.

(iv) The replacement operation is denoted by a small zero (°). For ex-

ample, °/C,y, °aaß.

(v) The Weyl operation is symbolized by a vertical arrow (T ). For ex-

ample, Î p"ßyS.

2. Riemann spaces conformai to Vm. Let Vm be a real Riemann space

whose coordinate manifold is of class(8) Cq and whose real metric tensor, de-

fined over the manifold, is positive definite(9) and of class Cq~l with qW\\.

(8) The definitions of the class of a coordinate manifold and of a Riemann space are based

upon the discussion which appears in [16, pp. 98-99, 104]. In particular, if the coordinate mani-

fold is of class C", then the admissible coordinate systems are related to each other by trans-

formations of class C«.

(8) The greater part of the following discussion and of the results of the paper will hold

even if the metric tensor is indefinite provided that it is not singular. The only real novelty

arises when a vector is a null vector. We shall not consider the indefinite case.
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Briefly, we say that Vn is a Riemann space of class C". Suppose {ya} are

admissible real local coordinates in a coordinate neighborhood of any point

of Fm. In each coordinate neighborhood, we write the first fundamental form

of Vm as

(2.1) ds2 = aaßdydyf>.

Let Vm be a real Riemann space of class C9 whose first fundamental form

may be written as

(2.2) ds2 = äaßdy'dy»

where {ya} are allowable local coordinates. Then Vm is conformal to Vm by

means of a transformation of class C« (firiefly : Vm is conformal to Vm) if a one-

to-one point transformation 15 exists between the points <P of Vm and the

points <P of Vm which may be written (locally) as

(2.3) y° = y"(y\ y2, ■ ■ ■ , ym),        y" = y"(y\ f, ■ ■ ■ , y«)

so that the real functions

yaiy\ y2, ■ ■ ■ , ym),      yaif, f, ■ ■ ■ , ym)

are of class C and(10)

(2.4) ds = e"ds

at corresponding points. It follows that aiy") is a real function of class C"~l

and that the form (2.2) is positive definite. We refer to oiy") as the conformal

mapping function of Vm on Vm, or briefly, as the mapping function. Whenever

we say that Vm is conformal to Vm it is to be understood that the conformal

transformation is of class C.

The transformation 15 may be written in the simple form

(2.5) y = r

after a suitable change of coordinates. For if we transform the coordinate

neighborhoods of Vm according to (2.3) considered as an admissible coordi-

nate transformation, points in Vm and Vm with the same coordinates corre-

spond and the conformal transformation becomes (2.5). Throughout this

paper, unless a contrary assumption is explicitly made, we shall always as-

sume that coordinate systems have been chosen so that (2.5) holds. In these

coordinate systems,

(2.6) äaß = e2"aaß,        &<* = ë^a0"3,

where aa" and daß are the contravariant components of the metric tensors.

(10) The condition (2.4) is readily seen to be equivalent to either of the geometric state-

ments: (1) The magnitudes of corresponding angles of Vm and Vm are equal. (2) The ratio of the

length of any vector at any point f of Vm to the length of the corresponding vector in Vm is

the same for all vectors at CP; that is, the transformation is a local similitude.
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The contravariant metric tensor aaß is determined by the equations

aßyaay = 5«ß

where Saß are the Kronecker deltas and äaß is determined by similar equations.

Conversely, if (2.5) is a point transformation of the points of Vm and Vm and

(2.6) holds at corresponding points where the mapping function cr(ya) is a

real function of class C"~l, it follows that Vm is conformai to Vm.

Let

(2.7) {e2°aaß}

denote the set of all second order, symmetric, positive definite tensors of

class C"-1, any two of which are equal except for a positive multiplicative

scalar factor of class Cq~l. Let

(2.8) {vm}

denote the set of all conformally equivalent Riemann spaces of class C

whose metric tensors (in some allowable coordinate system) belong to (2.7).

Throughout this paper, whenever we refer to the conformally equivalent Rie-

mann spaces Vm, Vm, it will be understood that these spaces are any two

spaces of the set of conformally equivalent Riemann spaces (2.8).

3. Conformai tensors. Let T^;;;^ be components of a tensor at a point

<P of Vm whose values depend upon geometric objects of Vm and of its sub-

spaces(u)- Let Vm be any Riemann_space conformai to Vm and let 7%;;;%?

be the components of the tensor at 9 whose values depend in the same way

upon the corresponding geometric objects of Vm and its corresponding sub-

spaces. Then if (2.6) holds and

-— ai ■ • ■ o» ,   a   «„ai • * -at»

(3.1) Tßl...ßv  = (e) ZV..*

we call T$l;;;%* a relative conformai tensor of weight u. The law of transforma-

tion of Tßl'.ß" between any two Vm as well as between any two coordinate

systems is consistent. If ra = 0, the tensor has the same components in Vm and

Vm- In this case, we call J^.'.V^" a conformai tensor.

As a consequence of our definitions it follows that if the components of a

relative conformai tensor are zero in Vm, they are zero in any Vm. This fact

permits us to write conformai tensor equations which retain their meaning

under conformai transformations. The sum or difference of relative conformai

tensors of the same weight and valence is a relative conformai tensor of that

weight and valence. The inner or outer product of relative conformai tensors

is a relative conformai tensor. In particular, the sum, difference, inner or

outer product of conformai tensors is a conformai tensor.

(u) Examples of such geometric objects which will be used in this paper are: the metric

tensor aaß, the Christoffel symbols of the second kind, the coefficients of the first and second

fundamental forms of a subspace.
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As examples, we note that the metric tensors aaß and a"e are relative con-

formal tensors of weight 2 and —2 respectively as follows from (2.6). The

Weyl conformal curvature tensor Caßys is a conformal tensor.

4. Algebraic and metric properties. In §§4, 5, we summarize some of the

results of the metric theory of a subspace of a Riemann space. These well

known results are useful for the development of the conformal theory. We

suppose that Vm is any Riemann space belonging to (2.8) and let 1\\ be a sub-

set of Vm with the following properties :

(a) £r\ is a real re-dimensional topological space with n<m.

(b) The coordinate manifold of *r\. is of class Cr where r is a fixed integer

subject to the inequalities

(4.1) q è r

and(12)

(4.2) r ^ 1.

We denote any system of admissible local coordinates in a coordinate neigh-

borhood of î\.by {x'}. Following Mayer [3, p. 53], we refer to the coordinates

xi of a point of 1{ as parameters to differentiate them from the coordinates y°

of the same point considered as a point of (13) Vm.

(c) In each parameter neighborhood of î\_, lying in a coordinate neighbor-

hood of Vm, the correspondence between the coordinates y" and the parame-

ters xi at points of ï\ determines the ya as functions of class Cr in the x{;

that is, the functions

(4.3) y = yix1, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x")

are of class CT. Equations (4.3) are the parametric equations of 3\\ It follows

from (b) that condition (c) is true in every allowable coordinate and parame-

ter system. Hence if a tensor, defined on a space neighborhood containing a

surface neighborhood, is of class C is ^r) in the y" it is also of class C' in

the x\

(d) The rank of the matrix Hôy/dx'll at a given fixed point <P of <R, is re.

Since, according to (4.2), the functions dya/dxi are continuous, it follows that

the rank of 113y "/A*'j| must be re at each point f" of a sufficiently small neigh-

ed It is assumed that conditions (a) to (d) hold throughout this paper except that (4.2)

is frequently replaced by a stronger inequality.

(ls) Similarly, we shall distinguish quantities and geometric objects defined relative to Vm

and to 5^ from each other by means of the words "space" and "surface" respectively. For ex-

ample, a space tensor {surface tensor) exhibits its tensor character with respect to transforma-

tions of the coordinates y" (parameters **') and remains unchanged under parameter (coordi-

nate) transformations. Space components of a tensor are denoted by indices having the range

1, 2, • • • , m (space indices); surface components by indices having the range 1, 2, • • • , n

(surface indices). A tensor defined at a point of i^ which has both space and surface indices may

be represented uniquely in terms of two beins—an m-bein spanning Vm and an n-bein span-

ning <Z\^.
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borhood V(<P) of the point <P. If {y'a}, {x'*} are allowable coordinate and

parameter systems,

dy'a       by'"   d-f    dx> dy"        dy   dy'»   dx'>
(4.4) -=-1 -=-•

dxn        By*    dx>    dx'{ dx*       dy'»   dx''    dxi

Hence it is clear that (d) holds independently of any allowable choice of co-

ordinates and parameters. It also follows from (4.4) that dy/dx* is a contra-

variant vector with respect to coordinate changes (space transformations) and

a covariant vector with respect to parameter changes (surface transforma-

tions). We frequently write y" for dy/dx*.

According to (4.4),

dy"/dx1, dy"/dx2, ■ ■ ■ , dya/dx",

defined at each point í"CT7('í>), represent ra linearly independent contra-

variant vectors with respect to changes of the coordinates y". These vectors

span the tangent vector space of ir\ at $". If Xa and X" are space and surface

components of any vector in the tangent vector space of "R. at 3",

Xa = yjk*.

The totality of vectors £■ which obey the equations

yia = o

form a covariant linear vector space of dimension m—n which is called the

normal vector space of ÍR at i". Each vector in the normal vector space is

called a normal vector.

The equations

(4.5) gij = acßyiyPj

define a covariant symmetric positive definite tensor of the second order with

respect to parameter transformations. If Xo, £" are the space components of

two contravariant tangent vectors and X', £' are the corresponding surface

components of these vectors, then

(4.6) aa0\°!? = g0XV.

Since gij is not singular, the contravariant components g{> are uniquely de-

fined by means of the tensor equations

gugik = Skj

where the ô's are the Kronecker deltas. If Xa, Xi are the covariant components

of Xa, X' defined by \a=aaß\ß, X¿=giA' then

(4.7) X,- = Xay<\.

As a consequence of (4.6), the lengths of and angles between contravariant
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tangent vectors may be measured by means of their surface components and

the tensor g,¿. Consequently the metric (2.1) of Vn induces a Riemannian

metric, by means of the surface metric tensor gi¡, at all points of the region

1J(<P). As follows from (b), (c) and (4.5), g,y is of class O-1 in the x\ Hence

the region %)(&) is an «-dimensional Riemann space Fn of class Cr.

Since the results of this paper are local theorems which hold for a suffi-

ciently small neighborhood of a point, we shall restrict ourselves to a portion

of Vn which is a surface neighborhood röi('P) of the point fP coverable by a

single parameter system {x*}. Furthermore, we choose TM1?) so that it lies

in a space neighborhood IMffi coverable by a single coordinate system {ya}.

We shall refer to Vii'P) and VtCP) as the Riemann spaces F„ and Vm respec-

tively and use similar language in connection with the other Riemann spaces

which appear in the paper.

Let ir", ira be the contravariant and covariant components of any space

vector at a point of Vm, and F(p) a p-dimensional vector space at this point.

Then *ir", *ira is called the- projection of ir", ira in Vip) if (1) *ir", *ira lies in

F(p), (2) Ta — *ir", ira—*ira is orthogonal (14) to the vector space F(p). A unique

symmetric tensor saß always exists so that the projection *ir" of any ira in

the fixed F(p) is given by
*„-«  =   SaßWß.

The tensor saß as well as the covariant tensor saßi=aayaßis'*s) and the mixed

tensor saßi=aßisaS) is called the projection tensor of the vector space Vip). The

vector TT" may be decomposed into its projection *ira in V(p) and another

vector f " orthogonal to F(p) so that

(4.8) T" = *7T° + f ».

A canonical representation of saß exists by means of a normalized p-bein

(that is, a set of p mutually orthogonal unit vectors) which spans F(p). If

(rA"> (2)Xa, • • • , („)Xa is this p-bein then

saß = (i)X°(i,X^ + (2)X°(2)X» + • • • + lP)\alP)W.

In particular, if u)Xa, <2)Xa, • • • , («)X" is a normalized re-bein which spans the

tangent vector space of F„ at a point and if a)Ça, <2>f", • • • , (m-»)ra is a

normalized (m — w)-bein spanning the normal vector space of V„ at this point,

then

a"» = (1)Xa(1)x" + (2)x«(2)x" + • • • + („,x«(n)x" + (1)f«(1)f + (2)r°(2)r"

. +   ■   ■  •   +   (m-n)S "(m-n»   ,

(4.9) ....
g" = (i,X'(1)X> + (2)X\2)X' H-+ (n)X«(B)X>,

h«» = mfmP + <2)ra(2,r? + • ■ • + (—»)r"(«-.)r",

(") A vector space P<w> is orthogonal to a vector space V<-^ if each vector in F<»i> is

orthogonal to every vector in V-v*),
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where haß is the projection tensor of the normal vector space of V„. The ex-

pression for the projection tensor gaß of the tangent vector space at a point

of F„ is

(4.10) g-e = g'fy'iytj.

We write

gaß = aßsgal,        gaß = aayaßsgt5

and note that g"< defined as g"ßyßi may be written as

(4.11) gai = y" i = dya/dx\

If haß, haß, haß represent the various components of the projection tensor of the

normal vector space of F„,

(4.12) h"ß = a"ß - g"ß,        h"ß = S*ß - g %        haß = aaß - gaß.

If (4.8) represents the decomposition of a space vector ira relative to the

tangent vector space, then we have

irag"i = *iragai = *7T¿

where *m are the surface components of *ira.

The projection of any tensor in the tangent vector space may be defined

in a manner analogous to that used for the space vector Ta. We first give some

preliminary definitions. A space index a of a tensor(16) ira, ira is called a tangent

index if
Trata = 0, 7Taf « = 0

for every normal vector f ", £"„. The name tangent index is also applied to every

surface index of the tensor. Any tangent space index may be raised or lowered

by means of gaß, gaß instead of aaß, aaß. A tangent tensor is a tensor all of whose

indices are tangent indices. For example, the projection tensor gaß is a tangent

tensor. Any tangent tensor may be represented in the usual manner by an

ra-bein (having both space and surface components) spanning the tangent

vector space. The surface components \ma of any tangent tensor X™^ are

obtained by a formula like that of equations (4.7) which holds for tangent

vectors. The formula is

*kiu = *aißjgk«gßi

where g?t and gka are defined by (4.11) and (4.14) respectively.

The mixed tensor *7rcrtw is the projection of irat&j in the tangent vector space

of V„ if (1) "Vfl/ is a tangent tensor, (2) ircdßj — *-n-aißJis not a tangent tensor

unless it is a zero tensor. Then *Taiß3 = 'T7ijyg°7gSi. The surface components(16)

(u) We have omitted all tensor indices except the index a to which reference is made.

(16) When there is no danger of ambiguity, we write ir".for *7rfj.
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*iTkiij of the projection *iraißj are obtained by means of the equations

(4.13) •A-fV^

We note some algebraic relations which were useful in the above develop-

ment and are used in the sequel. These equations are either definitions or

simple consequences of the definitions of the various tensors.

gai  =   ga.giit gia   =   üaßgßit ga.   m   aaßgß.t

a«-<aßy = a"ß = oaß,

(4.14) gikgki = i'ig'a = gaigaj = g'i = 8',,

aaßgßi = g"ßgßi = gajg'¡ = gaigu = gaßgßi = g\,

haga   =   haga   =   0.

In the last set of equations, ga indicates any of the tensors gßa, g{a, gaß, ga,-.

There is a similar convention for g". Similarly ha indicates either of the tensors

haß, h"ß. Finally, we remark that the operations of projection and addition

(or substraction) applied to tensors of the same valence are commutative.

Whenever the operations of projection and differentiation are applied to a

tensor, it is assumed that differentiation follows projection unless the con-

trary is explicitly indicated.

5. Generalized covariant differentiation and the second fundamental form

of V„. We replace (4.2) by the stronger inequality

(5.1) re 2.

Then, according to (4.1) and (5.1), tue Christoffel symbols of the second kind

for Vm and F„ exist and are continuous. These symbols are denoted by

107 /      an        \jk)

respectively. The generalized covariant derivative (with respect to aaß and gi,)

of a tensor of class C1 defined on a surface neighborhood of F„ is

dTaißi (a) ( S )

(5.2)

As a consequence of (5.1) and (4.11), the class of g"¿ is at least 1. Hence its

covariant derivative exists and is defined by
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whence gai,j = gaj,i. We write gaij for g"i,j. The g «,•,•, considered as space vec-

tors, all lie in the normal vector space at any point f of F„, that is,

(5.4) aaßg*iigßk = 0.

If m=n + \, the dimension of the normal vectors g"i¡ does not exceed

unity so that g"a may be written as

gau = bar

where btj is a second order symmetric surface tensor and fa is the unit normal

vector. The components of the tensor bi¡ are the coefficients of the second

fundamental form of Vn. If m>n + \, the coefficients of the second funda-

mental form of Vn aie the components of the tensor bij\u defined by

(5.5) ô.ilfci = aaßgaijgßkl.

This tensor is equal to bi¡bki if m =ra + l.

The principal curvature vectors or directions (directions of the lines of curva-

ture) at a point <P of a hypersurface are the principal directions determined

by bi¡; that is, they are the unit vectors (a>X' which satisfy

(5.6) (bu - mbgij)(h)\' = 0

where the scalar <&)& is a principal normal curvature of F„ at f, being deter-

mined as a root of the determinant equation

(5.7) | bu - wbgaI = 0.

Since gij is definite(17), there exists a normalized ra-bein of principal curvature

directions. According to (5.6), the value of («6 is given by

(5.8) uyb = bu (A)XV)X'.

In the case of a subspace with m>n + \, there is no unique set of principal

curvatures and principal curvature directions. However, there exists an ra-bein

of principal curvature vectors and ra principal normal curvatures at each point 9

corresponding to any direction f " in the normal vector space of V„. These are

determined by equations analogous to (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8), with bi¡ replaced

by g"ijÇa. If every direction at <P is a principal curvature direction, the point

i* is called umbilical.

The mean curvature normal p" is defined at any point <P of Vn a«

(5.9) p« - n-lg"ijg«.

The length of this vector is called the mean curvature p. Hence, according to

(5.5) and (5.9).

(5.10) m2 = n-2biüklg"gkl.

(n) See [4, pp. 107-113] for the theory of the principal directions determined by a sym-

metric covariant tensor of the second order. The present discussion is based upon this theory.
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For a hypersurface, (5.9) and (5.10) may be written as

(5.11) Ma = Mfa,        p^n-'bijg".

If we make use of the canonical representation of ga given by (4.9) and also

(5.8) and (5.11), we obtain

(5.12) M = re-1E(M*-

An analogous formula for p obtains for any subspace in terms of the principal

normal curvatures of V„ corresponding to the direction of pt".

If (5.1) is strengthened still further by the inequality

(5.13) r^3,

the Riemann curvature tensors paßyS of Vm and k,j« of F„ exist and are of class

C"~s and Cr~3 respectively. The tensors p"ßyS and K*pt are defined by the

equations

P ßyS " dy\ßi)        dy'Xßyj        \ßo)\eyf       \ßy} (to ] '
(5.14)

K '*' " dx~k\jl )  ~ ~dx~l\jk f      \jl Í \hk) " \jk) \ hl) '

It is an immediate consequence of these definitions that paßy» satisfies the

identities

(5.15) PaßyS  =   —  PßayS  =   —  paßiy   =  Pliaß, Pa(ßyt)+   =  0

and that k¿/*i obeys a similar set of equations. In writing these equations we

have represented the cyclic operation by a plus sign and (below) the alterna-

tion operation by a minus sign. The Ricci tensor pßy and the invariant curvature

p of Vm are defined by Pßy = paßyiaaS, p=pßyaß'r with analogous definitions for

Kjk and k. Under these conditions, the Gauss equations

(5.16) 0,-(i|i)-,' = Kijki — Pakt

are satisfied where, in accordance with §4, we have written

PaßySg"igßigykgSl   =  Pijkl.

II. Conformal tensor algebra

6. The relative conformal curvature of F„. Let Vm be any other Riemann

space belonging to (2.8) and let 'R. be the subset of Vm which correspond to %{

under the conformal map (2.4). We suppose that the parameters x' at points

of %_ are related to the parameters x' at the corresponding points of î^. by

transformations of class C". Then the assumptions of §2 concerning the classes

of Vm and Vm and of the conformal mapping between them together with the

assumptions (a) to (d) of §4 about 'R. guarantee that these latter conditions
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also hold true for R. Also, according to the discussion of §2, it is possible to

choose allowable parameter systems {x'} and {x'} in the parameter neighbor-

hoods of R and R respectively so that the transformation of R on <R is given

by ** =x'. Unless the contrary is stated, we suppose that this is done through-

out the remainder of the paper. Then the equations of R corresponding to

(4.3) are
y = y(xl, x2, • ■ ■ , x"),

where y"(xi) and y(x') are the same functions of x' and x* respectively.

According to the discussion of §4, the region of R which corresponds to

F„ is also a Riemann space which we denote by F„. The remarks of the previ-

ous paragraph show that

(6.1) i"i-g"i

where we have written gai=dya/dx\ Consequently the tangent vector space

of F„ is conformally invariant. Since orthogonality is a conformai property,

the normal vector spaces of F„ and Fn at corresponding points are also in

conformai correspondence. If the metric tensor of F„ is denoted by g,y, g'', it

follows from equations analogous to (4.5) and from (2.6) and (6.1) that

(6.2) in = e2°gij,        g*i = e-2'^'.

Thus the conformai transformation (2.4) induces a conformai mapping on the

respective subspaces of Vm and  Fm.

Under the assumption (5.1), the existence and continuity of the Christoffel

symbols of the second kind of Vm and F„ are assured. We denote these symbols

by

\ßy)   an    \jkf

respectively. As a consequence of (2.6) and (6.2), we have

\ßy)   ' ' \ßy)

\jkf  ' ' \jk)

+ aaßO-,y + aay<r,ß — aßyaaSo-,s,

(6.3)

+ g'jo-.k + ghff.j - gjkgilc,i.

We denote covariant differentiation with respect to äaß, gij by means of a

semicolon. Then

(6.4) i*iU = -^ g'{ + \ a \ gf>igy¡ - /    if«,.
dx> (ßy) Kij)

We write |at;J- as g",-,-. Also,

(6.5) a,i = o-,agai-
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If we simplify (6.4) by means of (4.5), (4.14), (5.3), (6.1), (6.3) and (6.5), we
obtain

i'ii = g"a - güiaaß<r.ß - gkl<r,kgai).

But according to (4.10), (4.12) and (6.5), these last equations may be written

as

(6.6) gaa = gaa- gijkaßo-,ß.

We denote the mean curvature normal of Vn by ßa. Since

A« = »-J|«<}|«,

we find from these equations and (5.9), (6.2) and (6.6) that

(6.7) e2°ßa = jLta - haß<r,ß.

From these equations and ßa = äaßfiß, pa=aaßpß, we obtain

(6.8) ßa = ßa — hßaa,ß.

As result of (6.2) and (6.7), equations (6.6) become

(6.9) Gai,-= G-a,

where we have written

(6.10) G'uTu-W

and analogous equations for G"a. Consequently the mixed tensor Gan of

class Cr~2 is a conformal tensor and the contravariant vector space which it

spans remains unchanged by conformal transformations. According to (5.4)

and (5.9), this vector space is normal to the tangent vector space of Fn.

If re = l, Vn is a curve. In this case the surface metric tensor has one com-

ponent which may be written as gn=XiXi. Then, from (5.9) and (6.10),

Gau  =   g»u  -  \l\lganW

so that Gaij=0 for a curve. If Gaa = 0 at a point <P of F„ and re exceeds unity,

it follows from (6.10) that

(6.11) g"a - gun«.

In accordance with the analogue of (5.6) for any subspace, every direction

at Í5 is a principal curvature direction so that fP is an umbilical point of F„.

Conversely, if <P is an umbilical point, then (6.11) holds so that Gaij = 0 at i\

The scalar quantity A defined, except for a choice of sign, by

(6.12) A2 = n-'aaffgilg'kG"i^ki

is called the relative conformal curvature of V„ ii re > 1. If re = 1, A is identically

zero. As follows from (2.6), (6.2) and (6.9), it is a relative conformal scalar

of class CT~2 obeying the equation
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(6.13) A = e-'K.

The reality of A is guaranteed by showing that A2, defined by (6.12), is non-

negative. To prove this statement, we choose coordinates y and parameters

xi so that aaß = 8aß, gij=8'J at the point <P. Then, from (6.12), we have at <P

that

A2 = »-1£g«g>*G"«G"*« -»-'ESS (G"<i)2 = 0-
a a        i j

The equality sign is valid if and only if Ga,j = 0. We summarize these results

in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. The relative conformai curvature A of a subspace V„ in Vm

vanishes at a point of F„ if and only if the conformai tensor G"i¡ is zero at the

point. If ra = l, G"a vanishes identically. If ra>l, Gaa equals zero at a point of

Vn if and only if this point is umbilical in Vm.

Throughout the remainder of the paper, except where the contrary is ex-

plicitly stated, we shall assume that (18) ra>l (so that m>2) and restrict

ourselves to subspaces F„ (more accurately : regions of F„) which do not con-

tain any umbilical points. Since A 5^0 in Vn, we suppose that an initial choice

of sign for A is made so that A > 0 in Vn.

The principal directions determined by the surface tensor GaijÇa where f°

is a vector belonging to the normal vector space of Fn are, from (6.10), the

principal directions determined by gaai'a- Consequently these directions are

the principal curvature directions of Fn corresponding to fa. Since both G",-,-

and the orthogonality of f„ to Fn remain unchanged by conformai transforma-

tions of Vm, this proves the conformai invariance of the principal curvature

vectors. In particular, we note the following theorems of Schouten and Struik

[13, pp. 211-212].

Theorem 6.2. The lines of curvature of a hypersurface Vn (ra>l) in Vn+i

are invariant under conformai transformations of Fn+i.

Theorem 6.3. The umbilical points of a subspace F„ (ra>l) in Vm remain

umbilical under conformai transformations of Vn.

Digression. The remainder of this section is devoted to the derivation of

some relations between A and various metric geometric objects of F„. The

relative conformai curvature may be expressed in terms of the coefficients of

the first and second fundamental forms of Fn. If we make use of equations

(4.14), (5.5), (5.9) and (6.10) then (6.12) becomes

(6.14) A2 = n-1biilki(gitgik - ra-y'g*')-

If Vn is. a hypersurface, a formula for A in terms of the principal normal

(l*) The case n = 1 (curve theory) is considered in §34.
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curvatures of F„ may be found. In this case, by the use of the canonical

representation of gij given by (4.9) and also (5.8), we find that

bu\kigilgik = £ (o°2-

If we take account of this equation as well as of (5.10) and (5.12), equation

(6.14) becomes

a2 - »-»[ Z („^-»-»('E «¿H = ■*-»£[«*■ - rWZioí]

= w-1 S wb[(.i)b - p].

Now from (5.12),

EcU -c] = /'S [wo — /*] = o.

Hence the above equation remains unchanged if «_1X^«M [to0 — M ]1S subtracted

from the right member. This gives(19)

(6.15) A2 = re-l£ ((0i - m)2.

If m>«+l, a similar result may be obtained for any subspace F„. Let

u)f°i <2)f", • • ■ , (m-n)fa be the normalized im — re)-bein of (4.9). We denote

the n principal normal curvatures of F„ corresponding to (»Ç" by

(i,i)Oi, (1.2)62, • • • , (i,n)ôn and write o.)M = w_1£< a,.)",- and use an analogous

notation with respect to the other f ". In a manner analogous to that used in

the derivation of (6.15), we find that

(6.16)

A2 = n~l< X ((!.<>*< - (DM)2 + X) ((2,<)6< - (2>m)2 +
\      i i

+   2-1 i(m—n,i)b, (m—n)/*)    f •

7. The conformal measure tensors. In this section, we define the funda-

mental conformal geometric objects which have roles in the conformal the-

ory analogous to those of the metric tensors aaß, gi¡ in classical and Riemannian

geometry. If (5.1) is obeyed, the relative conformal curvature A exists. Since

A>0, we may write it as

(7.1) A = e*.

We call <p the gauge function of Vn. According to (2.6), (6.2), (6.13) and (7.1),

(") An alternative form of equation (6.15) is A*—n~*fJ?.i(itA—mM*. The quantity

«)b — d)b isa relative conformal scalar having the transformation law [«)6 — mb]=e~c[a)b — (,)&].

This fact and the definition of A given in this footnote provide another proof of (6.13). Analo-

gous remarks apply to the case of a general subspace V» and are based upon equation (6.16)

instead of (6.15).
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the tensors Aaß, G,3- defined at points of Vn by

(7.2) Aaß = e2*aaß,

(7.3) Cu = e2*^

are positive definite tensors of class C'~2 and remain unchanged by conformai

transformations of Vm, that is,

Aaß = Aaß,        Gij = Gij.

We call Aaß the conformai (space)(20) measure tensor of Vm and Gij the eora-

formal (surface) measure tensor of F„. Where there is no ambiguity, we shall

refer to each of these tensors as a measure tensor.

The contravariant components of these measure tensors are defined by

(7.4) A°ßAßy = 0%,       G»GM = 5V

It is clear that these tensors satisfy the equations

(7.5) Aaß = e-2*a«ß,

(7.6) G" -'<-*$*'•

If r°Vj is a conformai tensor and any of its indices are raised or lowered by

means of Aaß, Aaß, G", Gij, it is clear that the new tensor retains the con-

formal character of the original one. Consequently the raising or lowering of

the indices of any conformai tensor in the sequel is accomplished by means of

these measure tensors unless the contrary is stated. On the other hand, the

raising or lowering of the indices of any non-conformal (metric) tensor is done

by means of the metric tensors aaß, aaß, g'', gij unless the contrary is indicated.

As a result of (4.5), (7.2) and (7.3), the measure tensors are related by the

equations

(7.7) Ga = AaßGi&j.

In these equations, we have written G°¡ for dya/dxi in virtue of the conformai

invariance of the latter tensor which is stated in (6.1).

A tensor algebra may be based upon these measure tensors, which is

analogous in every respect to the classical algebra developed in §4 which is

founded upon aaß, gij. With reference to conformai tensors similar to those

defined in §4, every equation of §4 has a precise analogue in the new algebra.

In particular, the conformai length T of any conformai space vector T" is

defined by

(7.8) T2 = AasT"Tß.

(ä0) It should be noted that the space measure tensor Aaß is defined relative to the sub-

space V„. This is true of almost all the space conformai objects which appear in this paper and

the definitions of these objects should be understood as containing the phase "relative to V„."
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If T=l, Ta is called a unit conformai vector. If T" is a conformai tangent vec-

tor L", its space and surface components obey the equations

(7.9) L' = L*G'i,       Li = LaGai

and its conformai length may be measured with equal validity by either Aaß

or Gij. The magnitude of the angle between two vectors is obviously the same,

regardless of whether the angle is measured by means of the metric tensors

aaß, ga or the conformai measure tensors Aaß, Gij. This is a natural phenome-

non, since the magnitude of an angle (measured by the Riemannian metric)

is unchanged by conformai transformations.

For the tangent vector space of F„, the projection tensor Gaß relative to

the conformai length measure stated in (7.8) is defined by

(7.10) Gaß = G^C.G",-.

The various equations of §4 are true if conformai unit vectors are substituted

for the metric unit vectors and if the replacements a—k4, g—*G, ir^>T, h—>H

are made in these equations. In the remainder of the paper, we frequently

use the conformai analogue of (4.14) and refer to it simply as equations (4.14).

Finally, we note that the important algebraic identities

(7.11) GV^'-O,

(7.12) Aafi-ififikGW = ra

are an easy consequence of (5.9), (6.10), (6.12), (7.1), (7.2), (7.4) and (7.6).

III. CONFORMAL TENSOR ANALYSIS

8. Conformai differentiation. In order to define a covariant differentiation

process in conformai geometry, we first replace (5.1) by (5.13). This guaran-

tees the existence of the Christoffel symbols. It is natural to require this

differentiation process to satisfy the following conditions:

(a) If Taißj is a tensor of class C1 defined on a surface neighborhood of F„,

then Taißj:k may be written as(21)

a
r"":* = n r"'« + r"„r«i7G»* - T'UiVffi^

(8.1) dxk

+ T'W'u - TaißiTljk.

(b) The coefficients Yaßy and Yljk, defined(22) on Vn, are symmetric in the two

lower indices.

(21) The form of equations (8.1) is suggested by (5.2). They need not be assumed for a gen-

eral tensor T^ but may be developed axiomatically from the assumed laws for a scalar and a

contravariant vector. (If T is a scalar, then (8.1) becomes T-jl = dT/dxk.) The details of this

development are analogous to those of a similar proof in our paper on the conformai theory of

curves [8, pp. 447-449].
(K) The definition of raßy and T'a, is implicit in conditions (a) to (e). The explicit definition

of these coefficients appears in equations (8.5) and (8.11).
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(c) Taißj-k is a tensor.

(d) If Taißj is a conformal tensor, Taißj:k is also a conformal tensor; that is,

Taißi = Taißj implies TaißJ: » = Taißj: k.

(e) The measure tensors behave like constants with reference to the differentia-

tion process; that is,

(8.2) Aa0..k = A<k = A%k = O,

(8.3) Gii-.k   = G*':*   -(?*,:»   = 0.

The quantities Y"ßy and F'ß are the conformal analogues of the Christoffel

symbols of the second kind

\ßy) \jkfißy

respectively. It follows directly from (a) and (c) that T"ßy and T',-* are coeffi-

cients of connection(23) and consequently differ from the Christoffel symbols

\ßyf    an     \jk)

respectively by quantities which are tensors. The converse is also true. As a

result of (a) and (d), it is readily seen that T"ßy and T',* must be conformal

geometric objects which remain unchanged under conformal transformations

of Vm; that is,

(8.4) T"ßy = r"„,     1% = IV

Condition (b) as applied to T',* plus the first of equations (8.3) readily de-

termines F*,* as the Christoffel symbols of the second kind formed from Gi,-.

The conformal invariance of these Christoffel symbols may now be proved

independently of the above discussion since d¡ is a conformal tensor. Accord-

ing to (7.3) and equations similar to (6.3),

(8.5) T*n - j * > + g'i'P.k + g'kdy.i - gikgil<P.i.

The T"ßy cannot be similarly determined as the Christoffel symbols formed

from Aaß since A„ß is only defined at points of Vn and consequently dAaß/dyy

does not exist. Condition (b) for T"ßy and the first of equations (8.2) do not

determine T"ßy uniquely. If T"ßy is chosen in the form

(8.6) Taßy = <     > + a"ßiry + aayTß - aßyaatTr,

then these conditions are satisfied if ■jrygyi =$,<.

(") For the definition and properties of coefficients of connection, see [5, pp. 3-6].
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We digress somewhat in order to find a value for ira in this formula which

makes (8.6) a conformai geometric object. Equations (6.13) and (7.1) are

equivalent to

(8.7) <t = 4>-$.

From this equation, we obtain o-,< = #,,-—<p,<. Since ffßgßa=<rßgßig<a=crigia, the

above equation leads to

<Tßgßa   =  <? a  — <t>a,

where $„, $a are the space components of <f>,i, #,,• so that

(8.8) 4>a = 4>.igia.

Now
<r,a = <r,ßaßa = <r,ßgßa + <r.ßhßa.

The above results and (6.8) permit us to write these last equations in the form

(8.9) a,a  = JJ« — Va

where va is the gauge vector defined by

(8.10) Va  =  <t>a + Pa-

Use of (8.8), (8.9) and (8.10) shows that (6.3} may be written in the in-

variantive form

I ñ  \ ~*~ âa0iiy "*" a"^ß ~ äßyäat^i =   | ñ  \ + ^M^ + a"'<r,ß ~ aß-ra"Sr>i>

{ .* | + g'if.k + g\$,i - g,kgil$.i - I * J- + g'i'P.k + g'rt.i - gjkgil<t>,i-

The second of these equations establishes the conformai invariance of the T'y*

defined by (8.5) in a new way. The first equations suggest that ira in (8.6) be

defined as t)a so that rap7 is defined by the equations

(8.11) Vßy = j " j- + a'fny + a"yi)ß - aßyaaSVt.

The definitions (8.5) and (8.11) show that T*'/* and Y"ßy are of class Cr_3 in

the x\

The quantities Yijk defined by (8.5) are called the conformai (surface) co-

efficients of connection and the quantities Y"ßy defined by (8.11) are called the

conformai (space) coefficients of connection. The derivative defined by (8.1) is

called the conformai (surface) derivative of Taißj. It is clear that all the properties

(a) through (e) as well as (8.4) are satisfied and that conformai differentiation

of the sum, difference, inner and outer product of tensors obeys the same rules as
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ordinary differentiation. However, we note that both r*# and T"ßy are defined

at points of Vn only and consequently the conformal derivative does not have

a meaning throughout the imbedding space Vm but only on the subspace Vn.

We also observe that the conformal coefficients of connection are defined rela-

tive to Vn- This means that the conformal differentiation process is dependent

not only on the metric of Vm but also on the subspace F„ (or, more precisely,

on the third order differential element of F„). This definition of differentiation

with respect to a subspace is somewhat analogous to the similar definition of

parallel displacement of vectors in a general Riemann space with respect to a

curve.

If T"ß is a conformal tensor of class C1 defined on a space neighborhood of

Vm which includes a surface neighborhood of F„ then Taß:y may be defined

at points of the surface neighborhood as

d
(8.12) T"ß: y = — T"fi + 2V«lT - r-irv

dyt

It is immediate that this conformal ispace) derivative Taß.y of T"ß enjoys all

the properties of the conformal surface derivative T'ß-t, It is a simple conse-

quence of (8.1) and (8.12) that these derivatives are related by means of the

equations

(8.13) T"ß..k =   T°ß:yG->k.

According to (8.1),

G"i: i = ■*-— + v-ßygßigyj - r\)g»A
dx'dx1

since Gai=g"i. If these equations are simplified by means of (4.5), (4.14),

(5.3), (8.5) and (8.11), we obtain

(8.14) Ci-, i - g"ii + g'iiWi - <>,,) + g"AVßgßi - <t>.i) - gii(a'h,t ~ gal<P.l).

Since pa is orthogonal to g"i, it follows from (4.14), (8.8) and (8.10) that

W< - <*>,< = 0,        a"svt - gal<p,t = /i».

Hence, in virtue of (6.10) and these last equations, (8.14) may be written as

(8.15) G»,:i = G«u.

In particular, we note as an immediate consequence of (8.15) that

Cia- ■ = Ga- ■

While the r*# are uniquely determined by conditions (a) through (e),

this is not true for the Taßy. Let r'a^7 be any space coefficients of connection

for which conditions (a) to (e) are true, other than the Y"ßy defined by (8.11).

Then
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(8.16) T'°ßy    -    F«,,,    =     T"ßy,

where T"ßy is a tensor. It is easy to show, using conditions (a) to (e), that

T"ßy must be a conformai tensor which satisfies the relations

(8.17) Taßy   =   Tayß, [Taßy +   Tßay [G"1 k   =   0,

where Taßy=AatTsßy, and conversely. It follows from (8.17) that we may write

(8. 18) Taßy +   Tßay   =  Saßy,

where Saßy is any conformai tensor which obeys the equations

(8.19) Saßy   =  Sßay, SaßyG^   =   0.

From equations (8.18) and the symmetry properties of Taßy, we easily find

that

(8.20) Taßy   =    [Saßy  + Sayß  — Sßya]/2.

Conversely, if Saßy is any conformai tensor which obeys (8.19) then Taßy,

defined by (8.20), obeys (8.17). It follows from (8.16) that the most general

Y'"ßy are given by

(8.21) T'«ßy    =    T"ßy   +   A°*[SSßy   +   SSyß    -   SßyS]/2

where Saßy is any conformai tensor which has the properties stated in (8.19).

Finally we note that Yijk and ra^7 exist if r ^ 3. However we may show that

if Yijk exists on a Vn of class Cr with r 2:2 then Yaßy as well as the quantities

T'jic, Taßy defined on any Vn also exists. For the proof, we note that (8.5)

may be solved for 0,,- in terms of Y'jk and

{;}•

Since r^2, <£ exists and (8.7) is true. The existence of <p,< plus the validity of

(8.7) permits us to deduce the existence of $,;. Hence T'jh exists. Also (8.10)

and analogous equations in F„ show that r¡a and r¡a exist. It follows from (8.6)

that both T"^ and Taßy exist. Incidentally, the proof also shows that if <p,¿

exists and r^2, then #,< also exists.

9. The replacement principle. Many of the equations of this paper contain

a mixture of some quantities which are unchanged by conformai transforma-

tions of Fm as well as of others which vary under conformai changes of the

metric of Vm. In this section, we show, by means of a change of gauge, that

certain of these latter non-conformal geometric objects may be treated as

independent variables in expressions where they occur and, in particular, may

be replaced by zeros. This replacement principle results in a very considerable

curtailment of many of the formal calculations which are made in the paper.

In this respect, it is analogous to the choice of special coordinate systems (for
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example, normal coordinates or coordinates where the coordinate directions

have special initial positions) frequently made in classical and Riemannian

geometry.

Theorem 9.1. Let Vn be a subspace of class Cr (rè2) in a Vm of class C"

iq^r) and suppose that the gauge function <p, its derivative <p,i, and the mean

curvature normal pa existi2t) in Vn- Then an allowable conformal transfor-

mation of a region of Vm containing F„ exists so that Fm<=*Fm, Vn+±Vn and the

values at any fixed point of F„ of the geometric quantities <f, #,¿, fla defined on Vn

are arbitrary preassigned numbers.

The proof is simple. For the existence of $, $,¿, and fla in Vn follows from

the assumed existence of the corresponding quantities in V„ and the conclud-

ing paragraph of §8. Now the values of $, #,,-, ßa at a point Î5 of V„ are pre-

assigned numbers and the values of <f>, <p,,, pa at the corresponding point P

of Vn (having the same coordinates) are known. Hence the corresponding

values of r¡a, rja at eP, P respectively may be computed by equations like (8.10)

evaluated at these points. Then (8.7) and (8.9) determine the value of the

mapping function a and of its first space derivative a,a at P. It is clear that

an infinite number of functions <r(y") of class Ca_1 exist having the determined

values of a, a,a at P. Any one of these functions may serve as the conformal

mapping function and satisfy the conditions of the theorem. This completes

the proof.

Now consider any conformal tensor Taißj defined on F„ and depending

upon geometric objects of Vm and F„. If Fm«=^FOT, Fn<=*F„ under an allowable

conformal map, we assume that the corresponding tensor Taißj obeys

(9.1) 7>V,= r»Vi.

It is understood that Taißj and Taißj are the same formal functions of the cor-

responding geometric objects of Fn, Vn and of Vn, Vm respectively. However,

despite the conformal character of Taißj stated in (9.1), the formal expression

for Taißj may frequently be given as a complicated mixture of conformal quan-

tities and non-conformal quantities. In what follows, we explain how the con-

formal nature of Taißj may be formally exhibited in an explicit manner.

If Taißj depends formally upon some of the quantities <p, <£,,-, pa, we denote

by °Taißi its formal value when <p, <£,,-, pa are each replaced^) by zero. If

T'tßj is formally independent of these quantities, then we write °Taißj=Taißj.

We use a similar symbolism for any (not necessarily conformal) geometric

object in F„. Whenever we speak of replacements for a geometric object in F„,

we mean the substitutions described in this paragraph.

(*•) If r ê3, all of these last conditions are fulfilled.

(M) Since zero is a tensor, these replacements leave the tensor character of T^¡ undisturbed.
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Let î be a point of V„. According to Theorem 9.1, a conformai map

Vm+^Vm, F„<=^F„, R<=^R exists so that <? = <?,<=£a = 0 at R. In virtue of these

equations, the value of T"Vi at & mav oe written as

(9.2) T«W - °(T-W.

Now if it is possible to write the formal expression for °(Taißj) so that it in-

volves only conformai geometric objects, it remains unchanged (both for-

mally and in its value) under conformai transformations so that

(9.3) «T'Ui - "(T-'ßj),

where °Taißj is evaluated at R. Of course, this condition is equivalent to the

assumption that °Taißj is a formal function of conformai geometric objects

only. A comparison of (9.1), (9.2) and (9.3) leads to

(9.4) r«iM-,r«V/,

which is valid at R. The considerations which lead up to equations (9.1) and

(9.2) may be applied at each fixed point of F„. If (9.3) obtains throughout F*,

then equations (9.4) are valid at each point of Fn; that is, (9.4) is true

throughout F„.

The above ideas may also be applied to certain tensor equations. A tensor

equation in F„ may be written as

(9.5) r«V, = 0,

where raißj is defined in terms of geometric objects of F„ and Vm- Suppose

that *aißj is the corresponding tensor in any Vn defined in terms of the corre-

sponding geometric objects of F„, Vm and that the equation

(9.6) #«*«, = 0

is obeyed in F„. Then it follows from (9.5) and (9.6) that 7rai/jyis a conformai

tensor Taißj so that (9.5) is a conformai equation. (Of course, Taißj is equiva-

lent to the zero tensor.) Under these circumstances, the above discussion

shows that if Taißj obeys (9.3), then (9.5) is equivalent to °Taißj = 0. We sum-

marize these results in the replacement principle.

Theorem 9.2. Let Taiß} (Taißj = 0) be a conformai tensor (conformai equa-

tion) in a Vn of class CT (r^2). Then, if the formal expression for °Taißj involves

only conformai geometric objects, Taißj = °Taißj (0Taißj = 0 is equivalent to

Taißj = 0) throughout V„.

Finally, we note that the argument used to establish this theorem says

in essence: under conformai transformations, <j>, <f>,i, pa have the role of inde-

pendent variables while Taißj remains constant. H.ence Taißj is independent

of the values assigned to <p, $,¡, pa so that Taißj=°Taißj.

It is clear that the operation of replacement is commutative with the oper-
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ations of addition, subtraction, inner and outer multiplication and projec-

tion of tensors. Whenever the operations of replacement and differentiation

are both applied to a tensor, it is assumed that the replacement operation is

applied last unless the contrary is indicated. For later use, we append the

following equations which are immediate consequences of the definitions:

(9.7) V -•*.< = %.«%,- 0,

°ga = G«, V' = G»,

(9.8) °aaß = A aß, °a°ß = Aaß,

°gaß = Goß,                  \"ß = G"ß,

(9-9)        "Q=r''"  'O=r"'"
(9.10) VW.* - *aißi:k, ^"ß.-r  =   °*aß:y

Digression. The result stated in Theorem 9.1 suffices for many aspects of

our work but we note that it is possible to obtain a much stronger theorem.

Indeed # and ßa may be assigned as almost arbitrary functions defined not

only at P but throughout F„ if F„ is of class CT ir 5ï 2) and <p is of class C1

in Vn. To prove this, we first rearrange equations (4.3) so that the Jacobian

of the first re of these equations does not vanish. We denote the y» in these

equations by y* and the remaining y» by y (w = w4-l, w+2, • • • , m). Then

equations (4.3) may be written as

yt = y'ix'),       y = yix>).

The parameter transformation

*'*' = y'ix*)

is an allowable change of parameters and, in these xu, the equations of F„

and Vn assume the form

(9.11) yi = x'\        y = f"ix'i).

We suppose that q = r. Then the coordinate transformation

y'i    —     yt^ y'u     =     yU     _    f"(X'')

is an allowable coordinate change. Equations (9.11) become

(9.12) y{ = x\        y = 0

where, for simplicity, we have omitted the primes both for the y'° and the

x". From (9.12), we have

(9.13) g"i = 5"i.

According to our hypothesis, r ^ 2. Hence <p and pa exist. Since we also as-
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sume the existence of <p,i, the vector rja defined by (8.10) exists. Also, in ac-

cordance with the concluding paragraph of §8, the geometric objects <j>, #,j, ßa

and rja, defined on any F„ obtained from F„ by an allowable conformai map

must exist. Furthermore, since cr is of class C«-1 and <r,a is of class C«-2, it

follows from (8.7) and (8.9) that <i>—<j> must be of class Cs_1 and na — Va must

be of class Cq~2. According to (9.13) and the definition for va, it follows that

pa —Pa must be of class C"~2.

Conversely, let $(x') be any scalar function and pa(xi) any vector functions

which satisfy the conditions:

ipix*) - <?(*')      is of class C"-1 (q = r ^ 2),
(9.14) . J "

Pa(x'1) — ßa(x')   are of class Cq~2,

(9.15) iZ«g<\- = 0.

We shall show that an allowable conformai transformation Fm<=±Fm, Vn+3-V„

exists so that $ and pa are the gauge function and the mean curvature normal

0fVn.
If we define rja by the equations

Va   =  ßa + «Ê.ig'a

it follows that

Va  —  Va   =   (Pa  ~ Pa)   +   (<t>,i  ~  $,i)g\»

and, from (9.14), ïj„-tj« is of class Cq~2. As a result of (8.8), (8.10), (9.13)

and (9.15), the first n components vt and rji of Va and rja respectively are given

by

(9. 16) 17»   =  Vag"i   =  <t>.i, Vi  =  Vag"i  =   $,t.

Now, according to a theorem due to Whitney [18, p. 65, Theorem l], func-

tions/„(yS yT) (r = n + l, n+2, • • • , m) exist so that

fu(y\ yT) is of class Cq~2 in Vm,

(9.17) fa(x\ 0) = v.(x') - ñ*(x%

f^(xi, yT) is analytic at points of Vm which are not in F„.

Consider the function cr(y) defined by

(9.18) c(y) = D r/„(/, y) + [¿(y) - ¿(y<) ].
H

From (9.17), it follows that

Z r/«(y*. yT)
<a

is analytic at points where at least one of the y* differs from zero and is of
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class Cq~2 at points where all the yu vanish, that is, in F„. If(26) g>2, any

(q — 2)th partial derivative of this expression may be written in the form

h(y) = Z y°g»iy\ yr) + giy\ yr)-
M

Here ga is a (g —2)th derivative of/„ and is therefore of class C° in F„. Also,

the highest order of derivative of the /„ which occurs in g is q — 3 so that g

is of class C1 in V„.

We show that hiy") is of class C1 in Vm. There are two cases: (1) If any y

is not zero, hiy") is analytic. (2) If all the y vanish, then

dh/dy' = dgiy\ 0)/dy'

and, by definition of the derivative,

dh                   1 ag(y', 0)
=    lim   -[AyTgriy\AyT)\ +

dyT        Ají1-* Ayr ' dvT

This last expression becomes

dh/dy = gy(y4, 0) + dgiy\ 0)/dy\

Hence hiy") is of class C1 in Vm.

Now, from (9.14), </>(y') — f(y{) is of class Cs_1 in Fm. Hence a, defined by

(9.18), is of class C,_1 in Vm. Furthermore,

— = ¿-i—y" + (-)»

3y* a    3y* \3y'       3yvdyi u    dyi \dy*       dy
(9.19)

By means of (9.12), (9.16) and (9.17), we see that, at points of F„, (9.18)

becomes

a = 4>ix>y- $ix¡),

(9.20) dc/dy1 = -mix') - rjiixi)

da/dyT = ri^x') — rjTixi).

Since <r(y») is of class C*-1, it defines a conformal transformation VmT^Vm,

Vn*^V„ so that points with the same coordinates and parameters correspond.

Then a comparison of (9.20) with (8.7) and (8.9) shows that $ is the

gauge function of F„ and that fia is the mean curvature normal of FB. This

completes the proof of the above italicized statement.

As a special case of this result, we note that we may choose <?=<£, ßa = 0.

Since pa is of class C'-2, conditions (9.14) and (9.15) are satisfied. Hence a F„

(M) If 2 = 2, then h(y") ~'£áUy°'fu(yi, "f) in the following argument.
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exists for which fi« = 0. Hence any F„ of class Cq is conformai to a minimal

subspace. However this proof requires that ra exceed 1. Actually, the con-

clusion may be extended to apply to the case » = 1. We state this result in

the theorem.

Theorem 9.3. A subspace Vn of class Cq in a Vm of class C" (q^2) is con-

formally equivalent to a subspace of zero mean curvature (minimal subspace if

ra > 1, geodesic curve if ra = 1).

For the proof, we simply note that the theorem of Whitney used above

may be employed to show the existence of functions/(y*, yT) with the proper-

ties enumerated in (9.17) except that the second set of equations is replaced by

f„(y\ 0) = pu.

Then, as above, the function <r(y) defined by

<r(ya) = Z y'UiyK yT)
ta

is of class C4-1 in Vm. Also, at points of Vn,

da/dyi — 0,        da/dyT = pT.

Now, pa is orthogonal to ga<. Hence, from (9.13), the first ra components p¡

of pa, defined by pi=pa8"i, must be zero. Therefore the above equations be-

come
da/dy" = pa

at points of V„. If <r(y) is used as a conformai mapping function, it follows

from (6.8) that ßa vanishes identically. This completes the proof. Theorem 9.3,

with ra equal to 1, was used in a previous paper [8, §10 ].

10. Conformai geodesic and conformai normal coordinates and parameters.

When the coordinates y" (parameters x') are subjected to an allowable trans-

formation (that is, with r=ï3), the Yaßy (Y'jk) change according to the law of

transformation of coefficients of connection. If primes are used to denote the

new coordinate (parameter) system and the components of the Yaßy, Y*jk in

this system, then this law of transformation is

dya dys     dy* d2ya
Y'sßy --= r°Se-1->

dy'8 óV"   dy'T      oVd/7
(10.1) ' '    '

dxi dxh    dxl d2xi■p'A .    _  __   "pi_L _

lk dx'h  '       hl dx'>   dx'k       3*'^«'*

It is clear from these equations that allowable transformations of y", x' ex-

istí27) s0 that

(") For example, the equations y m = {y")<,+y"* - {Vßy)^y'ßy'-</2, where {ya)<,X ra/37)o are

the values of y", Vaßy at R, define a coordinate transformation for which (10.2) is true.
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(10.2) (I"-flT)o = 0,

(10.3) (r",-*)0 = o

at any preassigned point P of V. The new coordinate system {y'»} [parame-

ter system {#''}] in which (10.2) [(10.3)] is true is called a coordinate

[parameter] system which is conformal geodesic at P. These coordinates are

analogous to the geodesic coordinates of Riemannian geometry.

It is also possible to define parameters(2S) which are conformal normal at P.

These are similar to the normal coordinates of Riemannian geometry. Pa-

rameters xn which are conformal normal at P are parameters so that the equa-

tions of those "geodesies" based upon the tensor Gi¡ which pass through P

are x'i=LiS where the Li are constants and 5 is the conformal length based

upon the tensor Gi¡. Of course, conformal normal parameters are also con-

formal geodesic at P. It is sometimes useful to choose the parametric direc-

tions at the center P of the conformal normal parameters so that they coincide

with re mutually orthogonal curvature directions of Vn at P.

The existence of conformal normal parameters is established by exactly

the same proof as that used in Riemannian geometry. For this existence

proof, it is sufficient that G,3- be of class C2 in the x{, or otherwise, that r^4.

The parameter transformation to conformal normal parameters is, in general,

of class C'-2 and therefore not an allowable transformation unless f=« or

unless Vn is considered as a space of class CT~2.

11. The Weyl tensors. The assumption

(11.1) </è3

guarantees the existence of the Riemann curvature tensors paßy> and paßys of

Vm and Vm respectively. A straightforward calculation based on the definition

(5.14) and the first equations of (6.3) gives(29)

(11.2) e~2'paßyi = PaßyS + oa(.sOy)-ß + öß(7(rj)-a + aa{say)-ß ■ Ai<r.

From these equations, we readily obtain

Pßy = Pßy + (m — 2)<rÍY + aßy[aaS<r,as + (reí — 2)Ai<r]

and

im - i)im - 2)o-aß = (w - 1) [paß - Paß] - [päaß ~ paaß}/2

— im — i)im — 2)Ai<r-aa/s/2.

In these equations, Aio- is the differential parameter of the first order defined

by Ai<j =aaßa,acr,ß and aaß is defined by the equations

(11.4) Uaß   =   O-.aß   —   V.aV.ß-

(28) Since the r»07are only defined at points of Vn, there are obvious difficulties in defining

"conformal normal coordinates."

(!9) For a derivation of (11.2) along these lines, see [4, pp. 89-90].
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If m>2, (11.3) may be solved for craß- If the resulting value for craß is substi-

tuted in (11.2) and account is taken of (2.6), we find that

C"ßyS   =   C"ßyS

where C"ßyt is the conformai (space) Weyl tensor of Vm (m > 2) defined by

1        . .
CaßyS = paßys +-—- [aanps)-ß + as(5Pa7)-J

(raí — 2)
(11.5)

P

(m — í) (m — 2)

H m = 3, it may be shown that Caß-ts is a zero tensor. It was proved by Weyl

[17, p. 404] and Schouten [12, p. 80] that, if m>3, the equation Caßyt=0

is the necessary and sufficient condition that Vm be a conformally euclidean

space Rm.

Unlike the Riemann tensor, contraction of indices in the Weyl tensor does

not lead to any new tensors. For, from (11.5),

(11.6) C"ßya   =  C"ßai   =  CaayS   =  C^ySU^  =  CaßySaßS   =  C'ßy^   =   0.

However, new conformai tensors may be constructed from C"ßys at points

of Vn by means of the conformai projection tensor Gaß and the indices of

these various tensors may be raised or lowered by means of Aaß, Aaß if (5.1)

holds. We define the following conformai tensors:

(11.7) CaßyS   =  AatC'ßyS,

(11.8) Cßy    =   CaßySG"S,

(11.9) C   =   CßyGß\

(11    IQ) Caßyk  =  CaßysGSk, Caßik  =  CaßykGyj,

t^atjfc  =  t^a^jfcOr i, (->hijk  =  ^ at jfcO   h,

(11.11) Cßj = CßyGyj, dj = CßjGßi.

It follows easily that

(11.12) Cu = ChiikGhk,       C^CijG".

According to (11.6), (11.7) and (11.8),

CaßytA°ß   =  CaßylA^ =  CaßySA"S =  C'aßysA^= CaßySAßS= CaßyiA^ = 0,
111.ío)

CaßA«ß = 0.

As an easy consequence of (5.15), (11.5) and (11.7), we have the identities

(11.14) CaßyS   =   CySaß   =    —  CßayS   =    ~   C'aßSy, C„(07J)+   =   0.

Similar identities also hold for Cm¡k- From these last equations, we also obtain
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(11.15) CaßySGaß = CaßysG-** = 0,

(11.16) Cßy   =  CßaSyG"6,

(11.17) Cßy^Cyß.

The conformal tensors Daßjk and D"i¡k which appear in later sections of

the paper are defined by the equations

m  1C,    D'ffl, = ic-ßys +- [A\yCsr.H'ß + ^»C^-tf»«]^^,
(11.18) I (re — 1) )

Daßjk    =AayD~'ßjk,

D"iik = C°iik + 7-^ H°tC<yGilkGyir,
(11.19) (re — 1)

Daijk   ==   Aay-O ~ijk,

where the raising of indices in Caß is naturally accomplished by means of A ■*.

It is clear that

D»ijk = D°ßjkGßi,       Daiik = DaßjkGßi.

If m = n + i, so that F„ is a hypersurface, the measure tensor Aaß may be

written as

(11.20) A-* =Gaß+Z°Zß,

where Z" is the unit conformal normal to Vn (determined except for algebraic

sign) so that

(11.21) AaßZ"Gßi =  0, AaßZ«Zß =   1.

It follows from (11.8), (11.13) and (11.20) that

(11.22) Cßy   =   -CaßysZ°ZS.

As a consequence of (11.9), (11.13), (11.14), (11.20) and (11.22), the follow-
ing identities also hold for a hypersurface

(11.23) C = CaßysZ"ZßZyZs = 0,       CßyZß = 0.

The last set of equations shows that Cßy is a tangent conformal tensor. Finally

we note that, for a hypersurface, the conformal tensors D"ßjk and Daijk, de-

fined by (11.18) and (11.19), become

(11.24) D°ßik = C"ßik,       D"iik = C"ijk.

If (11.1) is replaced by (5.13), the Riemann curvature tensors Ki¡ki and

Kau of Vn and F„ respectively exist. As in the beginning of this section, we

may construct the conformal isurface) Weyl tensors of F„ and V„ from the

Riemann tensors if re > 2. The Weyl tensor W'jki of F„ (re>2) is defined by
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1        r ■     i
W,jkt   =  K*f*| +--—   [g\kKt)-j +  gUlK'kri

(ra — 2)
(11.25)

+ 7-7T7-=r " «'(**)-*•
(ra — l)(ra — 2)

If ra = 3, W'jici is a zero tensor. If ra exceeds 3, the vanishing of W*fn is the

necessary and sufficient condition that F„ be a conformally euclidean space.

The indices of Wi¡ki may be raised or lowered by means of Gi'\ G<,- without

changing its conformai character. For example,

(11.26) Wtm - GikW*m.

Since equations like (11.13) hold when Wi¡ki, Gij replace Caßyt, Aaß there are

no analogues to Caß, C. It is easy to verify that the usual identities hold for

Wijici, that is,

(11.27) Wan = Wut, = - Wjikl = - Wijik,        Wiuki)+ = 0.

We now define the Weyl operation f which when applied to p"ßyt, k'ju

yields the Weyl tensors Caßys, Wi¡ki. This operation is used later in the paper.

Let ra > 2 and /,,- be any symmetric positive definite surface tensor and let

diju (dijki)7be any surface tensor. Then the Weyl f operation with respect to/<,-

applied to the tensor di¡ki (d'jki) yields the tensor Î ¿,#i ( Î d'jkt) defined by

the equations
1

idijki = dijki +-— [fnkdi)-j + fnidk)-i\
(ra - 2)

d     .
+ 7       77}      zr /«• ( i/*r/>

(ra — l)(ra — 2)

1
T¿S-*, = d'ihl +-— [o\kdlrj + fUid'k)-]

(w - 2)

à
+ 7-7ü       v, t'ohn,

(ra — l)(ra — 2)

where/** are the contravariant components of/« and da =diikipk, dii=dijkifik,

d—dufil=dii- A similar definition is made for space tensors. Then it is immedi-

ate that

(11.29) Cßys = tp'ßyt,        Wiiki=tKiiki

where the î operations in these equations are with respect to aaß and g,;- re-

spectively. The following rules are direct consequences of the above defini-

tions :

(11-30) Í(¿íí*j + «í/*z) = jdijn+ '[enki,

(11.28)
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. Î (/<(*««)-> +/j(i«*r<) = 0.

As a consequence of the last equations,

î Îdijki = Îdijuu

12. The Bianchi identities for the Weyl tensors. If (10.1) is replaced by

the stronger inequality

(12.1) y à 4,

the covariant derivative of the space Riemann tensor paßys exists. If we choose

geodesic coordinates at a point P of Fm, differentiation of (5.14) and evalua-

tion at P yields
â2     (a\ d2    j a "i

9y>''       dy'dyy\ßoj        dy'dys\ßyjdy'dyi (ß5) dy'dys (ßyl

From this result and similar equations, we obtain [4, p. 82 ]

(12.2) P°ß(yS..)+ = 0

at P. Since the terms in these equations are the components of a tensor, the

equations hold in all coordinate systems and at all points of Fm. The equa-

tions are the weil known Bianchi identities, ii (12.2) is contracted for a and 5

and also multiplied by aßt and summed for ß, t, we obtain

(12.3) Oß'Pßy,t   =  P,y/2

after using (5.15) and the definitions for pßy and p.

Ifiw>2and Caßys,, is calculated from (11.5), we obtain, after using (12.2),

(12.4) C°3(7j,t)+ =-— [aay+pßiSi)+ + a?s+pa <YÍ)+]
im - 2)

where we have written

1
(12.5) pßys = Pßiy.sr + —-—-p.(yasrß,       Pays = aaßpßyS.

2(w — 1)

It follows from (12.3) and (12.5) that

(12.6) p«a¡ = 0.

Contraction of (12.4) for a and ô leads to

(12.7) C"ß,y.a = im- 3)Pßty/im - 2)

after simplification by means of (11.6) and (12.6).

Since C"ßys is of class C1 throughout Vm, Caßys-.t exists at points of F„ if

condition (5.13) is adjoined to (12.1). From (8.11), (8.12), (11.6) and (11.14),
we obtain
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(12.8) Ca,37J:.   =   Caßyt.(  +   (W   -   3)CßySVa.

This equation is true on F„. It follows from (12.7) and (12.8) that, at points

of Vn,

(12.9) C"ßyS:a   =    (m   -   3)- PßyS   +  C"ßySVa   I
Lira» —2) J

According to (9.10),

(12.10) lC"w,, = C«W;i.

If wí>3, (9.7) and (12.9) show that

(12.11) "PßyS = (m - 2)Cßys-.a/(m - 3).

Now equations analogous to (12.4) are true in every Vm so that (12.4)

are conformai equations. If replacements are made for the various tensors in

these equations by means of (9.8), (12.10) and (12.11), we obtain

1
(12.12) C»i(7i:.,+ = 7- p4VCW)+:r + AßsXS\yt)+:t]

(m — 3)

where Cf<*7í = C{ßytA aß. Since the terms in (12.12) are components of conformai

tensors, the replacement principle enables us to conclude that (12.12) is equiv-

alent to (12.4) at points of F„. Consequently equations (12.12) are valid

throughout F„ if m>3. They are the Bianchi identities for the space Weyl

tensor Caßys-

If m^3, no corresponding Bianchi identities for C"ßys hold since C"ßys

does not exist if m =2 and is a zero tensor if m = 3. If m = 2, paß = p-aaß/2 so

that paßy defined by (12.5) is a zero tensor. If raz>2, covariant differentiation

of (11.3) and use of (2.6) and (6.3) gives

(m  —   2)[c,aßy   —   <7tayff,ß  —   0-,aa,ßy]   =   paßiy +   2f>aß°~,y

. + pyßa,« + Payc.ß — p,aa'so-,saay — p,aa's(r ,saßy
\ 1 Z,. ÍOJ -

— Paß.y   —   (1/2 (»t   —   l))[p;yäaß +  2pdaßC ,y   —   P.yOaß]

— (rat — 2)aaßa'so-,,y<Tts.

According to the Ricci identities(30) for this type of differentiation,

<r,a(ßy)-=o-,tp'aßy which, if m>2, become

C12 U'l       <r'"<s+>~ = v.'C'aVy + (!/(»* — 2))[<T,(7pi)-a + aa0Py)-,a'sa,s]

+ (p/(m — \)(m — 2))<r,(fla7)-a

upon application of (11.5).

(so) These identities are derived for general covariant differentiation in §17.
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If the indices ß, y in (12.13) are interchanged and the new equations sub-

tracted from (12.13), the resulting equations may be simplified by means of

(11.3), (11.4), (12.5) and (12.14). In this manner, we obtain

(12.15) (W  —   2)o-,,Ctaßy   =   Paßy  ~  Paßy

According to (8.9), (12.15) is equivalent to

(12.16) Paßy +   im  —   2)r]tC'aßy  =   Paßy +  im  —  2)rj,C'aßy

If m = 3 or if Vm is a conformally euclidean space Rm of any dimensionality,

C'aßy — 0. Consequently, from (12.15), paßy is a conformal tensor in an Rm

(re»è3) and in any V¡. Schouten [12, p. 80] proved that pttßy is a zero tensor

in a Fa if and only if F3 is an R3. According to (12.9) and (12.16), if m>2,

the tensor paßy + im — 2)ritC'aßy is a conformal tensor at all points of a Vn in Fm.

It is equal to im~2)C'aßy.,/im — 3) if m>3.

According to (4.13), the surface components Chijk of the projection of

Caßys in the tangent vector space of F„ are given by (11.10). Conformal dif-

ferentiation of these equations with respect to xl gives

Chijk: l = CaßyS-.tGakGß^JyjGSkG'i

+ Caßyi[GaH0,tGy,Gsk + G\GßiIGyjGsk + G«hGatGyjfiik + C^^fihi]

after account is taken of (8.13) and (8.15). If these equations and similar

equations are added and the result is simplified by means of (11.14) and

(12.12), we obtain

/4o   .«       Chidk: l)+ =-— [Ghj+C"nkl)+-.a + G,*+C"A(,i)+:a]
(12.17) im — 3)

+ Ca0ys[G"hj+GI*,Gyk+GSl+ + G"hGßij+Gy,r>GSl+]

where (31) C»</t:« are the surface components of the projection of C»^7s:a in

the tangent vector space of F„, that is,

(12.18) Cijk: a = C°ßys: a&iG-'jGh.

We multiply (12.17) by Ghl and sum on repeated indices and simplify the re-

sult by means of (7.4), (7.10), (7.11), (11.8), (11.11) and (11.14). In this way
we obtain

CkiUk-.i)+G>" = ii/im - 3))[in - 3)C°,it:(, + Gij-Chlk-.aGhl]

+ CaßySGhl[G\j-GßlGyk-Gsi+G\GßiiGyjGSk] + Cfl(jGV<.

In a similar manner, conformal differentiation of C$¡ defined by (11.11)

(3l) In accordance with the convention of §4, we omit the projection symbol * since Cank:a

can only mean (Caßyi-.a) GßiGy,G t. For the other interpretation, namely (C"<f»):at, is meaningless

since the space conformal derivative of Cm does not exist. These remarks also apply to similar

tensors defined in this section.
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with respect to xk gives

Caf. t  = CaßyS: J&TG'&'k + CasGSjk + CaßysGSjGh' [GßkkG^l + Q>&»]

after use of (8.15) and (11.8). From these equations and (12.12) we find that

Cau:k)- =  -Caßjk:^' + (l/(m - 3))[Oßik..rGßa

(12.20) +Gak-Cißyj-.{Gßy + (2 - ra)CW]

+ ^ysGsj-Gh'fâhk-GTi + GßhGylk-]

where, as in (12.18),

Caßjk:t  = CaßyS: tGyjG k,

(12.21) Ctßik:t ^OßyS-.rG-'jGh,

Ctßyk:t   =   C{ßyS:filk.

Now, according to (11.11),

C¿(j:¡t)— =   [Caj-G"i \;k-

so that

(12.22) Cj (/;»)-  =  Caii:k)- + Ca(fiak)-i.

The results of these last two paragraphs are used in the sequel.

If (12.1) is replaced by

(12.23) r^4

the Bianchi identities for the surface Riemann tensor «*,,* may be derived

in the same manner as (12.2). They are

(12.24) «*íum>+~0

and are valid at all points of F„. In a similar way, equations like (12.4) to

(12.7) hold for the surface objects which are analogous to the corresponding

space objects of these equations if ra>2. We also obtain the following ana-

logues of equations (12.8) and (12.9) respectively:

(12.25) Wkijk..K = Whiik,h + (ra - 3)Whiik<b,h,

(12.26) W\jk: h = (ra - 3) ["-- Kijk + Whiik<p.»1,
l_(ra — 2) J

where Ki¡k is defined by

1
(12.27) Kijk = «,•(,-,*)- + —;-— K.agkr<-

2(ra — 1)

The method followed in the derivation of (12.12) is valid if ra>3. In this case,

we find the Bianchi identities for the surface Weyl tensor Whnk:
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1
(12.28) W\jk: D+ =- [Ghj+W'nkl^-. , + Gij+W°\ik)+: g]

in - 3)

where W'h» = W«iitGhi.

13. The deviation tensor. In Riemannian geometry, the fundamental

forms of a subspace F„ are defined in connection with the Frenet equations

which describe the variation of the tangent and normal vector spaces of F„.

In later sections, components of conformal tensors which are analogous to the

coefficients of these (metric) fundamental forms are discovered. However, the

tensors thus defined are not sufficient for a complete conformal characteriza-

tion of Vn and this fact gives rise to several decisive differences between

Riemannian and conformal differential geometry. It is also necessary to in-

vestigate the variation of the relative conformal curvature A and of the mean

curvature normal p". The first of these two problems is considered in the pres-

ent section and its solution depends upon the discovery of a new conformal

tensor which has no analogue in the metric theory of Fn. Naturally there are

important qualitative differences between the geometric properties of this

tensor, defined in connection with the variation of A, and the geometric prop-

erties of the other tensors, defined in connection with the Frenet equations.

Suppose (12.23) is satisfied. Then the second partial derivatives of A (or

of <p) exist and are continuous. At points of F„, covariant differentiation of

(8.7) leads to the equations

(13.1) a.i = 4>.i — $;>>

(13.2) C,ij  =  <p,ij —  <¡>;ij —  <p~-,i(r,j  —  $-,j<T,i + gijghk<T,k<P~;h

since, from (6.3),

<?,¿j = $;a + <P~-i<r,j + $n<r.i — giighkc ,k$-,k.

We make the definitions

(13.3) cr,; = cr,,-/ — <f,i<r,j,

(13.4) <bij = <p,ij - 4>,i<p,j,

As a consequence of these equations and (13.1) and (13.2),

(13.5) <?■„■ = <pa — fij + gijghka-,k$-,h.

Now

(13.6) <T,i = c,agai,

O.ij  =   a.aßg"igßj +  <r.ag"ij

where g»<3- is defined by (5.3). It follows from (11.4), (13.3) and the last two

sets of equations that
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(13.7) O-ij  =   0-aßg"igßj +  <T,ag"ij.

If account is taken of (4.5), (6.10), (11.3), (13.5) and (13.7), we obtain

—-—-777 gu - -,-~Paßgaigßi - <Pij
\_2(m - \)(m - 2) (m - 2) J

(13.8) r /»_ 1       ..a..      21
-    77-,-77}-777'gu --77 Paßgaigßi - fu

\_2(m — l)(m — 2) (m — 2) J

= o-,aGaij +  [o-.aP" - a°ß<r,ao-,ß/2 - ghk<J,t$;k]gij.

Since p" and Ga»y are orthogonal to <p,a, it follows from (4.14), (8.8), (8.9) and

(8.10) that the expression which appears in the right member of (13.8) is

equal to

[paG-ij + (p2 - Aitigij/2] - [ßaG°u + (ß2 - Ai$)gij/2].

Therefore ( 13.8) may be written as

Eij = En
where

1
E,j   =   PaG"ij  -   4>ij  --— Paßg"igßj

(m — 2)
(13.9) i

<- — [m2 - Ai* + p/(m - í)(nt - 2)]gij

and Eij is the tensor formed from the corresponding geometric objects of F„.

We call the conformai tensor £,-,• the deviation tensor(32) of F„. It is immediate

that Ei, = Eji.

The above proof is valid even if r ^ 3 provided </> is of class C2. For, under

these assumptions, $;,- exists and (13.1) holds. Since <£,,- and a,i are of class Cl,

(13.1) shows that the second partial derivatives of * exist. Hence * iá óf class

C2. From this point the previous proof may be continued unchanged. Now

(13.9) shows that the existence of Ei¡ with r^3 implies the existence of <p,n

so that, in this case, <f> is of class C2. Hence We may conclude that if Eij exists

in a Vn with r^3, En exists in any corresponding Vn obtained from Vn by an

allowable conformai map.

It is convenient to derive another expression for En which involves con-

formal differentiation instead of the usual (metric) differentiation. To attain

this end, we write

(13.10) * = - <b.

It follows from (8.1), (8.5), (13.4) and (13.10) that

(32) A justification for this name depends upon a pictorial interpretation of En which will

appear elsewhere.
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(13.11) <l>-.<=-4>,i

(13.12) fu = - 4>u - G**fc rt-. kGij,

where

(13.13) fcf-ti«-:***

According to (7.3), (13.9), (13.10), (13.11) and (13.12), Ei} may be written as

1
En = hi + ßaG"ij --—P.ßG\Gßj

im — 2)
(13.14) i

+ — [e2V + G*V: rt-. k + e2*p/im - 1) (ret - 2)]G,-f.

From these equations and (9.7), we obtain

(13.15) «fc, = Eíj + —i—■ •p^G-iG»>y --£--G.-,,
(ret — 2) 2(»t — l)(»t — 2)

Digression. The proof of the conformal character of En which appears

above does not depend upon the definition of <p given by equations (6.12)

and (7.1). The only property of <p which is actually used is that stated in (8.7).

Hence if x is any other scalar which transforms so that <r =x—X> a conformal

tensor similar to £„• may be constructed by replacing <p by x in (13.9). How-

ever, this tensor is closely related to En as we now show.

It follows from the transformation laws for <j> and x that

(13.16) x = <P+T

where T is a conformal scalar. Conversely, if T is any conformal scalar, x may

be defined by (13.16). We denote the conformal tensor obtained by replacing

(p by x in (13.9) by EniT). An easy calculation based upon (13.16) and the

definitions of 7i,j(7") and 75,-,• leads to the equations

EniT) = En- T,n+ T,iT,j+ T,i<p,j + T,¡4>,i

- gkkT,n[T,k + 2<p.k]gij/2.

According to (8.1) and (8.5) (or by making replacements), these equations

may be written as

(13.17) Ei,(T) = En - T. a + T. iT:,- - GhkT. hT kdj/2.

Hence EniT) is the sum of Eij and a tensor obtained by the classical method

of covariant differentiation. We note that 7£,y(0) =Ei¡.

14. The conformal Riemann tensor of Fn. A conformal geometric object

which plays the role of the Riemann curvature tensor relative to the surface

measure tensor Gi¡ may be constructed if the T'^ are of class C1. This is true

if (12.23) holds. It is defined at all points of Fn by the equations
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(14. i) Klikl = —- r*n - —- r*,* + rk„r\* - rNo**»,
dxk dxl

and is called the conformai Riemann tensor of V„ or the surface conformai

Riemann tensor. Since the T',* are Christoffel symbols, it follows easily that

K^ici is a tensor with respect to parameter transformations. We also define

the conformai Ricci tensor of Vn (surface conformai Ricci tensor) by the equa-

tions

(14.2) Kik = Kijki,       Kik=Gi'Kjk

and the conformai curvature of V„ (surface conformai curvature) by the equation

(14.3) K = KijG''.

Of course, K¡k is a symmetric tensor and TT'y may be defined by the equations

Kij = K'kijGkl. If we write Kijki = GhiKhjki, it is a consequence of (14.1) that

Kijki satisfies the identities

(14.4) Raw = — Kjihi = — Kijoc = Kiciij,       7sTj(,fcj)+ = 0.

We also note that equations like those below (11.2) may be derived which

are based upon (5.14), (8.5), (13.10) and (14.1). These equations are

Ka = Ka + (ra - 2)tn + Gi,Ghkty:hk + (ra - 2)fc**.»]

where ^i> is defined by (13.13). From these equations and (7.10), (7.11) and

(13.14), we obtain

Ka = Ku + (n- m-Bit - Ucß'u +--PaßG\GßA
L (m — 2) J

(14.5)

+ gJe +--Pafi" - (ra - l)e2*(M2 + 7-   '        oN Y]
L (m- 2) \ (m - \)(m - 2) /J

where we have written

(14.6) E = EijGi'.

It follows from (14.5) that

= En +(n- 2) [En + —- 0paßG%Gßj\
L (m — 2) J

(14.7)
r 1 (« - 1)°P    '

+ Gu   E +-°PaßGaß--^—■
L (m-2) («- l)(m-2).

If we assume that

(14.8) r è 5
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the first derivatives of the Khijk exist. In this case, by means of conformal

geodesic parameters, the Bianchi identities for the surface conformal Riemann

tensor may be derived following the proof in the metric case. These identities

are

(14.9) K\{jk: „+ = 0.

From these equations, other results such as the equations

(14.10) Gi'Ku:j= K:l/2

which are analogous to (12.3) may be obtained.

Since, according to (7.3), the correspondence between the tensors G¡3- and

gi¡ is a conformal one, the Weyl tensors formed with respect to Gi¡ and gi¡

are each equal to Whnk- Consequently, if re>2, the equations analogous to

(12.4) and (12.7) are

1
(14.11) Whiiik:l)+ =- [Ghi+Ki(kl)+ +Gij+K\lk)+]

in - 2)

and

(re-3)
(14. 12) Whijk: H  = ~,-— Kijk

(re - 2)

where

(14.13)      Kiik = Kia-.kr + —--K.. uGk)-i,       Khih = GhiKiik.
2(re — 1)

15. Variation of the mean curvature normal. We assume that (5.13) is

true. Then generalized covariant differentiation of (6.10) leads to the equa-

tions

(15.1) Gaih,i = gah.n- Pa,igih.

Now the Ricci identities for this type of differentiation show that

g"k,(iir =  g"jK'hil - gßhgyigilP"ßyt.

If the value of gah.u from these equations is substituted in (15.1) and the re-

sult is multiplied by ghl and summed, we obtain

(15.2) (« -   1)JU",<  =  g^ik.t + g*hK*i + gyigßSP"ßyS

alter simplification by means of (4.10), (5.6) and (5.14).

Now, according to the definitions which appear in (5.2) and (8.1) as well

as (7.11), (8.5), (8.10), (8.11) and (13.10), it follows that

gh'G"a: t = [G\hll -in- l)G\-^: ¡ + ßßGßihg"i}ghl,

Ha-.i = Ha.i - ßa'P-.i + ß2g°i-
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To obtain these equations, use has also been made of the fact that both G"i¡

and p" are orthogonal to g",. As a consequence of these equations, (15.2) is

equivalent to

(ra - \)p»:i = e-2*Ghl[G°a: i+(n- DG««*, - PßGßikG'l]

(15.3) + (ra - \)p2G»i - (ra - \)p^:i + Gv\

+ e-2*G\Gßip«ßyS.

If assumption (5.13) is replaced by (12.23), we may substitute the value for

Ka given by (14.5) in (15.3). If this is done and we then make use of (11.5)

and (11.6), we obtain

(ra - l)p*:{ = tr**[G«ik, <GÄi + (n - \)GaihG^.., - (ra - 1)«*V*:<

(15.4) - (ra - \)pyG\hG°,Phl + G"hK"i + (ra - 2)G%£\

+ G*iE - CßGßi - ((ra - l)/(» - 2))H"ßPßyG-'i].

These equations, or (15.2), or (15.3) describe the variation of p". From (9.8)

and (15.3), we find that

(15.5) (ra - 1) V;i = G\h; <Ghl + GV«\ + G^G» Víti

and from (9.8) and (15.4), we obtain

(«•- 1) V: .• = G«ik; ¡G*1 + G»hK»i + (ra - 2)G«*£\ + G\E

- C"ßGßi - ((» - \)/(m - 2))H°ß OpfyGU

16. The conformai Riemann tensor of Vm- Since the space measure tensor

Aaß is defined only on V„, it is not possible to construct a Riemann curvature

tensor relative to Aaß throughout Vm- A complete analogue does not even

exist at points of Fn since dYaßy/dys is not defined. However, if (12.23) holds,

the quantities R"ßjk are defined on F„ by the equations

9 d
(16.1) R'ßft, = Gsk-T«ßS -Gij—J«ßy + [Y'ßsY"ty - r«i7r«<ä]G^G8,.

dx> dxh

Formally, R"ßjk is equal to RaßysG~<jGik where 7?a(37s is the (non-existent) for-

mal Riemann tensor constructed from the symbols Y"ßy. This leads to the

conjecture that Raßjk is a tensor with respect to coordinate-parameter trans-

formations. The correctness of this guess may be verified by a direct calcula-

tion or by other methods. We call R"ßjk the conformai Riemann tensor of Vm

or the space conformai Riemann tensor. We also define the conformai Ricci

tensor of Vm (space conformai Ricci tensor) by the equations

(16.2) R»k = R"ßikGß'

and the conformai curvature of Vm (space conformai curvature) by the equation

(16.3) R=R"kGka.
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If we write

Raßjk   =  AayRyßjk, Rak   =  AaßRßk,

(16.4) R*ijk = R'fii&t, Rjk = RakGaj,

Rhijk  —   RaßjkGahGßi

it follows from (16.1) and (16.4) that

Raßjk  =   —  Rßajk  =   —   Raßkj,

R"«m* = 0,

(16.5) Rhijk =   — Rihjk =   —  Rhikj =  Rjkhi,

Rh{ijk)+ = 0,

Ra = RhHkGhk = RihkjGhk,       Ra = Ra.

These equations may be derived by direct calculation or by making use of

the identities satisfied by the formal tensor Raßys-

Assumption (14.8) guarantees the existence of R"ßjk-.i. ii we choose con-

formal geodesic coordinates and parameters at a point P of F„, differentiation

of (16.1) at? yields
d2 d2

Raßjk-.i = Gh—■—:Vßs-Gyj--Vßy
dx'dx' âx'âxk

d d
+  Ghi —:  Vf y    -   Gyji —  T°ßy.

dx' dxk

From this result and similar equations, we obtain Raßuk-. ¿)+ = 0 at P. It is clear

that these equations hold in all coordinate-parameter systems and at all

points of V„. They are the Bianchi identities for the conformal Riemann tensor

ofVm.
It is possible to express T?"^ in terms of other tensors which have already

been defined. To simplify the calculations, we choose conformal geodesic co-

ordinates at a point P of Fn. Since (16.1) are conformal equations, the re-

placement principle may also be employed. It follows from (9.9) that the

coordinates are geodesic at P, that is,

W - 0

at P. However, the results obtained are true in all coordinate-parameter sys-

tems and at all points of F„. Now (16.1) becomes

*>,.=cV(¿rv,)-c»/(¿r.,r).

According to (8.11) and (9.7) this may be written as
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>. o„R'Hk=Gy,Gh r—/ai - Aiall+G°^
(16.6) Ldyy\ß5)        dyHßyf J

- G"j V k - GßkA «« V j + GßjA « %: k.

To obtain these equations, we have made use of the fact that °Vy.kGyj is sym-

metric in the indices j, k. To prove this we note that conformal differentiation

of VyGy¡= —ty-.j gives, using (8.15),

Vy. kGyj + VyGyjk —   — ty-, jk-

Since \j/:jk and Gyjk are symmetric in the lower indices this is also true for

Vy.kGyj and hence for °Vy-kGyj.

Now from (8.8), (8.10), (13.10), (9.7) and (9.8), 0Vß-.j = 0Pß-.j-°i^hj)Ghß.

As a consequence of (13.15), (14.7) and (15.5), the above equations become

(» - 1) V j = Atfi'jh: >Ghi + Gy,G's Vn

Mi _ + G»ß[Khj- Ehj + EGhj - (l/(« - 2)yPlyG'hGyj
(16.7)

+ (l/(« - 2)YPiyG>yGhi

- ((re - l)°p/2(ret - l)(m - 2))Ghi].

Since the coordinates are geodesic, (5.14) shows that

°PaßyS
d   (a\ d   La\

dyr\ßo)       dy'Xßyj'

If this result and (16.7) are substituted in (16.6), after some simplification we

obtain

R"fiii = iC'ßy, + [A\yCS)-ß + C-{yA.rßy>Gtfi*k
i (re — 1) J

+-r {Elk-[GarGei - G'Gtr) + 2EG"k-Gß,-}
(« - 1)

(16.8) i

+ ——-K'rfG-.-G^ - G-ftt-j
(re - 1)

Qgl

+-77  [AßyG"ikGjrg: l + Gß{fiakrg: i]
in - i)

where we have written E'j = GhiEh¡ and have also used the definitions stated

in (11.5) and (11.8).

It is shown in §22 that (16.8) may be simplified by means of the conformal

analogues of the Gauss equations (33) and written as

(33) The "conformai Frenet equations" (20.7) and the "derived condition" (21.9) with w = 1

are also used in this derivation.
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R'fik = D'm + Elk-[G°,-Gßi - G«tGfir]

(16.9) G"      .
- [B'jGtififmrr.i + HyfiG"ikGyirt..l]

(ra - 1)

where Daßjk is defined by (11.18). This expression does not involve Ki¡. From

these equations and (16.2), (16.3) and (16.4) as well as (4.12), (11.8), (11.10)

and (11.11), we find that

,(i f..       R°Uk = D"ijk + G"uEkri + G°,E\jGk)-i
(16.10)

+ (l/(ra - lywW-yGnfii»-... i,

(16.11) Rkak = Chijk + Gk(,-£*)-< + GnkEj)-h,

R"k = C9k&" - (ra - 2)G«,£'* - EG°k + CH'^tr. i,

(16.12) Rik = Cjk - (ra - 2)Ejk - EGjk,

R = C - 2(ra - 1)75.

If ra>2, we may apply the   \   operation with respect to G<;- to (16.11).

From (11.27) and (11.28),

(16.13) ÎChijk = tRhijh

where, in accordance with (11.25),

(16.14)

(16.15)

1
1 Chijk = Chijk + —-~ [Gh(jCkr< + GiikCj)-h]

(n - 2)

C
+ 7-7Tf-77ÇG>>ikGjri,

(ra - l)(ra - 2)

1
\ Rhijk = Rhijk +-— \GhuRk)-i + G,(fc72,)-fc]

(ra - 2)

R

(ra - l)(ra - 2)

Each member of these equations is formed in a manner exactly analogous to

that used in the construction of the Weyl tensor Whijk-

Finally, we note that Raßjk is defined if Yaßy is of class C1 in the x'. Also,

if the r*,* exist and r^3,

\ßy) ' \jkf
are of class C1. It is readily found from (8.5) and (8.11) that <p,i and r¡a exist

and are of class C1. Hence Y'jk are also of class C1. Since Ti¡k and T"ßy exist, it

follows from (8.4) that they are of class C1. It is then found that all the work

of this section is valid. This shows that if Yaßy is of class Cl and r^3 then

Raßjk, Raßjk exist and (16.9) are valid.
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17. The Ricci identities. The equality of the differential operators

d2/dxidx' and d2/dx'dx{ may be conveniently expressed in terms of covariant

differentiation based upon the coefficients of connection(34) T"ßy, T',*. By di-

rect calculation^5) using the definitions which appear in (8.1), (14.1) and

(16.1), we obtain

*■": (i*r =  - irßRaßjk,

*ai: Uk)~ = VhKkijk - irßiRaßjk.

Similar equations for more complicated tensors are also valid. These tensor

equations are the Ricci identities. They are used frequently in the sequel to

express the integrability conditions of the various partial differential equa-

tions which occur in our work.

IV. The conformal vector spaces of F„

The purpose of this chapter is to define the various osculating and normal

conformal vector spaces of F„. Associated with these vector spaces are certain

important tensors analogous to the "mass tensors" of the metric theory. As

in the metric case, a system of Frenet equations is obtained which describes

the variation of the vector spaces. The entire development is accomplished

without any recourse to beins which span the various vector spaces. A similar

theory, which utilizes vector beins, may be developed by our methods. The

results of this latter theory are undoubtedly useful for the solution of various

special problems which depend upon particular vector beins. The motivation

behind our present work is to avoid the introduction of any elements (such

as bein indices) which are extraneous to the purely geometric questions which

are considered here. The comparable development of the metric theory (at

least for spaces of constant curvature) has been given by Mayer [lO].

18. The conformal osculating and normal vector spaces of F„. At an arbi-

trary point P of Vn, the space vectors

(18.1) G»,-

span an re-dimensional vector space in accordance with §4 (d). As previously

defined, this space is called the tangent vector space of F„. Since (18.1) is a

conformal geometric object, we also name the space theirs* conformal osculat-

ing vector space of F„ and denote it by the symbol I\.

Suppose

(18.2) *" = »''(s').        x* = xKx'O

(M) No assumption is made thatr*,*, Taßy have the meaning given them by equations (8.5)

and (8.11) respectively. The quantities T'jk, Taßy may be any surface and space coefficients of

connection and K\jk, Raßik are the tensors defined in terms of T',*, r»^7 by equations (14.1) and

(16.1) respectively.

(M) These calculations may be simplified by choosing coordinates and parameters which

are geodesic with respect to r*,-*, r"^7.
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is an allowable parameter transformation. The symbols which denote geo-

metric objects in the parameter system {xu} are written with primes to dis1

tinguish them from the corresponding symbols in the parameter system {x{}.

Then
G'"i = G"jdxi/dx'i,       Gai = G'^jdx'i/dxK

Consequently h=Ii and the tangent vector space does not depend upon the

parameterization of F„.

The second conformai osculating vector space Ii2 of Vn at ¥ is defined as

the totality of space vectors at R which are spanned linearly by the space

vectors Gai, Ga¿:,-. It is immediate that this vector space is unchanged by

conformai transformations of Vm. It is also invariant under parameter

changes as can be seen from the transformation law between Ga,-: ¡ and G'a<: ¡.

This law as well as the one connecting Gai and G'a< which appears above are

special cases of the general formula

dx'1 dx'»      ^zj
G "i,: ia.. .,"„ = G"ji: y2. . . Jv, - • •   ——-      h   ¿¿G fit if-j,\ ■ •   • )i

(18.3)
dx'il dx"» v-l

dx'n dx''«       ^
tra.i: i2-• ••„ = G "ji: jt.. .,„ • .     ' "   2-/G    l\:jf-h\ )•

dxil dx*" v-l

The wth conformai osculating vector space Ii2.. .„, of Vn at R is defined as the

totality of space vectors at R which are spanned linearly by the space vectors

G"iU Ga¿,:<2, • • • , Gaii:i2.. .{u. The invariance of J«.. .„ with respect to pa-

rameter changes is a consequence of (18.3). Of course, 7i2...«, is invariant with

respect to coordinate transformations. Its conformai character follows from

its definition and the properties of conformai differentiation. The osculating

spaces are so defined that In...» contains 7i2.. .„_i.

Since orthogonality is a conformai geometric property, the set of space

vectors belonging to lu ■ ■ -u> which are normal to J12 •. .«.-1 form a conformai

linear vector space /„,. We call Iw the (w— l)th conformai normal vector space

of Vn at R. According to this definition, 7«, is the vector space which is spanned

by the projection of Ga,1:<2.. .,•„ into the vector space which is orthogonal to

J12.. .M-i. We denote this projection(36) of Ga»i:,s.. .,„ by G"^,-,.. .<„. Of course

Ga,i,,.. .¿„ is a conformai geometric object. It transforms as a contravariant

vector with respect to coordinate transformations. It follows from (18.3) that

dxh dx1'"

•l»i" •»«. "    1111"'fa

Ga- ■      ■   = G'a
V tit2- • -t„ — <j

dx'" dx'*«

dx'" dx''»

dxh dx*»

Consequently G\{% • • •<„ transforms like a covariant surface tensor of the wth

(") The projection tensor of /„ should be defined relative to Aaß and is a conformai tensor.
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order under changes of parameter. Using the notation of fl, we frequently

write G°<j,-S.. .<„ as Ga^n).

The construction of successive osculating vector spaces continues to lead

to new spaces until we reach an osculating space In- ■ m which has the prop-

erty

(18.4) Il2..-M 5"* Il2---M-1, Il2---M+1 =  7i2.. -li-

lt follows from (18.4) that

7l2- •  Af+u  =  7l2- ..M

if w ̂ 0. Consequently we call In- -it the last conformal osculating vector space

of Vn- It is clear from these remarks and the various definitions that

(18.5) 7^0,        w^M,

(18.6) Im+i m 0,

that is, Tjir+i is the first empty space. Each succeeding normal vector space

also has dimension zero.

We denote the dimension of Iw, which is identical with the rank of the

matrix ||Ga(i„)|| by TV«,. Then the dimension Nn...«, of In - ■ -u> is equal to

(18.7) tfu.... = Ni + N2+ ■ ■ ■ +NW.

Of course, Ni = n. Equations (18.5) are equivalent to

(18.8) 7V„ > 0,        w S M

and (18.6) to 7V".jr+i = 0. The existence of an integer M for which (18.6) holds

follows from (18.7), (18.8) and the inequalities

(18.9) #«.....£».

Of course, (18.9) is true because the osculating vector spaces all lie in Vm.

It is clear that (18.6) is equivalent to

(18.10) G»(i3f+1) = 0.

The space vectors

(18.11) G\,G'(H),   ■;,G'tfMi

constitute a basis for the conformal osculating spaces and conformal normal

spaces of F„. We note that if r^3, each successive conformal basis bein G»«„)

exists if the preceding basis bein G"(,„_,) exists and is of class(8T) C1. A suffi-

(") In making this statement, we are thinking of an alternative method of development of

this section. In this other method, we first define the vector spaces /j. It, • • • , Iv, and after-

wards define la...» as the linear vector space spanned by the vectors of Ilt It, • • • , /«,. The

normal vector space J„ is defined as the linear vector space which is spanned by the space

vectors &. ,.«. which are normal to la ■ ■ .»-i.
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cient but not necessary condition that all the beins of the basis (18.11) exist

and be of class Cl is that the inequality

(18.12) r ^ M + 1

be true. If each bein of (18.11) is of class C', we say that (18.11) is a basis

of class C'. We also remark that if the basis beins Ga«„) exist and are of class

Cl in a Vn with r^3, then the corresponding basis beins G"«„) in any F„

obtained by an allowable conformai transformation of the enveloping Vm exist

and are equal to the Ga(,„).

Simply as a matter of convenient notation and without further signifi-

cance, we agree to write I„ for the vector space which is orthogonal to all

the conformai osculating vector spaces of F„. We write Ganm-> for any set of

space vectors which span 7«,. Hence

(18.13) AaßG°lia)GßM = 0,        w^M.

If we write Nx for the dimension number of /„, it follows that Ni+N2 + • • •

+NM+NK=m.

19. The conformai normal measure tensors. Any space vector L" which

lies entirely in the tangent vector space of F„ may be written as

(19.1) L° = GaiLi.

The surface vector 7/ is the parameter representation of La. Similarly, if Xa

is any space vector which lies entirely in 7„ (w^M), it has a representation

of the form

(19.2) X« '•« G'n^X^K

It is clear that the quantities X(i»' which appear in this parameter representa-

tion of Xa behave like the components of a contravariant surface tensor of

the wth order with respect to parameter transformations. The conformai basis

beins G"^j enjoy various symmetry properties in the covariant indices

*ii it, ■ • • , iw which are derived in §27. The components of X(ia) may be as-

sumed to have these same symmetry properties without loss of generality.

We denote the number of different components of Ar(*») by NJ.

In general, if w>\ the space vectors Ga(,Œ) are not linearly independent.

Consequently the null vector also has a representation in /„, of the form

(19.3) 0=G°(iœ)ô<«

where not all the components of ö''"' vanish. We call d{i») a null tensor or a

null solution. The number of linearly independent solutions of (19.3) is

NJ —Nv,. In the representation of A'a which appears in (19.2), the tensor

X(i») is determined up to an additive null solution 6liw) of equations (19.3).

We call any of these tensors X('»' a contravariant (parameter) representation

of the vector Xa.
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An analogous representation for the covariant vector Xa which corre-

sponds to Xa may be defined by the equations

(19.4) XM = XJG«^.

The Xu ) are the components of a covariant surface tensor of the wth order.

We call X(,œ) the covariant iparameter) representation of the vector Xa. In

contrast to the tensor X(i"' which, in general, is not uniquely determined by

Xa, the covariant representation X^j is completely fixed by Xa. On the

other hand, the contravariant representation tensors may be chosen arbi-

trarily while the covariant X^ are subject to the algebraic condition

X(Mfl<« - 0

for all null tensors 8iim). This condition is a consequence of (19.4) and is a

necessary and sufficient condition that quantities X^) be the components of

a covariant representation tensor.

Similar considerations apply to any vector F» which lies in In - ■ ■*■ Any

such vector has a representation of the form

Vf

U-.1

The F(iu) are contravariant surface tensors of order u which are determined

except for additive null solutions Ô''«' of the equations

G\iJ^ = 0, u - 1, 2,   • - , w.

Indeed each tensor F(<"> is readily seen to be the contravariant representation

of the projection of Y" in Iu. In the same way Ya which corresponds to Y"

determines the covariant surface tensors F(,u) (w = 1, 2, • • • , w) by means of

the equations

YM = YaG\iu), « = 1,2,- •■• ,w.

As in the contravariant case, F(,u) is the covariant representation of the pro-

jection of Ya in 7U.

According to (7.8) and (19.2), the conformal length of Xa lying entirely

in Iw, is given by

(19.5) AaßX'Xf = AaßG"iiw)G\k^X^X^.

Consequently, if we use the surface representation X(iu) of Xa, conformal

length of vectors in 7«, may be measured by the covariant surface tensor of

order 2w whose components are defined by the equations

(19.6) £<.„)!(*„) = AaßG\iw)G\h„y

If w=l, Bi\h = Gih. If w>i, we call 2?(,■„)!(»„) the iw—i)th conformal normal

measure tensor of V„. It is symmetric in the two blocks of indices («„), (&„)
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taken as units. According to (19.6), the conformai normal measure tensors re-

main unchanged by conformai transformations of Vm- It follows from (19.2),

(19.4) and (19.6) that the contravariant and covariant representations of Xa

are related by the equations

*M = 5«., i <-.>*<»•>.

Similar results may be obtained for vectors Ya in 7m ...«,.

From (19.3) and (19.6), it follows that if 0(<"> is a solution of (19.3) then

(19.7) £<^|<*>W = 0

so that every null solution of (19.3) is also a null solution of (19.7). Con-

versely, if 6V*> is a null solution of (19.7), it follows from (19.6) and (19.7) that

Aaßfc^iJ^G^hJ^l^O.

Since Aaß is positive definite, (19.3) is true. Hence the solutions of (19.3)

and (19.7) coincide. This means that the ranks of the matrices(88)

||G"«J|   and   Ha^K-JI

are equal. Consequently, the dimension Na of Iw is equal to the "rank" of the

normal measure tensor 73(^)1 (*„>.

We also note that as a consequence of (19.5) and (19.6) and the positive

definite character of Aaß,

where X{i,c) is any contravariant surface tensor of the wth order. The equality

sign holds only if XUa) is a null tensor and this is possible only if w>\. This

means that the conformai measure tensor G„- is positive definite and that the

conformai normal measure tensors are positive semi-definite.

The above discussion shows that the conformai measure tensors

(19.8) 7?>il*i(= Gum), 7?(i2)i(ta), • • • , Bliu,\ihM)

are a system of surface tensors which are used to measure the conformai

length of vectors which lie in the conformai osculating or normal vector spaces

of Vn. In a later chapter, we show that if Vm is a conformally euclidean space

Rm, these conformai measure tensors (19.8) together with the deviation tensor £,A

completely determine the subspace  F„ except for a conformai transformation

OfRm.
As in the metric theory, we may base the conformai theory of FB on

tensors constructed by symmetrizing the measure tensors. We define the sur-

face tensor Gaw)(hw) (w = l, 2, • • • , M) as the tensor of order 2w, symmetric

in all its 2w indices, which obeys the equations

(3S) In the matrix H-B«,,)!^)!!, each row corresponds to a definite sequence of »-indices (»„)

and each column to a definite sequence of A-indices (A„).
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(19.9) 2? (1„, <„„,*« • • • X^X* • • • X»> - Gi(mHhw)X{* ■ - ■ X^X* •••!»•.

We call the symmetric covariant surface tensors

(19.10) G*,*,,G«,)<*,>, • • • ,GÍÍMHhM), Eih

the first, second, • • • , Mth, (M + i)th conformal fundamental tensors of F„and

we name the differential forms

(19.11) Gilhldxildxhl, ■ ■ ■ .GtoH^jóV1 • • • dxiMdxh' - - - dxhM, Eihdxldxh

the first, second, • • • , Mth, (M+l)th conformal fundamental forms of F„. A

comparison of coefficients in (19.9) shows that

(19.12) (2te)K?(<.)<^ - Ei«,)iw

where the indices ijw), ikw) in the summation assume all possible (2w)! per-

mutations of iiw), ihw). According to the concluding remarks of §18 and the

definitions of this section, both the measure tensors and fundamental tensors

(except Eih) exist and are of class C1 if the basis of the conformal osculating

vector spaces is of class C1 in a F„ of class Cr with r^3. Under the same

hypothesis, if Eih exists in V„, then all the measure tensors and fundamental

tensors also exist in any conformally equivalent subspace F„. Also, as noted

in §13, Eih exists if (12.23) holds and hence is of class C1 if (14.8) is true. We

summarize some of the results of this section in the following theorem.

Theorem 19.1. If the conformal osculating vector spaces of a F„ of class Cr

(r =£3) have a basis of class CL and the deviation tensor Ea is of class C1, then the

conformal measure tensors of Vn and the conformal fundamental tensors of F„

exist and are of class C1. If Vm+±Vm, F„<=*F„ by an allowable conformal map,

then the conformal measure tensors and conformal fundamental tensors of F„

exist and, at corresponding points of F„ and F„, the corresponding tensors of V-

and Vn are equivalent.

The equivalence of corresponding tensors of F» and F„ means that these

tensors are equal ii the parameters on F„ and F„ are chosen so that x' = xi

at corresponding points.

20. The conformal Frenet equations. We suppose that the inequalities

(5.13) hold so that conformal differentiation is possible. In order to derive a

system of Frenet equations it is also necessary that the space vectors of the

basis (18.11) of the conformal osculating spaces of Fn exist and be of class C1.

As already noted, this last condition is satisfied if (18.12). is true. In what

follows, we derive a system of partial differential equations for the quantities

(20.1) yWfG'iL.G'itt), ■ ■ ■ ,G'ltM), ti", *, gi-

ttere \pi is a symbol for d\f//dx{. It will be convenient to write these equations

so that the left member of each of the equations is a conformal derivative of

one of the quantities (20.1).
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According to the definition of G"il and (8.15), the first two sets of equa-

tions may be written as

(20.2) y:n     G'1'

fia.     ■    — Ca   .

We now derive the wth set of equations of this system. The definition of

G°(¿ij) implies that it differs from G"^.^.. .iu by a vector in J12.. .w-i, that is,

(20.3) G««„) mG\.it...iu (mod 712...w_i).

By conformai differentiation, we obtain G°«„):i„+i=G°ii:¡r • .<„+1 (mod

7i2 •••«.). The analogue of (20.3) for G"^^!) permits us to write the last equa-

tions as

G°(,„,):,„+1 =G«(l„+1) (mod 712...„).

These equations may be written as

(20 4) GB«->!<-+' = G"<i»+1> + i/(,'">c-»+oGa(,B,

+ ^(*-°(i.+i)G-(/.-o + • • • +U'\ia+i)G°jl.

Since

(20.5) AaßG»MGß{K) = 0,        ws*v,

we find, by conformai differentiation, that

(20.6) Aa&^G-^y.i^i = - ¿«*G"«.>GV):ÍB+1.

As a consequence of (20.4), Gß(hv)-.i„+i is a vector of 7i2.. .„+i. Hence if

v = \, 2, • • • , w — 2, it follows from "(20.5) that the left member of (20.6),

and therefore the right member of (20.6), vanishes. This fact together with

(19.6) and (20.4) leads to
c7^»>(i„+1)S(MI(M = 0, v = 1, 2, • • • , w - 2,

which, according to §19, is equivalent to

f(W<.„+.)GV„) = 0, v = 1, 2, • • • , w - 2.
Hence (20.4) becomes

(20.7) G«(,„,:,„+l = G°(,„+1) + c/<«(,„+I)GV„) + U^^ifi-^.»,

w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , M.

We have included (20.2) and the case w = M in (20.7) by means of the

conventions

(20.8) G°m = y", U--m = U-M = U--\iM+ï) = £/«*+i>... = 0,

^"(«Af+O  = 0.

The last set of these equations is simply (18.10). Equations (20.7) are called
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the conformal Frenet equations of V„. It is clear that if these equations exist for

Vn in Vm they are also valid for the F„ in Vm obtained by means of any allow-

able conformal mapping. The quantities iffâ+i), U¡¡"Zi¡ (determined up to null

solutions) are conformal surface tensors since all the other quantities in (20.7)

are conformal tensors and the G»<,-iir+l), Gaaw), G"^^) span mutually orthogo-

nal vector spaces. The symmetry properties of the contravariant and covari-

ant indices of these t/'s follow from and are similar to those for the G"(iw)

which are derived later. We state some of the results of this section and §18

in the following theorem.

Theorem 20.1. Let F„ be a subspace of class C' ir^3) in a Vm and let the

conformal osculating vector spaces of Vn have a basis of class C1. Then there exists

a set of continuous conformal surface tensors £7$"+!), Ufâ+i) (w = 0, 1, 2, ■ • -, M)

such that the basis beins G"^) satisfy the conformal Frenet equations (20.7) and

so that (20.8) is true. If Vm+^Vm, F„<=*F„ by a conformal transformation, then

the conformal osculating vector spaces of Vn exist and have a basis of class C1.

The corresponding basis beins G"^ for F„ also satisfy the conformal Frenet

equations. At corresponding points of F„ and V„, the respective conformal tangent

and normal vector spaces Iw and Iw correspond and their basis beins G"^) and

Gaaj are equivalent tensors.

The equations (20.7) actually involve all of" the quantities (20.1). The

quantities pa, \p, ypi which do not appear to be present are implicit in the co-

efficients of connection T'jk, Taßy which are used to define the conformal

derivatives of the G^g. Consequently we adjoin equations involving the

derivatives of p", \p, ypi to the conformal Frenet equations. These adjoined

equations, which are obtained from (13.14) and (15.4) and are valid if (12.23)

is true, are

t: i = fa,
i

h-, i = Mi + Eu - ßaG"ij +- PaßG\Gßj
im — 2)

Gtj T e2*p I
- —-   e2V + G^rtu +-—-   ,

2   L im- i)im-2) J

(20.9) e~2*    T
ß"-.i =-  G"ih: £hl + in - l)G«ihGh<ti -in- l)e2Vv^

(re — 1) L

-in- i)ßyGyihG«lGhl + G«hKhi + (« - 2)G«„£\- + G'tE

in- 1)
- CßGßi

im - 2)
H"ßPßyGy^.

Despite the fact that these equations involve metric quantities, their formal

structure is unaltered by conformal transformations of Vm so that (20.9) are
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conformal equations. Equations (20.7) and (20.9) are a system of partial

differential equations in the unknowns (20.1) written in normal form. We

call these equations the extended conformal Frenet equations.

Application to hypersurface theory. If Fr is a hypersurface of Vm, n = m — l

and M = 2. Consequently 72 is one-dimensional and 7j is empty. Hence we

may write G»,3- as

(20.10) G»„ = BfjZ«,

where(39) 73,, is a symmetric covariant surface tensor and Z» is a space vector

which obeys (11.21). Both 73,,- and Za are unique except for algebraic sign.

Of course, Bi¡ is not a zero tensor since G",y does not vanish on F». The con-

formal normal tensor B «,> | (3-2) of Vn is given by

(20.11) 2?(i,)|(i-,, = Bni2-Bilh.

We call Bi¡ the conformal normal measure tensor of the hypersurface instead

of B «j)io-j) and also use it as the second conformal fundamental tensor of Vn

instead of the one constructed from -Bc»'í)I c/«)-

In place of (20.7), we may write the conformal Frenet equations of F„ as(40)

(20.12) y-.i=G°i,

(20.13) G»,: j = BiiZ",

(20.14) Z«.i= - BifiixCk.

To obtain the last set of these equations we note that

(20.15) Z»:, = G°*(7\ + Z"Ui.

If we obtain the conformal derivatives of (11.21) and simplify by means of

(11.21) and (20.13), we find that

(20.16) AaßZ"Zß:i  =   0, AaßZa:tGßj =   -   Bij.

It follows from (7.7), (11.21), (20.15) and (20.16) that

Ui = 0,       GhjU"i = - Bi,-.

These equations establish the truth of (20.14). Since Z" is defined algebrai-

cally by (11.18), it is of class Cr~\ According to (20.10), Bi¡ is of class &-*.

Hence the conformal Frenet equations of Vn, (20.12), (20.13) and (20.14),

are valid if r^2.

From (20.10), (20.13) and (20.14), we readily find that

(20.17) G\j: h = BiS. kZ° - BuBkhC-'Ct

ii r^3. Now, according to (7.12), (20.10) and (20.16),

('») The tensor B¡\¡ ( = G,;) is distinguished from B¡¡ by the presence of the vertical bar.

(40) All of these definitions very frequently replace those previously given for any subspace

Vn if Vn is a hypersurface.
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Z« = ra-1G«A>G"A*7i((,2)Gv2).

If this value for Za is substituted in (20.17) and the resulting equatipns com-

pared with (20.7) where w = 2, we find that

U^\i„ = tr^^G»^BiH)B(ity.h,

U\n = - BMBitktG^

for any hypersurface. The U^"^ are determined except for a null solution of

Ga(A2)0(Aî) =0. The components of ï7(A1(la) are unique.

For a hypersurface, the direction of the unit normal vector fa to Vn, de-

fined in §5, and the direction of the unit conformai normal Z" to F„~ÎOrre-

spond under any conformai transformation of Vm. It follows from (7.2) and

(13.10) that

(20.19) Z" = e*i".

Consequently the mean curvature normal, defined for a hypersurface by

(5.11), may be written as

(20.20) p" = e~*p-Z".

We define Za by means of the equations

(20.21) Za=AaßZß

and multiply (15.3) by Za and sum for a. It follows from (11.21), (20.10),

(20.17), (20.20) and (20.21) that

(20.22) (ra - i)p:i = e-*[Bih: «G*« + (n - 1)5**. £*' + p-ßyS&^iZa].

Since Gßt=AßS-ZßZs and paßy,ZaZß = 0, (20.22) becomes

(20.23) (ra - i)p:i = e-*{GA'[B<A:, + (» - l)Bih^ ,] - Pafl2W4}.

These equations are valid if r§;3. For a hypersurface, the unknowns (20.1)

may be replaced by

(20.24) y,G°i,Z*,p,*,>Pi

and the last set of equations (20.9) may be replaced by (20.23).

V. The fundamental equations

In the metric theory of a hypersurface Fm_i in a Vm, the basic partial

differential equations which are satisfied by the coefficients of the first and

second fundamental forms of Fm_i are the Gauss and Codazzi equations.

These equations are the integrability conditions of the system of Frenet equa-

tions for the Vm-i- Much of the geometry of the Fm_i is simply a geometric

restatement of various analytical consequences of these equations. In the

metric theory of any subspace F„ in Vm, a similar but more extensive set of
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fundamental equations is obtained by considering the integrability conditions

of the Frenet equations for the V„.

In this chapter, we obtain the fundamental equations of the conformal

differential geometry of a subspace. These equations involve the various con-

formal measure and curvature tensors connected with the F„ in Vm which

were defined in earlier sections of the paper. Some of the equations are purely

algebraic ones which follow from the definitions and conformal Frenet equa-

tions. Others are partial differential equations obtained by a consideration of

the integrability conditions of (20.7) and (20.9). Since (20.7) and (20.9) are

conformal equations, their integrability conditions are also conformal equa-

tions. These latter equations are obtained in a form which explicitly involves

only conformal tensors.

These equations include analogues of the classical Gauss-Codazzi equa-

tions. However both the algebraic and differential equations which are ob-

tained present several new features. The most important of these differences

in the differential equations may be traced to the deviation tensor Ei} and

equations (20.9) which have no analogue in the metric theory. However, if

re^4, the fundamental equations which arise in the metric theory and in the

conformal theory of a V„ in Vm are quite similar. The cases re = 3, 2, 1 exhibit

increasing degrees of deviation from the "usual" situation.

21. The boundary, algebraic, reality and derived conditions. The inner

orientation of the basis beins G°(,„), which determines the various lengths

of and angles between these beins, is given by

(21.1) AaßGaii„)Gßav) = 0, w * v; w, v = 1, 2, • • • , M,

(21.2) AaßG"MGßM = 73 (<w) ,<,„,.

These equations are simply equations (20.5) and (19.5) respectively and are

exactly analogous to the corresponding equations in the metric theory. In

addition to these equations, we have the equations

(21.3) AaßßaGßj=0

since the mean curvature normal is orthogonal to the tangent vector space.

We think of equations (20.7) and (20.9) as partial differential equations in

the unknowns (20.1). Then (21.1), (21.2) and (21.3) are boundary conditions

for the system of extended Frenet equations which involve the unknowns

G»(« andp». We denote (21.1), (21.2) and (21.3) by [5 1], [73 2] and [73 3]
respectively and refer to them as the B-conditions.

A new type of algebraic condition not occurring in the metric theory is

contained in equations (7.11) and (7.12). According to (21.2), (7.12) may be

written as

(21.4) 73(Í2)I(A2)G¡*G^= re.

According to §19 and (21.2), equations (7.11) are equivalent to
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(21.5) Blh)Uhl)G^ = 0.

We call equations (21.4) and (21.5) the algebraic conditions or A-conditions.

We denote the algebraic conditions (21.5) and (21.4) by the symbols [A l]

and  [i 2] respectively.

Various algebraic conditions may be derived from (21.1) and (21.2). It

follows directly from (21.2) and the fact that Aaß is a symmetric tensor that

(21-6) B(iv,)\(hw) = -B<*„) i <••«,)•

Also, as was noted in §19,

{positive definite if w = 1,

Furthermore, according to (18.7), (18.8) and (18.9),

Af

(21.8) H^g»,        Nw > 0,
w=l

where, as noted in §19, 7V„ is the rank of the matrix ||2?(MI(Vlr Conversely,

if tensors 73(¿„)|(a„) are defined at a point R of Vm such that (21.6), (21.7)

and (21.8) are true, then these equations are sufficient conditions for the exist-

ence of real basis beins G0,(¿„) at R which satisfy (21.1) and (21.2). For this

reason, we call (21.6), (21.7) and (21.8) the reality conditions or R-conditions

and denote them by the symbols [R l],  [7? 2] and [7? 3] respectively.

Other equations may be obtained by differentiation of (21.1), (21.2) and

(21.3). This differentiation is possible if the hypothesis of Theorem 20.1 is

satisfied. If the conformai derivative with respect to *' of (21.1) is found and

the result is simplified by means of (20.7) and (21.1) we obtain an identity

if \w—v\ >1. If v=w + l, using (21.1) and (21.2) we obtain

(21.9) BtiwliHlm+1, + U^\lw+l)iB(hw)Hia) = 0, w = 1, 2, • • • , M - 1.

In a similar manner, conformai differentiation of (21.2) leads to the result

(21.10) 7?(,„)iu„):i - U^»\ia)jB(ha)Hla) - UiMlh,,ß(hm,w.> = 0,

w = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , M.

Also, conformai differentiation of (21.3) and use of the last set of equations

(20.9) and of (7.7), (20.7) and (21.1) leads to

UkihtGkiGhl + Ka +(n- 2)EH + EGu - C« = 0.

In virtue of (21.9) with w = l, these conditions are identical with equations

(22.10) of the next section. Equations (22.10), in turn, are a consequence of

the conformai analogues of the Gauss equations (22.13). Hence the above

conditions may be omitted if (22.13) are included as is done later. Equations

(21.9) and (21.10) are consequences of the 73-conditions (21.1) and (21.2).
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We call these equations the derived conditions or simply the D-conditions. We

denote these equations by the symbols [D 1 ] and [D 2 ] respectively.

We now note several other equations which are consequences of some of

the above equations. It follows from (21.5) and (21.9) with w=2, 3, • • • ,

M— 1 successively that

(21.11) 23(.„)l(^G(i2) = 0.

Equations (21.10) and (21.6), (21.9) and (21.10) lead to the equations

G<->£/<*»>(.„^/i^,| (¡„> = 0,       w = 2, 3, • • • , M,

G«* tf<*-l)«„+1>JW.M <«.-»>* 0.

Equations similar to (21.11) and (21.12) may also be obtained by conformal

differentiation of (21.6).

Application to hypersurface theory, ii F„ is a hypersurface, n = m — 1 and

M = 2. In this case, we write the conformal Frenet equations as (20.12),

(20.13) and (20.14) and we replace the last set of equations (20.9) by (20.23).

We also eliminate the tensor Bnt}\u0 by means of equations (20.11).

It is easy to see that the boundary conditions (21.1) may be replaced by

the first set of equations (11.21)

AaßZ"Gßj = 0

and that (21.2) may be written as (7.7) and the second set of equations

(11.21)
AaßGa,Gßj = Gi¡,

AaßZ°Zß =   1.

We denote these conditions which are equivalent to (21.1) and (21.2) by the

symbols [73' 1 ] and [73' 2 ] respectively. Since p" is replaced by e*pZa, (21.3)

is a consequence of [73' 1 ] and may be omitted for a hypersurface. Equations

(21.4) and (21.5) become

(21.13) 73(i2)5(Ä2)G»'"Gi^ = re,

(21.14) -ß(i2)G<i2) = 0.

We denote (21.14) and (21.13) by the symbols [A' 1 ] and [A' 2 ] respectively.

We also note that (21.6) and (21.7) need only be stated for the case w = 1 ;

namely,

(21.15) Gij = Gji,

(21.16) Cu is positive definite.

The remaining case, w — 2, follows directly from (20.11). We denote (21.15)

and (21.16) by the symbols [7?' l] and [7?' 2] respectively. Equation (21.8)

is always true since M = 2 and Ni = n, A2 = l follows from (21.16) and (20.11)
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respectively. Finally, the derived conditions obtained by differentiating

[B' 1 ] and [73' 2 ] are true identically in virtue of the conformai Frenet equa-

tions and 73-conditions. Hence there are no conditions corresponding to [D 1 ]

and [7? 2 ] for a hypersurface.

22. The conformai Gauss-Codazzi equations. Each of the various con-

formal Frenet equations contains a single contravariant space index a. Con-

sequently the integrability conditions of these equations also contain a as

the only space index. Therefore if the integrability conditions for the Frenet

equations whose left members are Ga(i„):t„,+l (w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , M) are multi-

plied by AaßGß(iv) (v = l, 2, • ■ • , M, °°) and summed for a, ß the resulting

equations only involve surface indices. We denote these equations by the

symbol [w, v]. It is clear that the integrability conditions of the conformai

Frenet equations and the equations [w, v] where w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , M;

v = l, 2, • • • , M,  oo are equivalent.

The integrability conditions of the first set of the conformai Frenet equa-

tions, which describe the variation of ya(=Ga(¿0)), are ya:(jk)- — 0. According

to the first two sets (20.2) of the conformai Frenet equations, the above equa-

tions become Ga(jk)- = 0 which, in turn, are equivalent to

(22.1) AaßG"(jk)-Gß(iv) = 0, i-l,2,...,líf«.

These are conditions [0, s]. Asa result of (21.1) and (21.2) all of these equa-

tions are identities except for the condition [O, 2 ] which is

(22.2) B(jkr[ih) = 0.

This is equivalent to the symmetry property of Ga¡k in its covariant indices

already noted at the end of §8.

The integrability conditions of the second set of conformai Frenet equa-

tions are

(22.3) Ci-. {,*>- = G-gK'uh - GßiR«ßik

according to (17.1). The tensor Raßjk is defined by (16.8). Now from (20.7)

and (20.-8), we obtain G«i..jh = G"ii..h = G"iih+ U^ijkG<'lhi>+Uh'ijkGc'hi. These

last equations show that (22.3) is equivalent to

(22 4)    Aai0>M $"w + Cr<*,)<W*>-G"<»«) + U^Hm-G'ht]

= AafiG'jGf^K'ijh - Aa(G'{,vfißiR«ßjk.

These are conditions [l, v]. According to (21.1) and (21.2), the first of these

conditions, when v = l, becomes

(22.5) Uhlnjk)-Gh¡h = Khiik — RaßjkG"iiGßi.

Now (21.9) with w = 1 may be written as

(22.6) UhlijkGhiii — — Bij\ilk.
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If we write h for h and take account of (22.6), (22.5) may be written as

(22.7) 7?,(AIí)-a = Khijic — RaßjkGahGßi.

These are conformal analogues of the Gauss equations which we now proceed

to simplify.

From these equations and (7.4), (7.7), (14.2), (14.3), (14.6), (16.8),

(16.16), (20.7), (21.4), (21.5) and (22.6), we find by an easy calculation that

(« - i)Biklh,Ghk = Ka - dj + in - 2)2?« + (re - 2)Bik\hjGhk

+ [C+i3- 2n)E - K + »]G</.

If these equations are multiplied by G'' and summed,

(22.9) K = « + C + 2(1 - n)E.

Substitution of this result in (22.8) yields

(22.10) Ka = Bik\hjGhk + Cu + (2 - n)Eu - EGU.

We replace Ki¡ in (16.8) by its value given in (22.10) and simplify the result-

ing equations, making use of the conformal analogue of (4.12) and of

(22.11) H"yGyii: k = G"uk + U^\jkG\hï) = A%Gyii: k + GhaBiükh

which follows from (20.7) and (22.6). Then equations (16.8) become equa-

tions (16.9).

If we use this simplified form of R"ßjk in (22.7), we find that (22.7) becomes

(22.12) Bnk\jTh — Khijk — Rhijk

where Rhijk is given by (16.11). Conversely, it is easy to see that (22.7) is

an identity in virtue of (22.12) and that (16.8) and (16.9) are equivalent if

(22.12) holds. Consequently condition [l, l], originally written as (22.5),

may also be written as (22.12). According to (22.12) and (16.11), these equa-

tions are

(22.13) Bi(kij-,-h — Khijk — Chijk + Gi(jEk)-h + G^Ti,-)-,-.

We call (22.13) the conformal Gauss equations of the F„ in Fm. If these equa-

tions are multiplied by Ghk and then by G'' we obtain equations (22.10) and

(22.9) respectively after summation on repeated indices.

A comparison of the metric Gauss equations (5.16) and (22.12) exhibits

an exact analogy if the analogous pairs of metric and conformal tensors are :

bik\ji, Bik\n; Khijk, Khijk; Ph.nk, Rhijk- However, if this last pair is replaced by

Phijk, Chijk, (22.13) shows that an additional expression involving Ei¡ is pres-

ent in the conformal Gauss equations. This additional expression is responsi-

ble for many of the new geometric features in the conformal theory of F„

which are absent in the metric theory.

Now Khijk and Khijk are the Riemann curvature tensors formed with re-
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spect to dj and. gij respectively. Since, from (7.3), the tensors G%¡, gi¡ are in

conformal correspondence, it follows from §11 that, if « >2, î Khijk = î «*<#•

In these equations, the î operation for the left member is with respect to Gij

while that for the right member is with respect to gij. As a result of (11.26),

(11.28) and (11.29),

(22.14) î Khijk =Wkijk-

Consequently, if re>2 and the f operation with respect to G¿3- is applied to

(22.13), we find that

(22.15) Whijk = T Quit + î Chijk

after use is made of (11.30) and (11.31). The tensor 1 Chijk is defined by

(16.14) and T <Bhiih, defined by (11.28), is

1
î 'Bhijk = 'Bhijk +- lGft(¡33¿t)-< + Gt(fc<B,)-Aj

(re — 2)
(22.16) <B

+ 7       rr,       —GhikGjn
in — l)(re — 2)

where we have written

(22.17) <BhiJk = BukU)~h,       <Bn = ®hukGhk,       <B = <Btfi*i.

It follows from (21.6) and (21.7) that

(22.18) ©,T= Bik[hjG*\       <B = re.

We return to conditions [l, v] or (22.4) and let t) = 2. If the resulting equa-

tions are simplified by means of (16.4), (21.1) and (21.2) they become

(22.19) Ulht)iukrB(h,)Hh) = - AaßRaijkGßih).

Use of (11.16), (16.10), (21.1), (21.2) and (22.11) transforms (22.19) into the
equations

Uihl)iok)--Bih2)\(h) = — DßükGß(i2)

(22.20) 1
+ 7-77G^GilkU^irití)Blkt)Uh).

in - 1)

This is condition [l, 2]. Equations (22.20) are called the conformal Codazzi

equations of the F„ in Vm-

If M exceeds 2, we let v equal 3 in the conditions  [l, v] and simplify as

was done to obtain (22.19). We obtain

(22.21) 2Ji(,-t)-|(zS) = — AaßRaijkGßii3

We proceed as in the derivation of (22.20) and find that the above equations

are equivalent to
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1
(22.22) Bi(jk,-\(it) = — I)ßUkGßliS) + --IT G^^d^rt-ui) !<»*>■

(ra - 1)

This is condition [l, 3]. The cases where v>3 are considered in a similar

manner and lead to the following analogues of (22.21) and (22.22):

(22.23) ¿a0Raw*GVu) = 0, u = 4, 5, • • • , M,_ «,

(22.24) Dßuh&a,, - 0, « = 4, 5, • • • , M, «.

The latter of these is condition [l, u], u>3.

23. Higher integrability conditions. The third set (w = 2) of the conformai

Frenet equations is

(23.1) G"(i„:, = G«(<t)/ + c7^>(,-2)}Gv2) + Uh\i2)iG"hi.

The integrability conditions of these equations are

(23.2) G"^; (/*>- = Gagi1K<'iijk + GailaKei2jk — Gßa2->Raßjk.

Conformai differentiation of (23.1) and simplification by means of (20.7) and

(20.8) gives

G'w.ik = G«Mik + [U^\i2)ik + U<**(tûfi*h]G'M

(23.3) + [U^\i2)ik + £7<*'W*4 U^\i2)iU^\g2)k + U*tk>fi*&ui*i

+   [Uh\i2)i:k+U^\i2UUh\a2)k]G"hi.

Also, from (16.9), (20.7), (20.8), (21.1) and (21.2),

1
(23.4) Gßii2)R"ßik = Z>«„*G»(<1, +--G(»"G°(ti/(w,r(i!)S(l!)1(i2,

(ra - 1)

We substitute (23.3) and (23.4) in (23.2) and multiply successively by

ABßGßa.) ("-I. 2, ■ • ■ , M, oo) and simplify using (18.13), (21.1) and (21.2).

This gives the various integrability conditions [2, »]:

[U\itHi:*r+ U^\i2)j-U\Q2)k-]Ghi =  -DaßjtG'&M

(23.5) 1

(« - 1)

[t/(Aî) «,)</*>-+ ^(AÎ>(.-2) (i:*r+ PWWfP«wr

(23.6) + î/^oG***)-^),^)

= B<¡i2\(i2-jKgiljk + Billlí(i2)Kl'i2jk — 7?a3,)iG"(¡2)G9(í2),

(23.7) (#<*•>«,)(,*>- + ^(*2)(.-2)uG^)-]ß(A3)|(I>) = - TWG^GW

(23.8) -B(¿2)(;*ri(i4> = — DaßjkG"iii-)Gß(i2-),

(23.9) 0 = -EWGa(¡u)G<V2), ra = 5, 6, • • • , M, «>.

These are conditions [2, l], [2, 2],  [2, 3],  [2, 4] and [2, «], «>4, respec-
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tively. In (23.5), we have omitted the subscript 1 from the indices h, I.

We now consider the general (w+i)th set of conformal Frenet equations

(20.7). The integrability conditions of this set of equations are

w

(23.10) G»(,„): {ikr = 2ZG",iu.1)0iu+1---iwK'iujk - G»«.,.»»«*.
u-l

Now conformal differentiation of (20.7) and simplification by means of the

conformal Frenet equations leads to

G°M-.jk = G\ia)jk + [UV"°+i\iwUk + ^(A»)(.„„G^*]G»(»„+1)

+   [U^\iw)ik+U^\i„U:k+U^\ia)jU^\la)k

+ U^\iu),G^k}G"M

+  [U^^M:k+U^\ia)jU^^\aa)k

_1_  IJiow-i),. . .TT(.lh*-i) ,J<7»,i.
i    u (•»))c' (»»-l)*!"-7   (*»-l)

Also, from (16.9), (20.7), (20.8), (21.1) and (21.2), we find that

Gß^R"ßjk = D°ßikGßM +--G<">G"(Jfc23;)-(S2)l(¡3„
(23.12) (re — 1)   .

Gßau)Raßjk = DaßjkGß{iu->, u = 4, 5, ■ • • , M, ».

We substitute (23.11) and (23.12) in (23.10) and multiply successively by

AaßGßiiv) (v = 1, 2, • • ■ , M, oo) and then simplify using (18.13), (21.1) and

(21.2). In this manner we obtain the integrability conditions [w, v] for w>2.

These equations are

1
(23.13) U^\h)rUhtnik-Gki = -DaßikG"0>M+---CWfttfB,,-,«,!^,

(re - 1)

(23.14) [/(^'„.„-[/(^(„^„rB^H,,.,, = - ZWG"(i„-,>G\<.>,

(23 15)   lm'^1)^-'>r+U<*>\im)rUi>--*\.„)k-

+ U<t-*<torV<M>i*+vr\BVl^tm^ = - DafiikG'iU^G"liw),

[U^\i„Hikr+U^\i„nj:kr+U^\iw)rU^\^k-

(23 16) + U^r» <í.)(/G*-»)-]2í (4.)I(V
to

= — DaßjkG"liw)Gß(ivl) + 2\j 23(iu_i)a»u+,•••«„!(í„)7í"<„,*,
u-l

(23 17)   ^(Wl)',->«í*>"+í7í*")<<-><?G*,rtl*>"lB«*-+l> "'•+?>

= — 2J„s,tG»(¡„+j)Gí(ítr),

(23.18) 23(fl>) (íi)-| (,    , = — 7)aS,A!Ga(í„+,)G''(,„),
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(23.19) 0 = DaßikG«0u)Gß{iw),     u> w + 2 or u <w- 2.

The above equations are conditions [3, l], [w, w — 2] with w>3, [w, w — l],

[w, w], [w, w+i], [w, w+2] and [w, u] with u>w + 2 or u<w — 2 respec-

tively. In all of these equations, it is assumed that w>2 and that w does not

exceed 717" while u has the range 1, 2, • • -, M, ». In accordance with (20.8),

U{hu+X), UVm+2), BaM+l)Wll + l) and 73ajM+2)|(iJlf+2) are zero tensors and the ap-

propriate substitution should be made for these tensors in the above equations

wherever they occur.

In the above paragraphs and in the previous section, we have derived the

various integrability conditions [w, v] of the conformai Frenet equations.

However, not all of these conditions are distinct. In the sequel, we indicate

which of the [w, v] may be omitted because of the duplications which arise.

If neither w nor v exceeds M, a straightforward calculation shows that

(23.20) [AaßG\ia)Gß{lv)l Uk)- = AaßG\iw): m-G»^ - AaßG-MGß0v): <,*,-.

llw^v, it follows from (21.1) that the left member of these equations is zero.

Consequently (23.20) may be written as AaßGa(iv,);Uk)-Gß(iv)+RaßjkGa(l,)Gß(iu,)

= -AaßGa(iv);Uk)-Gß(i„)-RaßjkGtt(iv,)Gß(iv), v?¿w. According to (23.10), the

left member of these equations equated to zero is condition [w, v] and the

right member equated to zero is condition [v, w]. Hence it follows that con-

ditions [w, v] and [v, w] are identical. This means that all the integrability

conditions of the conformai Frenet equations are conditions [w, v] with v^w.

It is easy to see that the differentiation implicit in the integrability condi-

tions [w, v] is possible if Vn is of class Cr with r^4 and if the basis beins

(18.11) of Vn form a basis of class C2. Comparison with (18.12) shows that

(23.21) r ^ M + 2

is a sufficient but not necessary condition for the satisfaction of these last

conditions.

Finally, we note that the extended conformai Frenet equations (20.7) and

(20.9) and the 73-conditions (21.1) and (21.2) remain unchanged if any tensor

Uih»\i«,+1), c7(*»-l)(l„+1) is replaced by another which differs from it by an

additive null solution. Consequently any equations derived from (20.7),

(20.9), (21.1) and (21.2) such as the 7)-conditions and the integrability con-

ditions also must remain unchanged if any U is changed by an additive null

tensor. This fact may be verified directly by using various relationships which

are obeyed by null tensors.

As an illustration, we derive and use some of these relationships. By con-

formal differentiation of (19.3) with respect to x' and use of (20.7), we obtain

G"(i.,jfl«i"> +G"(».,[9<*->:,+ ^"■,(.»)/ul+G"(*»_„í/"'->),i„„íl(i') = 0.
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It follows from these equations and (21.1) and (21.2) that the relationships

ß(VKi,)[Ö(*">:/+ U^\i„ud^} = 0,

»<».-*>i<i^*>tf(W-1\ui«H-) = o

are true if 0W"> is a null tensor satisfying (19.3). An example of the applica-

tion which may be made of these relationships follows. If U(',»+1\iv,)jk in

(23.17) is changed by an additive null tensor d(-h»+l), the additional terms

•e<*«+l)ií(».+1)l(í„+1) must vanish by definition of ô<A»+i». If {7<A»)(,„)i in (23.17) is

changed by a null solution 0<*»>, the additional terms 9ih»)G(h»+1)kBihw+i)\Ov,+i)

must vanish according to the first of the above relationships. Hence (23.17)

remains unchanged.

Application to hypersurface theory. If Vn is a hypersurface, the integrabil-

ity conditions [w, v] may be derived more easily from (20.12), (20.13) and

(20.14) instead of from (20.7). Of the integrability conditions, [O, 1 ] is a con-

sequence of (11.21) and  [0, 2],  [l, l] and [l, 2] may be written as

(23.22) £(,*>-=0,

(23.23) BukBjy-h — Khijk — Cknk + GmEk)-h + Gk(kEj-¡-i,

(23.24) Bnj;k-¡- — — CßijkZß + GnkFj-)-, ■

where the conformai vector F¡, of class C^3, is defined by the equations

(23.25) Fj= (l/(ra- l))G™B,a,„.

These equations are simply equations (22.2), (22.13) and (22.20) respectively

after simplification by means of (11.24), (20.10), (20.11), (20.18) and (21.13).

Equations (23.23) and (23.24) are the conformai Gauss equations a'nd confor-

mai Codazzi equations respectively for the hypersurface Vm-i- The vector Fj

defined by (23.25) plays an important role in the conformai geometry of

Vm-i. It is called the deviation vector.

The remaining conditions are [2, 1 ] and [2, 2 ]. The first of these is iden-

tical with the conformai Codazzi equations according to the italicized state-

ment of this section. We substitute the values of Ulh'\i3) and Uhlat) given by

(20.18) in (23.6) (condition [2, 2]). To simplify the resulting equations,

we note that, according to (11.24) and (20.10), DaßjkGa(i2)Gß(i2)

= CaßjkZaZßBwBii2)=0 and that, according to §17, B(i2);Uk)- = Bgi2K°i1jk

+Bi1gK0i2jk. If use is made of these equations as well as of (8.3), (20.11) and

(21.13), it is found that condition [2, 2] is true identically. Therefore condi-

tions [0, 2], [l, l] and [l, 2] constitute the complete set of integrability

conditions of the conformai Frenet equations for a hypersurface. All of the

above conditions are valid in any hypersurface of class Cr with r ^ 4.

24. The third derivatives of the relative conformai curvature. We assume

that (14.8) holds. Then EiS is of class C1. The integrability conditions of the
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first set of equations of (20.9) are ^(¿:/)- = 0. We denote these equations by

the symbol [}J/]. In view of the second set of (20.9), these integrability condi-

tions are equivalent to

(24.1) £«/,--0.

According to §17, the integrability conditions of the second set of (20.9) may

be written as

(24.2) {,„ ak)- = Wijk.

We denote these equations by the symbol [^.-]. Also, from (20.9),

ti: jk = t: irt: i + $: rt: jk + Eij: k ~ P-a: kG"ij — PaG"ij; k

+ il/im - 2)) [pay. yG\Gß,Gyk + PaßG"ikGßj + paßG^GOjk]

- iGij/2) [2e2*A<¥: * + 2e2W * + 2G*ty: rt>-. u

+ i2e2W-.k+e2*p;k)lim - 1)(ret - 2)].

Now equations corresponding'to (24.2) and (24.3) are true in any F„ in Vm-

Consequently the replacement principle stated in Theorem 9.2 may be ap-

plied if the resulting equations are conformally invariant. This will be seen

to be the case.

The value of \pi-.jk given by (24.3) is substituted in (24.2) and the replace-

ment principle is applied. If account is taken of (7.7), (9.7), (9.8), (9.10),

(11.11), (12.5), (15.6) and (21.1) with w = i, v = 2, we readily obtain

1 1
Enj-.kr — ~-—AaßG"i0Gßkrh-.iGhl + --—-CaoG»*)—

(re — 1) (re — 1)
(24.4) J

-- °PaßyG"tGßjGyk.
im- 2)

These are the integrability conditions of the second set of equations (20.9).

According to the conformal Frenet equations and (21.1),

(24.5) AaßG«ijGßkh-. £hl = G^U<h*h(g2)B(hlUij.

Also, it follows from §12 that if ret > 3, the conformal value of °PaßyGaiGßjGyk

is given by (12.11) and (12.18). If ret = 3, re must be 2. It follows from §§11, 12

that C"ßys is a zero tensor and that paßy is a conformal tensor so that, in this

case, °Paßy = Paßy Also, if Vn is a hypersurface (as is true in the present case

ret =3), it follows from (20.11), (20.18), (21.13) and (23.25) that

(24.6) (l/(re - i))G^U^\ig2)Bik2)lij = 73i;Ffc.

If use is made of (24.5), (24.6) and these statements, the integrability

conditions (24.4) may be written as
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(24.7)

Eiu-.kr =-:r &MU°*rw>BfK,\tr + C.(jG«*rij
(ra - 1)

1
--.-— C'ijk-.., m>3,

(m — 3)

(24.8) Eia..kr= Bi{jFkr-PaßyG"tGß,G-'k, m = 3.

Either (24.7) or (24.8), depending upon the value of m, are conditions [*,-].

Also, according to the above remarks, if V„ is a hypersurface, (24.7) becomes

1
Enj-.k)- = BnjFk)- +--—Ga{fGakn

(ra — 1)
(24.9) i

—--C'ijic: t, m = ra + 1, m > 3.
(m — 3)

We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 24.1. If ra>3, the integrability conditions (24.7) are a consequence

of the conformai Gauss-Codazzi equations.

Conformai differentiation of the conformai Gauss equations (22.13) leads

to the equations

Chijk: l —  Khijk: 1 + Bnj\k)-h: I + Gi(jEk-¡-h: I + Gh{kEj)-i-. ¡.

To these equations, we add the other two sets obtained by adding cyclic

permutations on the indices j, A, / and simplify the result by using (14.9).

Now we multiply these last equations by Ghl and sum for A, / making use of

(21.5). If m>3, the left member of these final equations may be replaced by

the right member of (12.19). The resulting equations are

(ra - 3) 1
-77Caijk: a +--Gij-Chlk-. aGhl + CßikGßiri
(m — 3) (m — 3)

(24.10) + CaßysGhl[G%rGß,Gyk-Gh + G"hG»i,G\Glk]

= [Biu\kr>>: i + Bu\hU:kr]Ghl + (n — 3)Ei{k: ;)- + Gi(jEKk)-:K

+ E: (jGkr*

where we have written

(24.11) Ehk=GhlEik.

By means of (11.19) and the conformai Codazzi equations (22.20), the

terms involving Caßy> in (24.10) may be eliminated. Also, the various terms

such as Bij\hk-.i in (24.10) may be eliminated by taking account of (21.10).

The resulting equations are
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[(re - 3)C«iíi:« +G.-Í-OW: aGkt]
(ret-3)

1
+- [(re - 3)CßlkGßjri + Cß£ßhuGkr<Gh'

in — 1)
(24.12)

+ in-3)G^U^j-(ai)B(hí)lik-

+ G('"C<"'í/<«„M5WIil(tGin] = in- 3)Eiik..jr

+ GnjEhk)--. h + E; ()Gjc)-¿.

We multiply these equations by Gik and sum for i, k and obtain

2(« - 2)\E-j - Ehj;h + ---C"hij-.aGhl
L im — 3)

(24.13)

+ 7- (G<«>G<*>£/<*»Jl(M)73(Äs)|Isi - CßlGßhjG")\ = 0.
(re — 1) J

If re = 2, these equations are trivial. However, if re>2, and the results of

(24.13) are substituted in (24.12), equations (24.12) become

(re - 3)EiU:kr = |"~^ [G^U^k-igi)B(h2)lir + Ca(iG'kri]
in — 1)

(24.14) ,        «

(m-3)     l,k:t-

If re = 3, these equations are true trivially. However, if «>3, (24.14) coincides

with (24.7). This completes the proof. Incidentally, we note that if n = 3,

equations (24.13) which may be obtained from (24.7) by multiplying with Gik and

summing on i, k are a consequence of the conformal Gauss-Codazzi equations.

Another set of partial differential equations satisfied by the deviation

tensor Ei¡ is now derived from the conformal Gauss equations if n > 2. These

equations are not related to the integrability conditions (24.7). As has been

noted in §22, (22.9) and (22.10) are consequences of the conformal Gauss

equations. From these two sets of equations, we readily obtain

1
(24.15) (re - 2)Eij = «„ + C,,- - K{i - —-(<B + C - K)Gu

2(re — 1)

after account is taken of (22.17) and (22.18).   Conformal differentiation of

(24.15) leads to the differential equations

(24.16) (n - 2)Enj: »,- = ©<;* + Cijk - Kijk

where Ki¡k is defined by (14.14) and 73¿y* and d¡k are defined by the analogous

equations
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1
(24.17) <Bijk = B<(/:*,- + —- B: uGkr< = ««/: »r,

2(ra — 1)

1
(24.18) C,,t = C,(,-: *)- + —-— C: «G*)-<.

2(ra — 1)

25. The second derivatives of the mean curvature. Discussion for a hy-

persurface. In obtaining the integrability conditions of the last set of equa-

tions (20.9), we divide our work into two sections. In this section, we consider

the simplest case only, that is, the case where Vn is a hypersurface of Vm so

that m=n + l. In this instance the calculations are considerably shorter than

for a general subspace of Fm. The general case is considered in the following

section. For the work of this section, we assume that (12.23) holds.

For a hypersurface, the last set of equations (20.9) may be replaced by

(20.23). If account is taken of (23.25), equations (20.23) may be written as

(25.1) p.. j - <r* \Fj + Bj4: ,Ght -- pafZ"0>¡\.
L (ra — 1) J

The integrability conditions of these equations are

(25.2) p- (jk)- = 0.

The replacement principle may be applied to equations (25.1) and (25.2) for

reasons like those stated in the beginning of the preceding section. This means

that (25.2) is equivalent to

(25.3) V (,•*>-= 0.

Conformai differentiation of (25.1) leads to equations in which we make re-

placements using (9.7), (13.15), (20.13) and (20.14). In this way, we obtain

the equations

V: i* = Fi: k + BihElkG» +- üPaßG"ßßkBjhGhi
(m — 2)

(25.4) --^- Bik - --±-->Mf&firh
2(m — \)(m — 2) (ra — 1)

+- "Paß\BkhG^G^ßj - Z"ZßBjk\.
(ra - 1)

Now »ra=ra-rT and paß, Bjk are symmetric tensors and °Paß:y = °Paß,y.

Hence substitution of (25.4) in (25.3) leads to the equations

(25.5) Fa: k)- = Bk(kE"ir +- V^^G^.
(ra - 1)
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where paßy is defined by (12.5) and account has been taken of (11.21). These

equations are the integrability conditions of (25.1). As in the case of (24.4),

the integrability conditions (25.5) may be written as

(25.6) Fa-.kr = BHkEhjr + p^yZaGsiGyk, re = 2,

1
(25.7) F{i; kr = Bh{kEhjr +- C'ajk: ,Z°, re > 2,

(re - 2)

where C'ajk-., is defined by (12.21). We denote the integrability conditions

(25.6) or (25.7) by the symbol [/*].
We now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 25.1. If n>2, the integrability conditions (25.7) are a consequence

of the conformal Gauss-Codazzi equations.

We first derive some equations which are needed in the proof of this theo-

rem. Conformal differentiation of the conformal Codazzi equations (23.24)

leads to

(25.8) Bm;k)-i = — iCajikZa);i + Gj(kFi)-;¡.

From the Ricci identities of §17,

(25.9) Bu; (lk)- = BkjK*m + B«Kh,u.

From (25.8) and (25.9), we obtain

(25.10) Bu-, a = Bjk:u - iCajikZ");, + GHkFir-. i + BhjKhuk + BihKhjik.

We multiply (25.10) by Gil and sum for the indices i, I. In the resulting equa-

tions, we apply the alternation operation to the indices j, k and simplify,

using (11.14), (14.4) and (23.25). In this way, we find that

(25.11) (re - 2)FU: kr = [C«fyt&G*'&&t].. £il + GilBhiKhijk + BhiiKhkr.

If use is made of (7.10), (8.13), (20.13) and (20.14), we find that

(25 12)     \-C"ßyiZaGß>GykGla G" = c<*y- ¿"CG^*,

+ CaßysGilZ°Gßi[BkiZyG*j + BjlGykZ>]

since CaßysZ"Zß = 0, CaßysGilG°hBigG°hGßi = 0. Now Gß'=Aß'-ZßZ<, so that

Caßys-.lZaGßtGykGij=C'aßy.tZaGßjGyk. If this is substituted in (25.12) and the

result is then substituted in (25.11), we obtain

(re - 2)F{i; kr = C'ajk-. ¿" + CaßysZ»GilGßiZyG\jBkrl

+ GilBhiKhljk + Bh{jKhk)-

These equations are consequences of the conformal Codazzi equations.

Also, from the conformal Gauss equations (23.23), we may obtain equa-
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tions for the tensors GilBhiKhiJk, BjhKhk and BhkKhj which occur in (25.13).

From these equations we find that

(25.14) GilBhiK\jk + BHjKhr = CasG°,G\kBiriGil + (n - 2)Bh(kEkir

afteraccountistakenof (11.16)andoftheequationsC„/37{G"iGiÄG'1'yG8iG<,G'"'73ffi

= 0 which are a consequence of (11.14) and (23.22). Now, if use is made of

(11.22), we find that (25.14) becomes

(25.15) GilBhiKhljk + BhUKhkr = CaßysG\ZßZ->G\jBkriGil+ (n-2)Bh{kE\r.

These equations are consequences of the conformai Gauss equations.

If (25.13) is simplified by means of (25.15) and use is made of (11.14),

we find that

(25.16) (ra - 2)FU: »r = (» - 2)BhlkEhir + C'aik: <Z"

is a consequence of the conformai Gauss-Codazzi equations. If ra>2, these

equations are equivalent to (25.7). This completes the proof of the theorem.

26. The second derivatives of the mean curvature normal. Discussion for

the general case. We return to a consideration of the last set of equations

(20.9) in the general case. We assume that (14.8) holds. According to (17.1),

the integrability conditions of these equations are Ma:(/*)-= —pßR"ßjk. As in

the two previous sections, the replacement principle may be applied to these

equations. After replacements and utilization of (9.7), the integrability con-

ditions become

(26.1) V:o*)-=0.

In the calculations that follow, only the main links in the chain of the

argument are given explicitly and the intervening links are only stated in

outline form. This is done in order to avoid the appearance of several lengthy

tensor equations which do not differ essentially from those which actually

occur in the following calculations. An expression for apa:jk may be obtained

by conformai differentiation of the last set of equations (20.9) and employ-

ment of the replacement principle. If this expression is substituted in (26.1)

and the result simplified by means of (8.15), (9.7), (9.10), (12.5), (13.15),
(15.6) and (20.9), we obtain the equivalent integrability conditions

G"rh:ik-Ghl + (« - 1)G«M,£V - Aß^h^krov. <,fihlG^G°i

+ CßyGßh{fi-'k)-GhlG\ + G"HkKhir + G"hK\j: k)-

+ (n~ 2)G"M*£ V + (ra - 2)G"hE\i: k)- + E: ikG"ir

(ra- 1)
+ C"0y-s: ,-GßSGy,G'k - f-- "pßysG^jG'kH^

(m — 2)

+ CßysGhlG-'r[GßHk-Gii+GßhGilk-} = 0.

The terms involving Kh¡ and Kh¡:k are replaced by means of (12.20),
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(12.22) and (22.10). The terms involving(41) CaßyS:t are replaced by the use

of (12.12) and the value of °Pßys is given by (12.11). After these various sub-

stitutions and further simplifications by means of the symmetry properties

of the Weyl space tensor, (26.2) becomes

G«rh: ik-Ghl + (re - l)G"kk-[<Bk,- + Chr -in- i)E\~\

+ G"h[cB\j-.kr - AßyGßUjGykrgv.gfihlG^}

ra«[(A(26.3) + 77»'   iCtßys + Cisyß)Gßh(kGyj)-GslGhl + Ctßjk;yGßy

h)cH = 0-im-3)
Now, from (20.7), we find that

Gajh: a = G°jhlk + [U^jhik + U^ikfih'k]G"íkt)

(26.4) + [U^jhik + U^jHi;k+ U^jhiU^\g,_)k + U^ihtGhh]G\hii

+ [U^jhiU»\g2)k+ U^/kktlß'n

and that

(26.5) AßyGßjßykn-. B2 = U^h^B^un-

Also, as a consequence of (12.20),

H"\(C0yi + Ctsyß)Gßh{kGyj)-Gi£ht + C(ßik;yGßy +- C*,ki-t\
L (ret — 3) J

(26.6) _
(« - 1)r (» - i)      i

L im — 3) j

We substitute these values in (26.3) and multiply successively by A aßGßav)

(i/ = l, 2, • • ■ , M, «>) and simplify using (18.13), (21.1) and (21.2). In this
way we obtain the following equations which are equivalent^2) to the in-

tegrability conditions (26.1) if ret exceeds 3:

[U^rhik-+ U<*>rkur+ V<»>rhluv*\nur

+ U^rMGhh-]Gk'B,h2m^ + [«*,- +CV - (»-l)JB*r]*w-|rtrt

r (» -1)       i
Ciu-.kr +-—■ C^jk-.t \G\i2),

L (ret — 3) J(ret- 3)

[U^rhik- + t7(«rÄiGV]G'"5(,3,i(i3,

(26.8) T («- 1)_ r       (» -1)     i—     Ct{j;k)- +-— Cf£,;.,f    G';,-,),
L (ret — 3) J

(41) The assumption m>3 is implicit in these substitutions. In the remaining case, m = 3,

it follows that re = 2. This case is discussed in §25.

(42) This equivalence has been established by the use of the following equations of chap-

ter V: fl, l],[B 1], \B2], [D 1] with io = l.
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(26.9) Sr*i*-i«4)G*' = \C,(J:kr + -r-* CwV«,).
L (wi—3) J

(26.10) \CHi:kr + -r—^7Cr.,*:r|G«(i.) = 0)        u = 5, 6, •• • , M, oo.
L (rat — 3) J

We denote the integrability conditions (26.7), (26.8), (26.9) and (26.10) by

the symbols [pa, 2], [pa, 3], [pa, 4] and [pa, u],u>4:, respectively. In writ-

ing these equations, we have omitted the first set (v = \) obtained by multi-

plying (26.3) by AaßGßi. For this first set of equations becomes an identity

after application is made of (7.11) [equivalent to (21.5)] and (21.9) with

w = 1.

For a hypersurface, m=n + \ and M = 2. In this case, (26.8) to (26.10)

become vacuous so that (26.7) are the only integrability conditions. These

equations (26.7) are equivalent to the integrability conditions (25.7) previ-

ously obtained for a hypersurface. Consequently the integrability conditions

(25.7) for a hypersurface are [pa, 2 ]. The proof of this statement follows. The

expression which multiplies 73(M|(l2) in (26.7) is equal to AaßGaruk-GhlGß\Í2).

Now for a hypersurface, according to (11.21), (20.10), (20.13) and (20.14),

(26.11) A*ßG*rhik-G\h)Ghl = Bj-hl lk-GhlB{h).

Also, from (11.23), (20.10) and (20.14),

(26.12) Clj:kG\i2) =  [(C,jZ'):k- CtjZ':k}B(i2) = ChjB\-B(i2).

Also, from (20.11) and (22.18),

(26.13) ©N/S*)-*!«,) = Bh01BetaBkrhB(h)G^ = 0.

If the results stated in (26.11), (26.12) and (26.13) are substituted in (26.7)

and account is taken of (23.25), we obtain (25.7).

We now return to a consideration of the general case and prove the follow-

ing theorem which is a generalization of Theorem 25.1 :

Theorem 26.1. If ra>2, the integrability conditions (26.7), (26.8), (26.9)

and (26.10) are a consequence^) of the equations [l,v]and [2, v], v = 1, 2, • • • ,

M, ».

The first stage of the proof consists in obtaining new tensor equations

which may be solved for the expression Gaj-h-.ik-Ghl occurring in (26.3). Con-

ditions [l, v] are equivalent to the equations G"jh:k = Gajk:h + GagK°¡hk — Rajkk-

(43) The proofs of the theorems of §§24-26 also depend upon the. definitions and identities

of chapter III, the extended conformai Frenet equations and the A, D and B conditions.

However, if Vm is an R„„ the extended conformai Frenet equations and ß-conditions (which

involve space indices) may be omitted from this list. Some of the above equations are also used

in the derivation of the various integrability conditions which appear in §§24-26.
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Conformai differentiation of these equations with respect to xl leads to

(26. 14) G"jh: hi = G'ih: h l + Ga0iKqjhk + G«gK'jhk: l - Rajhk: |.

Now conditions [2, v] are equivalent to

(26.15) G°jh: ik = G'ih: ki + G'ahK'fik + G«itK*hth - RaßikGßik.

We substitute the value for Gajh:ki given by (26.14) in (26.15). Then we multi-

ply the equations by Ght and perform the alternation operation on the indices

j, A. In this manner, we obtain

.      G",-h: ik-Ghl = 2G°glKqrhk-Ghl + G"huKhk)- + G«gK°rhk-.. £*'

(26.16)
- R°r>k-. iGhl - R"ßl{kGßjrhGhl

after taking account of (14.2).

We replace the conformai Riemann tensor in these equations by (16.9)

and (16.10) and then simplify using (11.14) and (14.4). In this way (26.16)

becomes

U~     G'rh: ik-G1' = G°huKhkr + G%K»hjk: £"
(ra - 1)

+ l&W + -,-77 HaßCßikGjrk'\ -, ¡G"
L (ra - 1) J

+ G«(»BVsft + G"hE\k: jr + CaßUlGßk)-hGhl

(26.17) 1
+--G^hk-farG-i - Cßfi'r]

(ra - 1)

+ 7-rr [G-*,*6*í,- + G'k<B\i: *,-]
(ra - 1)

+ ---G^GhlAyßGßhr[G\-gi: gfiai - Gylgi: g2G"k-}.
(ra - 1)

Now if use is made of (12.12), (12.21) and (11.14), we find that

\c"hhi + ;-77 H"ßCßikG,rh'\ : £hl = C'ßhi: 6ß*
L (ra — 1) J

1 r (ra - 2) 1
+ 7-77 Hafi  C^-sGyS - 7-i Ctßk'-- r   + C^&KriG»1

(26.18) (ra — 1)        L (m — 3) J

+- H"ß[Chßk-s + Csßk-h}Gs„-Ghl + CMfi"kriGhl
(ra - 1)

+ Cß<fißkriGhlG°h.
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Also, from (22.10), which is a consequence of condition [l, 1 ], we find that

(26.19) G"huKhkr = G«H&\- + G»i(,CV + (2 - n)G«haE%-.

From (22.10) and (12.12), we obtain

G"gK"hik: Ghl = G°gGhl[- K"hlj:k -  K°hkl:j]  = G"hK\k:jr

= G"h<B\k: ff- + iCtßk-i + Cm-t)G'hrGhtG°ß

(26.20) + Cyßkj-. sGytG°ß +   "~   N Oßjk-.£°ß
im — 3)

1
+--G*rC<yvr: ¡Gy5 + Ce^jrhG"^hl

im — 3)

+ E; lkG«j)- + in- 2)G»hE»a-. »>-

If the results given by equations (26.18), (26.19) and (26.20) are substi-

tuted in (26.17), and account is taken of the fact that Haß = Aaß — Gaß and of

(11.14), equations (26.17) become

(re - 2) re2 - 5re + 5 (re - 2)
--G«rh: ik-Ghl =-—- Oßjk-.&'-o +--Cyßik:sGy>H°ß
(re — 1) (ret — 3)(w — 1) (re — 1)

(re - 2) 1

(ret — 3) (re — 1) (ret — 3)

+ —--GhlCßy[(n - 3)GßHiGyk)-Gai
in - 1)

+ Gßh(jG"k)-Gyi + in- 2)GßhGy(kG°jri]

+ r—T, (Ctyir + Cß,y,-)Gyhk-GhlH"ß
(re - 1)

(» - 2) .
+-7T [ChaVhr + G"h<B\k-.,-,-]

(w - 1)

+ (re - 2)G»h<kEhj)- + in- 3)G»A£\,:t)-

+ E:lkG«ir + G« lkEhir.h

1
+--G^GhlAyßGß,-h[Gyk-gy. gfi»i - Gytgi:0iG°k-].

in - i)

The derivation of equations (26.21) by the use of conditions [l, v] and [2, v]

completes the first stage of the proof.

To complete the proof of the theorem, we now show that the integrability

conditions (26.3) [equivalent to (26.7) through (26.10)] become identities

when use is made of (26.21). If «>2, we may solve (26.21) for Gaj-h-.ik-Ghl

and substitute the result in (26.3). When the result is simplified, (26.3) be-

(26.21)
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comes, after multiplication by the factor (ra —2),

-A—— [(« - 3)aßik..iG«ß + G",-Ctylk-..iGy>]+ (ra - 3)Ce{kGßjrkG°&1
(m — 3)

(26.22) + CßtGßhuG"k)-Ghl + (ra - l)(ra - 3)G»hE\i: »,-

+ (ra - l)E: (*G«,r + (« - l)G«(Jfc7£V:Ä

+ G<»»G*U7flG"i-*[(» - S^V^G"; + G^íi: i2G«r] = 0.

Since all the indices of (26.22) are tangent indices, equations (26.22) are

equivalent to the ones obtained from them by multiplication with AaeG'i.

These new equations are

(» - 1)   r
- [(ra - 3)Ctijk-.t. + GirCiyik-.&*} + (n - 3)Cß(kGßjri
(m — 3)

(26.23) + Cß,GhlGßhaGkri + (n - l)(n - 3)JS,(Í: k)- + (ra - 1)£: lkGjri

+ (n- í)GnhEhir:h+ (« - 3)G^Blh2)liikU^jrig2)

+ GMGhiUihí)Hoi)B{h2)lh{kG.r. = o

after use is made of (26.5). If we multiply (26.23) by Gik we obtain

2(» - 2) I" H~ \Oysi..iG-'* - CßßßhiGhl + U^\{02,Bih2)UhG^&1
L(m — 3)

(26.24)

+ (ra- l)(E..j- E\:h)~\ = 0.

Since ra>2, we may solve (26.24) for C{ys¡:tGyS and substitute in (26.23).

Then (26.23) becomes

r(ra - 1)
(ra — 3)--C^jic-.i + Cß{kGßi-,-i + (n — l)Eia:k)-

L(m —_(w - 3)
(26.25)

+ G<">B()kl)|i(*£7<*«>i)~(ei>     — 0-

If ra = 3, (26.25) is true identically so that (26.24) is equivalent to (26.23).

According to the italicized statement following (24.14), equations (26.24)

[which are identical with (24.13) ] are a consequence of conditions [l, 1 ] and

[l, 2]. Consequently this is also true for (26.23). If ra>3, (26.25) is equiva-

lent to (26.23) since (26.24) may be obtained from (26.25) by summing with

Gih and (26.23) follows from (26.24) and (26.25). According to Theorem 24.1,

equations (26.25) [which are identical with (24.7) ] are a consequence of con-

ditions [l, 1 ] and [l, 2 ]. Therefore this is also true for (26.2^ The preceding

discussion of the two cases ra = 3 and ra>3 shows that, after use of [l, 1 ] and
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[l, 2 ], (26.23) is an identity if re>2. Since (26.23) is equivalent to the integra-

bility conditions (26.3) by means of the conditions [i,v] and [2, v], the above

remark completes the proof of Theorem 26.1. More precisely, the proof of this

theorem shows that, for a fixed v between 2 and M inclusive, the integrability

condition [pa, v] is a consequence of conditions [l, v — 1 ], [l, v], [l, w + l]

and [2, v]. (Of course, we omit [l, v + l ] from this list if v = M.)

Summary. The following table lists the important equations which have

appeared in this chapter together with sufficient conditions for their validity :

(1) the B-conditions : [73 l], [73 2], [73 3] if the basis beins Ga(¿„) are a

basis of class C1 and r è 3.

(2) the A-conditions : [il], [i 2] if r^2.

(3) the R-conditions: [R i], [7? 2], [7? 3] if the basis beins G»(,„) are a

basis of class C1 and r^3.

(4) the D-conditions : [D l], [D 2] if the basis beins G»(,-„> are a basis of

class C1 and r^3.

(5) the integrability conditions of the extended conformal Frenet equations :

ia)   [0, 2],  [w, v]; w = l, 2, • • • , M, v = i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , M,  oo, v^w, if the

basis beins G"aw) are a basis of class C2 and r^4.

iß) bP], hPi] if f = 5. If w>3, conditions [xpi] are a consequence of [l, l]

and [1, 2].

(t) [pa, «], u = 2, 3, • • ■ , M, oo if rS:5. If re>2, conditions [pa, u] are

a consequence of [i, v] and [2, v].

If any Uihw) (,-„+1), <r^(''"'_l)(«»+i) occurring in any of the above equations is

replaced by another which differs from it by an additive null solution, the

equation remains unchanged and the additional tensors due to the presence

of the null tensor must vanish. All of the sufficient conditions enumerated

above are satisfied if r is equal to or greater than the maximum of the integers

5, M+2. It also follows from previous sections and the work of this chapter,

that if the A, 73, D, R and integrability conditions are valid on a Vn of

class C3 in a Vm of class C4 then they are also valid in any F„ in Vm obtained

from Vn in Vm by an allowable conformal transformation. We call the totality

of A -conditions, 7?-conditions, ¿»-conditions and the integrability conditions

the fundamental equations of F„.

If Vn is a hypersurface, the following simpler set of equations is equiva-

lent to the set which appears above for a general subspace :

(1) the B-conditions : [73' 1 ], [73' 2 ] if r ^ 1.

(2) the A-conditions: [A' 1 j,  [A' 2] if r^2.

(3) the R-conditions: [R' 1 ],  [R' 2] if r£l.

(4) the integrability conditions of the extended conformal Frenet equations :

ia)   [0,2], [1,1], [l,2]ifrè4.

iß)   [H &Mifrà5.
(T)   [p]ifrä=4.

If Vm is a conformally euclidean space Rm, the integrability conditions
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[w, v] are true identically if \w—v\ >2. In this case, the complete set of in-

tegrability conditions  [w, v] of the conformai Frenet equations are  [0, 2],

[w, v] where w = l, 2, ■ • • , M and v=w, w+l, w+2 subject to the inequality

v<M+\. The remaining integrability conditions which are not identities are

[\p], [ypi], [pa, u] where u = 2, 3, 4. We note that all the indices in the funda-

mental equations of F„ are surface indices if Vm is an Rm. Space indices occur

only in the extended conformai Frenet equations and the 73-conditions.

VI.  SUBSPACES IN A CONFORMALLY EUCLIDEAN SPACE  Rm

The Riemannian geometry of subspaces F„ in an enveloping Riemann

space Vm is based upon the various fundamental forms of F„. But these

fundamental forms are the basis for a complete characterization of F„ only

in euclidean spaces and in spaces of constant curvature. In these spaces, we

have the fundamental theorem of the Riemannian geometry of subspaces—

the congruence theorem : All subspaces Vn in an Sm with equal fundamental

forms are congruent; that is, they may be made to coincide by a motion in Sm-

In addition, it is only in these spaces of constant curvature that one may ob-

tain an existence theorem (44) for subspaces(46). This theorem affirms the exist-

ence of subspaces in Sm whose fundamental forms are any arbitrary preas-

signed differential forms. The only conditions on these forms are that the

coefficients of the forms satisfy certain partial differential equations—-the

generalization of the Gauss-Codazzi equations.

The analogues of these two theorems in conformai differential geometry

hold when the enveloping space is any conformally euclidean (46) space Rm-

In this chapter, we derive various minor results which are then used to prove

the existence theorem and fundamental (conformai equivalence) theorem of

the conformai differential geometry of subspaces.

27. Symmetry relations. As a result of (23.11), which is derived from the

conformai Frenet equations (20.7) and (20.8), it follows that

(27.1) *G°(i„): (,., = G-(,„)(i„„ w + v= 1,2,-- ■ ,M,

where *Got(,-„):»,,) denotes the projection of the space vectors G°(,„):(¡„) into

Iw+V. The integrability conditions (22.1), (22.3) and (23.10) may be written as

(27.2) G-:akr=0,

(27.3) Gai: Ukr - - D"iik +--G^GukG"irig2) (mod 712),
_ (n - 1)

(") For a statement and proof of various forms of this existence theorem, see [3, chapter 9],

[10] and [13, §13].
(•) An exception to this statement occurs if n = 1 (curve). In this case, there is an existence

theorem for a curve in any enveloping space Vm.

(46) Since any space which is conformai to Sm is also an Rm, the analogy between Rieman-

nian and conformai geometry is complete as regards the enveloping space in which one may ob-,

tain an existence theorem and an equivalence theorem.
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(27.4) G»(,-„>: akr - - D"tfkG*li%) (mod /„.. .„),       u = 2, 3, • • • , M - 2,

after account is taken of (16.9), (16.10) and (27.1). If the space vectors in

(27.2), (27.3) and (27.4) are projected into I2, I» and Iu+2 respectively, it

follows from (27.1) that

(27.5) G*o-*r=0,

(27.6) G'iukr = - *D"«k + z--G""Gi(tG«ir((1„
(re - 1)

(27.7) G«(,uH)*)- = - *D"ßikGßliu), u = 2, 3, • • • , M - 2,

where *DaßjkGßuu) is the projection of D"ßjkGß^iu) in Iu+2. It follows from

(27.1) and (27.5) that

(27.8) G«iikriU) = 0, -v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , M - 2.

This means that the basis beins G»(,„) are symmetric in the first two covariant

indices ii, i2.

We now assume that  Fm is a conformally euclidean space Rm. Then

C°^j = 0, so that Daßjk=Daijk=0. Then, from (27.1) and (27.6), we find that

1
(27.9) G*WkrM =--G<»>Gí(*G"jru2)(¡„„     v = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ , M - 3,

in - 1)

since *D"ijk = 0. These equations show that, in general, the basis beins G»«„)

are not symmetric in the second and third covariant indices. It is readily seen

from (27.9) that the necessary and sufficient condition that

(27.10) G"<c»)-(W = 0, v = 0, 1, 2, •• • , M -3,

is that, for the same value of v,

(27.11) G«">G»j(i2)(i,, = 0.

Since *D"ßjk = 0, (27.7) shows that

(27.12) G\iuHjk)- =0, u = 2, 3, • ■ • , M - 2,

that is, G"nu)jk is symmetric in the indices j, k. In what follows, we prove that

(27.13) G»(tt,) is symmetric in the last iw — 2) indices iz, iit ■ ■ ■ , iw,

w = 4, 5, • ■ • , M.

The proof depends upon mathematical induction. We suppose that G"«„) is

symmetric in the last v — 2 covariant indices, where v is some fixed integer be-

tween 4 and M— 1 inclusive. According to (27.12), this is true if o = 4. We now

establish that G»«,+i) must be symmetric in the last (t> — 1) indices. From

(27.1), it follows that

(27.14) *G»(,W)J-:* = G°(,t_l) ,*.
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In accordance with the hypothesis of the induction, G"<«,_oy is symmetric in

the indices i3, iit ■ ■ ■ , iv-i, j. Hence, from (27.14), this symmetry property

is also enjoyed by the tensor Gaav-l)jk. But it has been shown that G"(,„_1)j4

is symmetric in the indices /, A. Therefore G"«,.,))* is symmetric in the last

(v — 1) indices or, using another notation, Ga(i,+1) is symmetric in the indices

i3, it, ■ • • , iv+i. This completes the proof of the symmetry property stated

in (27.13).
Incidentally, the above argument also shows that if G"(l-r) is symmetric

in the indices i2, i3 this is also true for the basis bein G0f(tr+1). If account is

taken of (27.1), (27.8) and (27.13), it follows from this statement that if

G"(iv) (v>2) is symmetric in the indices i2, i3, then the basis beins

Ga(iv), G"av+1), G"(i,+2), ■ ■ ■ ,Ga Um)

enjoy symmetry in all their covariant indices and are symmetric covariant tensors.

This occurs if and only if Gi2i3Ga(,„) =0. In this case, according to (27.11),

(27.15) CVöG"(tu) = 0, «£*,

where a, b are any integers between 1 and u.

This is similar to the equations

(27.16) Gili2G°(l„) = 0, w = 2,3,- ■ ■ ,M,

which follow from (7.11) [equivalent to (21.5)] and (27.1) and hold for all

basis beins G "(,„,) regardless of whether the Ga«„) are symmetric in i2, i3 and

in any enveloping space Vm, not necessarily an Rm.

The symmetry properties of the basis beins G"<,•„,> induce similar properties

in the conformai measure tensors 73(í„)|<a„). It follows directly from (21.2),

(27.8), (27.9) and (27.13) that

(27.17) BUk)-^HK+2) = 0, v = 0, 1,2, • ■ ■ , M - 2,

1
,r,-, ,„\ ■B<(í*)-(í,)K*.+3) = ~,        77G(i'2)G,<fc7}/)-((,2)(!„)i(Ä,,+3),
(27.18) (ra — 1)

v = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , M - 3,

B (•„) i (»„) is symmetric in the last (w — 2) indices of (iw):i3, ñ, • ■ ■ ■ , iw,
(27. ly)

w — 4, 5, • • • , M.

In addition, as stated in (21.6),

B^uhv) = Biha)\{ia), w = 1, 2, • ■ • , M.

Furthermore, as in equations (27.10) and (27.11) of the discussion for the

basis beins, the necessary and sufficient condition that

(27.20) £í(í*r<i.) i (*.+,) = 0,       v = 0,\,2,---,M-3,

is that, for the same value of v,
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(27.21) G**B,tH> (!,), (W = 0.

If B«„)\(hv) iv>2) is symmetric in the indices i2, i¡ then the normal measure

tensors B(iv)Hhv), 2?(,r+1)|(Ä„+1), • • • , 73(iM),{hMj enjoy symmetry in all the i-in-

dices and in all the h-indices; that is, these measure tensors are unaltered by any

interchange among the i-indices or any interchange among the h-indices. This

occurs if and only if G^'B^,) \ (a,) =0. In this case, as in (27.15),

(27.22) G**hBlin)HK) = 0, u ^ v,

where a, b are any integers between 1 and u. Even if 73 (,-„,) | <A„) is not symmetric

in the indices i2, i¡, G<1<223(i„)|(t„) =0, w = 2, 3, ■ ■ • , M, is true as is stated in

(21.11). This is a special case of (27.22) and is true in any enveloping space Vm.

Finally we note that the symmetry properties of the G»(,„) also induce

similar relations upon the covariant indices of the tensors c7(Au,)«„+i),

£7(*"~l)(i„+i) which occur in the conformal Frenet equations. We state these

relations in terms of the tensors (7(¿„ + i) \ (¡„> and £7(t-„+1) | (¡„-^ defined by means

of the equations

,27   _-. í/«»+l)l(¡„)   "   í/('"")(¿„+I)5(í1„)|(!„),

It follows readily from  (20.7),  (21.2) and the symmetry relations for the

^°(,„) that Z7(,-„+i)k¡„) and Í7(¿„+Di(¡u,_l) are symmetric in the groups of indices

ii, i2; <», ii, • ■ • , iw', h, h; and either l¡, h, • • • , lw or l¡, h, • • • , /«_i.

Also, according to (20.7),

G-iMd,.,): i, - Cant,) + U<*"Umt<fim<KHi + tf(*rH,Wi,>G"(&,+,î

and

\---G^GikG"j{0inlv_A -, i,
Lin — 1) J

Gte>G,-jG°,U2)a„) + £7<*'rt)/(íí>(t,)G«(».+,) + # <*»">/<„) </.£«<*,.„>]•
(re-1)

Therefore we find from (21.1), (21.2), (27.9), (27.23) and the above equations

that

1
fr,»    ~.s ^f(J*)-(i,)|(*,+2)    —   - 7rG(l'2)Gt-(J:t7,)-((,2)(¡,)|(A„+2),
(27 . 24) (re — 1)

v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , M - 2,

(27.25)

1

(re - 1)

v = 0, 1, 2, • • • , M - 2.
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We note that if c7(,„+1)|(i„) and Blkw)\lM are known then U(h»\iv,+¡) is de-

termined except for an additive tensor 0ik»\iw+1) which obeys

Hence, for any fixed values of »j, i2, • ■ • , i^+u 6(h»\iV!+i-, is a null solution and,

according to §19, also obeys the equations

Gv„,0(M(.„+o = 0.

This means that while the Uih»\i„+i-, are only fixed up to an additive null

solution by the Uiia+l)\a^ and B^w«,) the tensor U<-h»\ia+l)Gaiha) which oc-

curs in the conformai Frenet equations is uniquely determined by the

£7«»+oi(i«,) and Ga(i„). In a similar way, the Z7(¿„,+1)|(¡«,-i) and 5<a„_,)|(i,,-i)

determine the t7(*»-l)(,„+,) except for additive null solutions with respect to

B(hw-D\(i„-D or G"(A„_1).

All of the symmetry properties obtained in this section are derived from

the conformai Frenet equations, 75-conditions and fundamental equations.

Consequently the symmetry relations for 7?«„)|(Au,), £/(,•„)]n„_i> and U^)\(»„_,>

do not represent any new conditions. They may be derived directly from the

fundamental equations.

28. Determination of Ui"»-'l) «„+,), c7(Aj<¡„+l), 73(,„)|(¡„>. In previous sections,

it was shown that every subspace F„ in Vm which satisfies certain general con-

ditions determines a set of conformai tensors. The tensors include the con-

formal measure tensors (19.8) and the deviation tensor Etj and are unchanged

by conformai transformations of Vm- The components of these tensors satisfy

the various algebraic and integrability conditions which were derived in chap-

ter V.

We are now in a position to begin the proof of a converse theorem which

is true if the enveloping space Vm is a conformally euclidean space Rm.

Briefly, this theorem states that subspaces F„ exist in Rm whose conformai

measure tensors and deviation tensor are any arbitrary tensors whose components

satisfy the fundamental equations and that any such subspace is uniquely deter-

mined by a number of initial conditions. Indeed, we prove an even stronger

theorem which may be stated loosely(47) as follows: A F„ exists in Rm with

preassigned conformai fundamental forms (19.11) whose coefficients satisfy cer-

tain algebraic and differential equations and this F„ tí uniquely determined by a

number of initial conditions.

In its general outline, the derivation of these results is somewhat similar

to that used to prove the corresponding existence theorem of Riemannian

geometry(48). However, the details of the present proof involve enormously

greater algebraic difficulties. As a result, there is only a very weak analogy

between the details of the proofs of the preliminary theorems which lead up

(") A precise statement of these theorems appears in Theorem 29.1 and Theorem 29.3.

(48) For example, compare the work of §§28, 29 of this paper with [10, §4].
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to the existence theorems of conformai geometry and the corresponding theo-

rems of Riemannian geometry. Since the enveloping Vm is a conformally

euclidean space, it is assumed that Caßys=Daßjk=Daijk = 0 in all the work of

this section.

In this section, we develop a number of results of secondary interest which

lead to a proof of the existence theorem. These results show that the tensors

[/(t»)(i„+1)p i7('1"'-l)(iu,+i) may be expressed in terms of the conformai measure

tensors 5(¿„)k¡„) and of the deviation tensor(49) Eij by means of the various

equations derived in chapter V and finally that the 73 (f„) | (i„) in turn are

uniquely determined by the symmetric conformai fundamental tensors

G«,)(«»). These results, which constitute the aim of the lengthy calculations

of the present section, are stated in Theorem 28.1 and Theorem 28.2.

(1) Determination of the U(k»-l\i„+i). According to (21.9) and the defini-

tion given by (27.23),

U«.+1)1(1,-1) = — 73(¡„_l)í„+1|(iu,),       w = 2,3, ■ ■ ■ , M.

[if w = l, C7«2)|(¡0)=0 by the convention of (20.8).] From the discussion at

the end of §27, this means that Bua)\a„) and -Bci«.-i)I(iu,-o fix the value of

f/(*»-i)(iu,+1) except for the necessarily indeterminate additive null solution.

(2) Determination of the Ulk»\iw+l). In the calculations that follow, the

following notation is very useful. If a tensor expression T is equal to a single-

valued (60) tensor function of

(28.1) *""    Íf   •-1'       .

En, Bii\ii, 5(,-2)|(¡2), ■ • • , 5«B)i(j„),    if   w ^ 2,

we write

(28.2) T~0

to denote this fact. Similarly, if 7\ and T2 are two tensor expressions and if 7\

differs from T2 by a combination of the tensors (28.1), we write

(28.3) Ti~T2.

Hence both (28.2) and (28.3) are equivalent to equations. We call each of

them a ~w equation.

It is clear that (28.3) is equivalent to Ti-T^^O. Furthermore T~w+10

and r:,'~"0 are both consequences of (28.2). Also, if

W VI

Ti~0,        T2 ~ 0

(") If n>2, the tensor En may be expressed in terms of B{¡¡ and its derivatives and

B(,-2)|(¡2) by means of (24.15). Hence, in this case, the Vs may be written as functions of the

conformai measure tensors alone.

(so) ¡f j- ¡s eqUai t0 £/<*"-i) «wtl) or Uik»\ilû+1) and is determined except for an additive null

tensor, we also write (28.2). A similar remark applies to (28.35).
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then
w w

Ti±T2~ 0,        TiT2 ~ 0

so that, in some respects, (28.2) and (28.3) behave as though they were the

equations T = 0 and Ti = T2 respectively. We also consider a generalization

of the notion of symmetry for a tensor T. Let i,j he two covariant (or contra-

variant) indices of T and suppose that

W

(28.4) T»- TH~0.

We call the kind of "symmetry" defined by (28.4) by the name ~w symmetry

and say that T is a ~'° symmetric tensor in the indices », j. Of course, ordinary

symmetry implies ~" symmetry.

The first case in the determination of the C7(*">«u,+1) to be considered is

w — 2 since Ukla2)=0 by the convention stated in (20.8). We now find

£7(,-,)l(ij). If m=3, this problem is solved by (20.18). We therefore assume

that m exceeds 3.

We introduce an abbreviated notation by means of the equations

{(iw) I iL) \j} = U{iyl)j\0w), w > 1,

{*'l| (¿2)j   =G»'{iih\il2)\j},

(28.5) {(i*_i) | (/„)} = Gh'{iihji2i, ■ ■ ■ iw_21 (U | tVi), w > 2,

[I] =Gh'{h\lj},

[iiw-i)ilw-2)] = Gh'{iiw^i) I lihjl2h ■ ■ ■ fw_a}, w > 2.

From the symmetry properties of {ii2) \ (/2) |j} stated in §27, it follows that

(28.6) {i\ijk)-}=0.

Also, from equations (24.7),

(28.7) {ii\j)-k}~0.

As a consequence of (28.6) and (28.7), it follows that {i\jk} is a ~2 symmetric

tensor in all its indices. We multiply (28.7) by Gik and sum on the repeated

indices. Since

Gik{j\ ik} = 0,

in accordance with (21.12), the resulting equations may be written as

(28.8) [j]~0.

Now it follows from (21.10) with w = 2 and (27.23) and (28.5) that

(28.9) {ii2) | ih) | j} + {ih) | ik) | ;) = BMUh)t1.

From (28.9), we obtain
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{ *i*21 hh\j} + {hh\ ¿1*21 y} —  {hi\ »1*21 '1}

— {iih\ hj\ h} + {iih\ hj\ ii} + {hj\ hh\ h}
(28.10) ,      1       i    ,       (ii)       (ii)

— [jii I i2li \h\ — \ Í2I11 jii \l2\ + {hh I jii I h}

+ {jii I hh I h} ~ 0.

Also, from the conformai Codazzi equations (22.20),

(28.11) {ij-\hh\k-} =- Gu- {j- \hh}.
(ra - 1)

If (28.11) is substituted in (28.10), we obtain

2 {iiii I hh1 j} +-.- [G¡2r{¿i-I iii2} +Gi2ix-{h-\hj} +Gjil-{l2-\i2li}
(ra - 1)

+ Ghi2-{h-1 jii} + Giurij-1 hh}} ~ 0.

When we make use of the ~2 symmetry of {i|W2j these last equations be-

come

9

(28.12) 2 { hh I hh I j} +- [Ghi2 {h I hj} -Ghh{ii\ hj} ] ~ 0.
(ra - 1)

We multiply (28.12) by Gili2 and sum for iu i2. If we make use of (21.11)

and (28.5), we obtain

ra- {/i| hj} -Ghh[j}~0.

In virtue of (28.8), these equations become {/11/2J}'—'20. If these last results

are substituted in (28.12), we find that

(28.13) {iii2\ hh\j} ~0.

This means that {îiî'sI/i^Ij} or c7(<¡¡)í|(¡2) may be expressed in terms of the

tensors En, Gn and 7J(¿2)¡(¡2). Hence C/(*2)(is) is determined by these tensors

up to an additive null solution.

We now proceed to a consideration of the general case w > 2 which we es-

tablish by mathematical induction. For the hypothesis of the induction, we

assume (61) that the tensors

(28 14")     TJhi,-^   7/(Ä2),-,   • • •     7/<*»-»>,■ s- r/<*»>,-,   Tl<h¿,-,   ■ ■ ■     TI(-h»-^,- ,\¿0.1-±J U       (,3),    U (,4), ,    U (»„,)>    u (>3)l    u (»l)> I    u (»«,)

may be expressed uniquely (except for additive null tensors) in terms of the

tensors

(28.15) Ea, Gn, 7J(¿2)|(¡2), • • • , 5(,•„_,) 1 <;„_!).

(61) This has already been shown for all the tensors of the first set in (28.14) as well as the

first tensor f/**2'«,) of the second set.
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In the sequel, we shall show that t7(*")«„+1) is determined (except for an addi-

tive null solution) by the tensors (28.15) and 73(,„)|(j„). This is equivalent to

proving that

(28.16) ^e„+1)l«„)~0

which is the form in which our result is established. The proof follows.

For the present, we assume that the tensors (28.14) are determined

uniquely by the tensors (28.15). Later we consider the effect of changing any

tensor of (28.14) by an additive null solution. According to the results of §27,

{iiw)\ ilv>)\j} is symmetric in the groups of indices ii, i2; is, in, • • ■ , iw;

h, l2 and /3, h, ■ ■ ■ , lw. It also follows from (23.7), (23.17) and the hypothesis

of the induction that

(28.17) {iiw) | (U \j} - {ii„-i)j | (U | *„} ~ 0.

Also, from (21.10),

(28.18) {iiw) | (IJ) | j} + {(U | (,'„) | j} ~ 0.

It follows from (28.17) and (28.18) that

{(i.) | il,) I j} ~ - {(W I (i.) I j\ ~ - {iL-i)j| (»„) | M
(28.19) „

~   }(tw) |  ilv,-l)j\ L)-

As a consequence of  (28.17)  and  (28.19)  and  the symmetry properties,

{iiv,)\ ilv>)\j} is ~t0 symmetric in the indices ti, »4, • • • , iw, h, h, • • • , l*>,j-

Now the integrability conditions (26.3) lead to the equations

GÍ2Í»G»ir,2: i,iA- m 0 (mod 712)

when Vm is an Rm- Conformal differentiation of these equations and simplifi-

cation by means of the conformal Frenet equations (20.7) yield the equations

(28.20) G**?««-*,.-,<,-• • .,„,■ = 0 (mod 712...<„_!,).

Now according to (20.7) and easy mathematical induction,

(Za.= (la. .   .(28.21) fa***-M-<»*•• •-.

+ ^a(*i„) [U^^iy. ■ .<„,■ + combination of the tensors (28.14) J

(mod 7i2...(u,_d).

We substitute (28.21) in (28.20) and multiply by AaßGß0w) and sum for a, ß.

If use is made of (21.1), (21.2) as well as the definitions (27.23) and (28.5),

we obtain

(28.22) G^firMitr ■••*'«I iD \j} ~ o.

This result can be derived from the fundamental equations alone without us-

ing any equations involving space indices. Of course, (28.22) is equivalent to
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(28.23) {ir*r • • • iwj I (L)} ~ o

where  {iiii • • • iwj\ (lw)}  or, in other notation, {(itt-i) | (lw)}  is defined by

(28.5).   It   follows   from   (28.23)   and   the   ~"   symmetry   properties   of

{(iw) | (lw) \j} stated in the preceding paragraph that {(iw-i) \ (lw)} is ~'° sym-

metric in the indices ii, i2, i3, ■ ■ ■ , iw, l3, h, ■ ■ ■ , lw.

From (28.18), we obtain

(28.24) Gi2«{(iw) | (L) \j}+ G™{(L) | (iw) | j) ~0.

According to the conclusion of the preceding paragraph, the first tensor in

(28.24) is ~w symmetric in all indices except h, l2. Consequently the second

tensor G*2'' {{¿w)| (*»))/} is also ~TO symmetric in these indices. Also

GhU {(lw) | (iw) \j} is -~" symmetric in all indices except ii, i2. It follows from

these remarks that Gl2l3Ghi3 {(lw)\ (iw) \j} is ~tr symmetric in all the remain-

ing indices. In the notation of (28.5), this means that [(iw-i)(lw-2)] is a ~™

symmetric tensor. If we multiply (28.24) by G'2i» and sum on the repeated

indices and use the fact that [(iw-i) (lw-2)} is ~'° symmetric, we obtain

(28.25) [(iw-i)(lw-2)] ~ 0

after replacing the indices ¿i, ¿4, Î6, • • ■ ,iw,j,h,h,h, • ■ • , L by n, H, it, ■ • •>

lw— 1, ll, h, l3,   "   '   '   > lw—2-

Now (27.24) may be written as

(28.26) {hl2l3  ■••/„! (iw) |i} =--Ghh-{lTh ■ ■ ■ lwj\ (iw)}-
(ra - 1)

From (28.18) and (28.26),

(28.27) {(iw) | hh'lï ■ • ■ lw\j} ~---Ghis-{l2~h ■ ■ ■ lwj\ (iw)}-
(ra - 1)

We multiply (28.27) by Gili3 and sum on repeated indices. This gives

{¿i¿4 • • • iwj \ hh h   ■ ■ ■ lw} ~-Giiis-[hh • • • Iwjiiii • ■ ■ iw]
(ra - 1)

after using the definitions (28.5). According to (28.25) and a change of in-

dices, these last equations become

{(iw-i) | hl2l3 • • • I»} ~0

so that {(iw-i) | (lw)} is ~™ symmetric in the indices h, l3. Since it has already

been shown that {(iw-i) \ (lw)} is -~w symmetric in all the indices except h, l2

and is also symmetric in h, k, the above remark shows that {(iw-i) | (lw)} is

~1* symmetric in all its indices.

We now consider a tensor expression suggested by (28.18). As a result of

(28.18),
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{ñ ■ • • iw | h ■ • • lw | j} + {h ■ ■ • lw\ ii ■ ■ • iw\j}

—  {l2 ■ ■ ■ Iwj I ii ■ • ■ iw I h}  —  {»i • • • i« I h • • • Iwj I h}

+ {ii • • ■ iwh | h ■ ■ ■ Iwj I ii} + {h ■ ■ ■ Iwj | i2 • ■ ■ iwh I ii}

-      XJil   -    -    ■     iw—l  |    tu7l   "    '    '    lw—1  \lw\     -      {  iwll   '    "    ■    lw-1  I   jt\    '    ■    "     ÍTO-1   I    lw]

+ {h ■ ■ ■ lw I jii ■ ■ ■ iw-i I ¿w} + {jii • • • iw-i I h ■ ■ ■ lw I iw} ~ 0.

If use is made of the ~w symmetry properties of {iiw) | (/») \j} and of (28.26),

we find that (28.28) may be written as

{(it») |   ilw) \j}+-T [Ghh-{irh ■   ■   ■   Iwj I  ¿1*2  ■   ■   ■   iw}
in - 1)

— Gi2i¡- {ii ù ■ ■ ■ iwh I h ■ ■ ■ Iwj}

+ Glslt-{l2k ■   ■   ■   lwjil\  Í2Í3 ■   ■   ■   iwh}   —   ■   ■   ■
(/».¿y; (  -■ .     i . >

T Gjir \ lw i2 - - • iw-i | ito'i • • • lw—i |

— Gi1i2-{ iwh • • ■ lw I iii • • • iw-i¡ J

+ {jii ■ ■ ■ iw-i I h ■ ■ ■ lw | iw) ~ 0.

Also, from (28.26),

{jii • ■ ■ »V-i | h • ■ • lw | iw} — {iiw) | ilw) | j}

(28.30) . . ,
+ (l/(re - i))Gili2-{j-i3 ■ ■ ■ i„\h ■ ■ Iw}-

We substitute (28.30) in (28.29) and simplify using the fact that {(iw-i) \ (h)}

is a ~"" symmetric tensor. The resulting equations are

2{(i„,)   ilw) \j}+ (2/(re — 1)) [Gil<s{ i3 • • • iwh \h ■ ■ ■ Iwj}
(28.31) „

— G^i^iwh ■ ■ ■ lw I jii ■ • • ito-i| rs~' 0.

If (28.31) is multiplied by G'1*2 and summed on repeated indices, we obtain

n\is ■ ■ • iwh \h ■ ■ ■ Iwj) — G¡1¡2[t„/3 • • • Iwjh ■ ■ ■ iw-i) ~ 0

after account is taken of (21.12) and (28.5). From these last equations and

(28.25), it follows that

(28.32) {(iw_i) | (/„)} ~ 0

after a change of notation. If (28.32) is substituted in (28.31), we find that

{(iJ|(Uli}~o

which is equivalent to (28.16). The details of the proof show that {(iw) \ (lw) \j}
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is a rational function of the tensors (28.1) and their first conformai deriva-

tives.

The above work disregarded the possible effect of changing any of the

tensors (28.14) by additive null tensors(52). Now as noted in the summary at

the conclusion of chapter V, any change of this kind has no effect on any of

the equations used in our proof. This means that the value obtained for

C/(t„+1)l(i„) is not dependent upon the particular choice that we make for

each U in (28.14).
Consequently the U(h"\i„+1) are uniquely determined by the tensors (28.1)

except for necessarily indeterminate additive null solutions. This completes

the proof by mathematical induction. The results of this section up to the

present point may be summarized by the theorem:

Theorem 28.1. The ~w equations

tf(**-1)«„+»)~0, w - 1, 2, • •..,, M,
(28.33)

U<*> (*.+,) ~0

are consequences of the fundamental equations of Vn- The U's are uniquely de-

termined by these ~'° equations except for additive null tensors.

(3) Determination of the Bajw^. The following conventions regarding

notation are very useful for the calculations which appear in the remainder

of this section. If a tensor expression T is equal to a single-valued tensor func-

tion of

Gi¡ii if w = Í,
(28.34)

En, Gi^, G(¿S)(¡2), ■ • ■ ,G(,„,)(¡t¡,) if w ^ 2,

we write

(28.35) T~0

to denote this fact. Similarly, if 7\ and 7"2 are two tensor expressions and if

Ti differs from T2 by a combination of the tensors (28.34), we write

(28.36) Ti~r2.

According to these definitions, both (28.35) and (28.36) are equivalent to

equations. We call each of them a ~w equation. The various remarks which

appeared earlier in connection with the definitions of <**> equations are also

valid here in analogous form. In particular, if i,j are two covariant (or contra-

variant) indices of T and if Tíj—Tjí<^.w0 we say that T is a c^w symmetric

tensor in the indices i,j.

We begin by observing that Súiíi (=G¿,¡i) and Eu are themselves funda-

(62) The corresponding proof in the metric theory [10, §4] should be amended to include

remarks analogous to those made here.
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mental tensors. We now consider the problem of expressing 73(Í2)|(¡2) in terms

of the fundamental tensors. As a consequence of (19.12) and the symmetry

properties of 73(,-2)iu2), it follows that

.        ?. 3G(;2)(¡2) = Bili2\hi2+ Bilh\i2i2+ S<4i,K,j,

= 37$(i2)|(ij) + Bi1{t¡\i2)-l2 + Bii^í, |<,)-jj.

According to the conformai Gauss equations (22.13), Bi(k\i)-h is a tensor func-

tion of Gij and Ei¡. Hence, using the notation previously introduced,

2 2

**<t<hi<»ríi— 0,       °<i<iii<»rii — 0.

It follows from these equations and (28.37) that

5««)lti>>=*0.

We now proceed to a consideration of the general case w>2 which we

establish by mathematical induction. For the hypothesis of the induction, we

assume that the tensors

En, Bi¡\iít 7}(j2)|(¡2), • • • , £«,_,)i(í._i)

may be expressed uniquely in terms of the fundamental tensors

(28.38) En, G^î!, G(i2)(i2), • ■ ■ , G(¿„_i)(¡„_]).

In the work that follows, we prove that B (*„) i (i„) is determined by the tensors

(28.38) and G«a)uw); that is,

(28.39) £(i„)l(U~0.

We note that the hypothesis of the induction has been proved to be true

if w = l or w = 2. From the hypothesis and Theorem 28.1, it follows that the

tensors (28.14) are also determined (except for null solutions(M)) by the fun-

damental tensors (28.38). Now, as a result of this remark, the hypothesis of

the induction and equations (23.6) and (23.16), we find that

E7<*»-»> (¿„.o (ikrB <*„,_,) i (i._o ~ 0.

It follows from (21.9) that these equations are equivalent to

w

(28.40) B «•„_,)*-1 (,„,_, )r~0.

Now, according to the results of §27, B(iw)liij is symmetric in the groups of

indices ii, i2; h, h; i3, ù, • • • , iw and l3, U, ■ ■ ■ , lw. It follows from (28.40)

that 73(i„)|(i„) is ~œ symmetric in the indices i3, »«, • • • , iw, l3, U, ■ ■ ■ , lw.

Equations (28.20) and (28.21) may be written in the form

(ra) This lack of a unique determination for the tensors (28.14) may be disregarded in the

present work for reasons which are stated in connection with the proof of Theorem 28.1.
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(28.41) Gtti>G«h-ii:ttii-...iumQ        (mod7i2...(„_2)),

(28.42) G«iIÍ2;<3...,„ m G"«., (mod /„...<„_,>).

We substitute (28.42) in (28.41) and multiply the result by AaßGß(iy,) and

sum for a, ß. If use is made of (21.1) and (21.2), we obtain

(28.43) G<«>73ir(02)i2-...<„_,,„„) = 0

after a change of indices. This result may be proved by means of the funda-

mental equations alone without using any equations involving space indices.

It follows from (28.43) and the c^w symmetry properties of 73(t„)|(!„) stated

in the preceding paragraph that G("2) 73<l(92),-2.. .<„_2ki„) is ~w symmetric in

the indices ii, i2, • ■ • , iw-2, h, h, ■• • • , lw- From (21.6), we obtain

G(t,2)23i1(í,2)í2.. -i„,_2¡ c¡„) = C-gi)B iiv:)\iiig2)i2.. .iw_2.

Hence G("2)73(z„)|,1((,s)i2.. .iar_2 is c^y symmetric in the indices i\, i2, ■ • • , iw-2,

h, It, • • •, lw- It follows from these remarks that G<-ai>GmBiliai)i2.. .v-sliiCWi ■ ■ -'«-2

is ^w symmetric in all its indices except h and in all its indices except ii and

hence is ^¿y symmetric in all its indices.

We shall use the following notation which is suggested by the c^w sym-

metry properties derived above:

{ii2) | ih)\ ih2w-i)} = Biii2hi---hK-2\i1ilku-i---hUl-t,

(28.44) {(h)\ (i2M_4)} =G^Biligi)ii...iw_2lhhiw_1...i2a_i,

[(Í2W-4)] = G(«2)G(A2)73tl(í2)Í2...¿^_2|íl(,_1(A2)<tl,...t-2l/)_4.

It follows that {ii2) | ih) \ ih2w-t)} is an" symmetric in the groups of indices

ii, i2; h, h; hi, h2, • • ■ , h2w-i and that

(28.45) \ii2) | (/,) | (**«_«)} ~ {ih) | (»,) | (Â2„-4)}.

Also, {(/2) | ii2w-t)} is ^" symmetric in h, l2 and in t'i, i2, • •• , i2w-i and

[(î2„_4)] is a c^w symmetric tensor. We shall also write

[(*»«-•)] =G^[gig2ihw-,)l

[(Í2-8) ] = G<"> kig,(i,_) ],

[(«] = G^[gig2ii2)}.

It is clear that all the above tensors are ~" symmetric tensors.

We now derive several relationships which are used in the sequel to prove

(28.39). According to (27.18) and (28.44),

{(Í2) I ih) I ij2w-t)}  =  {iiii| ih) I iijï - - • jiw-i}
(28.47) ,       1 )

+ (l/(re - l))Gilir{(/2) I i2j.2 ■ ■ Í2U-4}.
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If we multiply (28.47) by G(,'2) and sum on the repeated indices, we obtain

G''"{(i2) |   (/2) |   (J2W-Ù}   £   ,       U   4.    {(h) |   ilkjz  ■   ■   ■  J2w-i}
(ra — 1)

(28.48)

--GhiiGi1i2{(h)\(J2w-ù}
(ra - 1)

after account is taken of the ~w symmetry properties of [(/2)| (i2w-i)]- Also,

from (27.18), (28.44), (28.45) and (28.46), we obtain the equations

(28 49) ^ ̂  ' ^2w~^ } ~ ^lJl I l^2 ' ' ' J2w~4}

+ (l/(ra - l))G¡1,r[Z2~Í2 • ■ • i2«,_4j.

If these last equations are multiplied by G°'2) and summed forji,j2, we obtain

G»'*{(h) |   (jiw-i)}   ~--   [hhj3  ■   ■   ■ j2w-A
(ra - 1)

1 r-        •     i
— ;       rr Gi,i2[j3 ■ • • j2w-t]

(ra- l)

after account is taken of (28.46) and the c^™ symmetry of the various tensors.

Substitution of this last result in (28.48) leads to the equations

G>»'«{ (»0 |  (h) |  (Í2«,-4) }  ~-—  Í (h) |  Í1Í2JZ ■  ■  ■   iï—t}
(ra - 1)

ra
(28.50) --— Gili2 [hhj3 ■ ■ • i2w-4]

(ra — l)2

1
+ z      Trßiiifi^i^ji ■ ■ ■ J2w-i¡.

(ra — l)2

We also note that if (28.47) is multiplied by Gi2h and summed on repeated

indices, we obtain the equations

Gi2í2{(¿2) | (h) | C/to-0} ^ \hji\hj2 ■ ■ ■ J2w-4

(28.51) 1 . 1 , .
+-—Gilil[hJ2  ■   ■   ■ J2w-i]  —  —-—   1 hh I il  •   •   •  Jiw-i}-

(ra — 1) (ra — 1)

Now, as in (28.49),

j kh | ii • • • jiv-*} = {hji I ̂ 1/2 ■ • • jiw-i} + -.-rrG,if,-[/¡ Í2 ■ • • j2w-*]-
(ra - 1)

If this result is substituted in (28.51), we find that
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ill                      \     w    Kti    ""   ¿-)    , i ^

Gi2'2{ (i2) |   (h) \   (J2W-4) }   CSt-—   { iljl I hji  ■   ■   ■  J2w-i}
(n — 1)

(28.52)
(» - 2) r   • •       i 1 r • •      i

+ ~-777Gi.hihj2 ■ ■ ■ jiw-i] +-—GiiiiYJi ■ ■ ■ jlw-i]-
(ra — l)2 (ra — l)2

Finally, if (28.49) is multiplied by G(3'2) and summed on j\, j2, we obtain

GM'{(h) \   (J2w-l) }   ~  /      U    <N    [hhj3  ■   ■   ■ J2w-i]
(ra — 1)

(28.53)

—-—GlllAjt "   "   ' jiw-i\.
(ra - 1)

In the notation of the present section, (19.12) may be written as

(28.54) £ {(h) | (h) | (J2w-4) } ~ 0

where the indices ii, i2, h, l2, ji, • • • , j2w-4 in the summation assume all pos-

sible (2w)! permutations of themselves. We now show, using the equations

and cü" symmetry properties established in the preceding paragraphs, that

(28.54) may be solved for the B(jw)\ikv,). The proof is accomplished in a se-

quence of successive stages.

If account is taken of (28.47) and of the ~"' symmetry properties of the

tensors of (28.54), each of these tensors may be written as the fixed tensor

{(i2) \(h) I (7210-4)} plus a possible sum of terms like ± (l/(ra — l))G(,-2)

{(h) I (jiw-À)} ■ Thus (28.47) defines {iiji\ (h) \ i2ji • • • j2w-i} in this manner.

Similarly,

{ (it) I hji I Z2Í2  '   •   • J2w-i}   OH   { (ii) I   (/2) I   (jiw-i) }

1 (     •      I    ._■
+-¡T"G¡,¡2-|(í2)  |ÍlÍ2 •   •   ■ j2w-i).

(ra - 1)

Repeated application of (28.47) also leads to an analogous expression for

{*i^i I ¿2/21 (jiw-ù }• It follows from these remarks that (28.54) may be written

in the form

co{ (h) I (h) I (jiw-i)} csí sum of terms like ±-~GÍÍ2) {(h) \ (j2w-À)}
(ra - 1)

where Ce >0, so that the problem of determining {(i2) \ (h) \ (j2w-i)} is reduced

to the similar question for {(l2) | (j2w-i)} - This completes the first stage of

the proof.
If (28.54) is multiplied by G<i2) and summed for t'i, i2, we obtain the

~w equations
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(28.55) Z=^0
1

where ¿ji is a sum of terms like

,10 ...   o, {ih) | o-2„,_4)},G»i2{ij2) | (/2) | iihjz ■ ■ ■ y2„_4},

(28.56) rii i
Gili2{ti¿i| i2l2\ ij2w-i)}.

The first of these is obtained by the use of (21.II). In view of the ~w sym-

metry properties of {(i2) \ ih) \ ij2w-ù }, these are the only possible types of

terms which may occur in ¿Ji. Now the second and third types listed in

(28.56) may be changed by means of (28.50) and (28.52) respectively. Hence

y^A may be written as the sum of tensors like

{ih)\ij2w-i)},

I -| re
ih) | ij2w-i)\  — *-—Gj¡j2[hhJ3 • ■ ■ j2w-i)

(re - 1) (re - l)2

"I—;        v— GjxjfiuiAji ■ ■ ■ j2w—i\,
(28.57) (re - l)2

(» - 2)   ,    . ,    . .       , (re - 2)
\hji\ hj2 ■ ■ ■ jiw-i)   +-TTlGi2jAlij2 ■ ■ ■ j2w~i)

(re - 1) (re - 1)

+ -,-~r;Ghh[ji ■ ■ ■ j2w-i\-
in — l)2

Since re ̂  2, each of the terms (28.57) involves the tensors like {(Z2) | ij2w-i)},

{^2ji|/iÍ2 • • • jiw-i} with non-negative coefficients. Also, if account is taken of

(28.49) and the 2ü" symmetry properties of {ih) | ij2w-i)}, any tensor con-

structed from {(h) | (j2w-i)} by a permutation of its indices may be writ-

ten as the fixed tensor {(l2) \ (j2w-i)} plus a possible sum of terms like

±(l/(re — 1))G(¡2) [(ja»-«)]. It follows from these remarks that (28.55) may be

written as

°i{ih) I (Í2W-4)} — sum of terms like G ̂ 2)[ij2w~d] with numerical coefficients

where Ci>0, so that the problem of determining {ih)\ (j2w-t)} is reduced to

the similar question for [(j2w-i) ]■ This completes the second stage of the proof.

If (28.55) is multiplied by G('2) and summed for h, h, we obtain the ^.w

equations

(28.58) £~0.
2

Here 2Z2 is a sum of terms like those obtained by multiplying each of the

tensors (28.57) by Ghlh2 where hi, h2 are any combination of the indices

h> h,ji,j2, • " • ,j2w-t, and summing for the repeated indices. The first tensor
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in (28.57) may lead to terms like

ra 1
(28.59)      0, [(j2w-i)],-— [(jiw-*)] --77GhitU* • • • Í2W_4]

(ra - 1) (ra - 1)

after multiplication by G'1'2, G'1'1 and G'lh respectively, and replacing /-indices

byj's. Also, in the last case, we have made use of (28.53). The second tensor

expression in (28.57) may lead to terms like

ra(ra —2) 1 _
°>-777 [(jtw-i)] +-—GhiAh ■ ■ ■ jiw-i],

(ra — l)2 (ra — l)2

[O'îw-O] —-77 G h id jz " " ■ J2W-4],
(ra - 1) (ra - 1)

(28.60)
ra2        r ra

[(jiw-t)]  --—- (Gj3it[jlJ2J& ■   •   ■ jíw-i] + GjlJ2[j3 •   •   • J2w-A)
(ra — l)2 (ra — l)2

1 r. .       ,
+   ~.-777 G hi-fi h ji\j 6   ■   ■   "  J2w-t]

(ra - l)2

after multiplication by Ghl2, Ghh, G'1'3 and G'3ii respectively and replacing

/'s byi's. In the last case, use has been made of (28.53). The third tensor ex-

pression in (28.57) may lead to terms like

ra
-—   [(jiw-i)}, [(J2w-i)],
(ra — 1)

(28.61)
ra(ra - 2) 1.
-—7 LO'2«.—4)J +-—GhhUs ■ ■ ■ /»«-«J
(ra — l)2 (ra — l)2

after multiplication by G'1'2, GÎU1 and Ghh respectively and replacing the I's

byj's. Now the tensors in (28.57) are ^¿w equivalent to those in (28.56). The

~» symmetry properties of the various tensors in (28.56) show that we have

considered every possible product of one of these terms by Gk'hl in deriving

(28.59), (28.60) and (28.61). Hence ¿Ji may be written as a sum of terms like

those which appear in (28.59), (28.60) and (28.61).

Since ra^2, each of these terms involves the tensor [(Í2«,_4)] with non-

negative coefficients. Since [(j2u>-4)] is a ~™ symmetric tensor, it follows from

the remarks of this and the preceding paragraphs that (28.58) may be writ-

ten as

C2[(J2w-i)] — sum of terms like G,'2tr_6,-2ll,_4[(Í2U,-6)] with numerical coefficients

where C2>0, so that the problem of finding [(72.0-4)] is reduced to a similar

one for  [(72,0-6)]. This completes the third stage of the proof.

We may now multiply (28.58) by G'2»-"2»-* and sum on repeated indices.
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In this way we obtain

(28.62) Z^O.

Here ¿I3 IS a sum of terms like those obtained by multiplying each of the

tensors of (28.59), (28.60) and (28.61) by Ghihi where hi, h2 are any combina-

tion of the indices ji, j2, • ■ ■ ,j2w-t and summing for repeated indices. All of

these terms involve only non-negative coefficients except possibly the terms

which arise from

re 1 re2
-— LOV-OJ - --—GhJ2lj3 ■ ■ ■ j2w~i],-— [(/2U.-4)]
(re — 1) (re — 1) (re — l)2

re
(28.63) --—■ iGj2j\jij2jh ■ ■ ■ J2w-i] + Gjli2[J3 ■ ■ ■ j2w-i])

in - l)2

1
+-—GiiiiGjsJtlji, ■ ■ ■ j2w-t]-

in — l)2

Now the first of these expressions can only lead to terms like zero or like

(28. 64) n        [ij2w_e) ] ---Gh i2 [ji ■ ■ ■ Í2.-6J
(re — 1) (re — 1)

which we obtain by multiplying by Ghh and G'1'3 respectively and then chang-

ing our indices somewhat. The second of the expressions in (28.63) can only

lead to terms like zero or like the expressions

re(« — 2) 1
-—-   10'2»-6)J +-— GjuAji ■   ■   ■ J2w-i\,
in — I)2 in — l)2

re 1
-—   [ijiw-t)]  —-—GjuAji ■   ■   ■ j2w-o],
(n — 1) (re — 1)

(28.65) '
n r • • • -i r • -i

-— [ijiw-b))-;-7Z^(Gjijt\jijijt ■ ■ • jiw-t]+Gjl¡2\jt - - ■ jiw~t\)
in — i)2 in — i)2

1
+-TZlGjiJtGjtJtUi ' ' ' J2«,—ej

(re — l)2

which we obtain by multiplying by G'lh, G"'3, Ghii and GUh respectively and

then changing some of the indices. In all the tensor expressions of (28.64)

and (28.65), the coefficients of [(7210-6)] are non-negative.

It is clear from the above remarks that (28.62) may be written(") as

£3[0'2t»-6)] — tensor function of terms likeG¡,j2, [(j2w-z)} and [(y2u>—10)]

(«) If w = 3 or w —i, simple modifications of the present discussion are necessary.
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where c3>0. This completes the fourth stage of the proof.

To find  [(j2u>_8)], we multiply (28.62) by G'2»-''2»-' and sum on repeated

indices. All the terms of the resulting ~M equations

(28.66) Z~0
4

have non-negative coefficients except possibly the terms which arise from the

last two expressions of (28.65). But these expressions are exactly analogous to

those of (28.63) which were considered in connection with (28.62). The previ-

ous discussion shows that the tensors [(Jiw-s) ] which arise from these expres-

sions have non-negative coefficients and consequently (28.66) may be solved

for [(Í2«,_8)] in terms of [(Í2>»-io)]> and so on. This completes the fifth stage

of the proof.

This process may be continued until eventually, at the (w+l)th stage of

the proof, we reach a a^ equation which may be written as

cwG<'2)[(i2)]~0

with cw>0. It follows from this equation that

(28.67) G<"»[(i2)]~0.

Since the solution for each of the tensors

tn <«     GU2) [(^ !• ̂ "0 1« ̂ ]'■••• K*-«)l. {(« I 0'*-«) ) -
(28.68) (II )

{(¿2) I ('2) I (jHw-i) }

is dependent only upon the solution for the preceding ones in the chain

(28.68), it follows from (28.67) that

{(it) I (h) I (Í2.-4)} ~ 0

which is equivalent to (28.39). This completes that proof of the mathematical

induction. The details of the proof show that 73(,-„)i(i„) is a rational function

of the tensors (28.34) and their first conformai derivatives and of Khijk- The

present proof as well as that of Theorem 28.1 only involves systems of linear

algebraic equations. We may summarize the results of the above discussion

and of Theorem 28.1 in the following theorem.

Theorem 28.2. The ~w equations

w

^««)I ('«,) —°. w = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , M,

(28.69)
r/<*"-i> (<„+1, em 0, £7<*-> (,„+1) a* 0

are consequences of the fundamental equations of V„ and of equation (19.12).

The B's are uniquely determined by these em? equations and the U's are uniquely

determined except for additive null solutions.
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29. The existence theorem. We now prove the first form of the existence

theorem :

Theorem(66) 29.1. Let Rm be any conformally euclidean space of clqss C*

and dimensionality ret > 2 and let %_ be an open region of an n-dimensional num-

ber space {x'} of dimensionality re>l. Suppose that

(29.1) Bfl\h, 23(Í!)|(i2), • • • , B{ÍM)HiM), En

are any functions of x* defined on % so that the functions 2?<4|ii are of class C2

and the others are of class C1. Also, suppose that functions

(29 2")    77*»,;,   f/C"2',-,   • • •     J7(*jf-i)..      N- r/(*i).. .   /-/(As).     rr(hM),.
\¿y.£)      U      (,,),    U (,,), ,    U (>M+l),   u (13)>   U (M)' >    U (*M+l)

of class C1 on %_ exist such that the fundamental equations formed with respect to

(29.1) and (29.2) are true. Let y°0 be the coordinates of any point P of Rm;

x'o any fixed parameters belonging to %; <po, <bio any re + 1 real numbers;

G»,o, G»(i2)o, • • • , G»(iM)o, p"o any set of basis bein's and any vector at P which

satisfy the boundary conditions when xl = x\. Then there exists an n-dimensional

Riemann space F„ of class C3 defined on some region of <R. about x'o which is

imbedded in Rm by equations of the form

(29.3) y» = yix*)

and which has the respective functions (29.1) as its successive conformai measure

tensors and deviation tensor respectively. For x—xio, Vn passes through P so

that its moving conformai basis beins and mean curvature normal take the posi-

tions Gaio, G°«2)o, • • • , G»(jAf)o, p»o respectively and the values of the gauge

function of V„ and of its derivative with respect to x' at P are <po and 0,o re-

spectively. Any other subspace with these properties will coincide with the F„

defined by (29.3) in the common region of definition.

For the proof of this theorem, we consider the following system of partial

differential equations in the unknown quantities (20.1) :

dy"

dx"

dG'ü

(29.4)
dx»

3G»(,M)

- = G»,,,

= G»hT\i2 - Gßifiyi2T"ßy + G»(,-2),

dx

=  2J G"^.. .<,_!**,+, ■ ■ .<»r*<,<.+i — Gßiiu)Gyiw+lYaßy + G"(lu,+1)
K-l

+ ^(W(¡„+1)C"«u + ¡7<*->«^G»^,, w = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , M,

: = h,

(6i) Various modifications of this theorem appear in the remarks at the conclusion of the

proof.
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tyi 1
= *Ar\, + M, + Eij - aaßPaGßij +- PaßG\Gßj

dx' (m — 2)

e2+p

(m — \)(m — 2).

i r e2*p     i
- -\ e2*aaßp"pß + Gkk^k +-—- \Gii,

2 L (raí — l)(raz — 2)J

s-2*    r
(29.4) - pßG\Y"ßy + ;    -      \G"ihfikl + 17<»>««G»«G«(M)

dp"                                   e~2*
— = - pßGyiT°ßy +-
dx* (ra - 1)

+ U°ihfiklG«g + (ra - l)G<*aGklti - (ra - l)FVft

- (ra - \)aßypßG\hG°fikl + G»hKki + (ra - 2)G%£\-

+ G\E - —-4 (e2+a«ß - GkkG«hGßk)pßyGi\
(ra? - 2) J

Here Y'jk and 7^,- are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind and the

Ricci tensor formed with respect to G¿3- and Yaßy is given by

(29.5) Taßy = \ a \ + aaßVy + a°yr,ß - aßyaaSri,

Kßy)

where rjy is defined by

r,y = ayß[pß - 4,he-2*GkkGßk}.

The definition of Yaßy in terms of the given tensors and the unknowns (20.1)

is suggested by (8.8), (8.10), (8.11) and (13.10). We also define Aaß by means

of the equations

(29.6) Aaß = e~2*aaß.

Of course, equations (29.4) are the extended conformai Frenet equations after

account is taken of the definition of the conformai derivative.

To the system of equations (29.4), we adjoin the equations

aaßGa(,-„)Gs\iv) = 0, w 5* v, w, v = I, 2, ■ ■ ■ , M,

(29.7) aaßG"(iw)Gß{iw) = e**J3 ,<.„„.„

aaßPaGßj = 0.

These equations constitute a set of algebraic boundary conditions which must

be satisfied by the solutions of (29.4). In virtue of (29.6), it is clear that (29.7)

are equivalent to the 75-conditions.

The right members of equations (29.4) depend upon the known functions

Tljk(x), U...(x),Gij(x), Kij(x), Eij(x), E(x)

and the unknowns (20.1). These latter appear both explicitly and also im-

plicitly in the functions
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a-aßiy), \    > , paßiy), piy).

Actually, the i/'s are not given functions. The hypothesis of the theorem

merely affirms the existence of at least one set of U's. But according to Theo-

rem 28.1, any other set of U's differs from the first by null solutions which

do not affect equations (29.4). Hence we may think of the Z7's as uniquely

determined by the given functions (29.1).

According to the hypothesis, aaßiy) is of class C3, Gijix) is of class C2

and Eijix) is of class C1. Since Gti is of class C2, T*jk is of class C1 and Kkijk

is of class C. However, since the conformai Gauss equations (22.13) (condi-

tion [l, l]) are satisfied, it follows from the hypothesis of the theorem that

Khijk are actually of class C1 in the x\ Hence each right member of (29.4)

is of class C1 in all the dependent variables (20.1) and in the x¡ for any y»

in the coordinate system; any xiin %,; any i/'.^í; any G",, G»(,-2), • • •, G°(tA/),pa.

The equations obtained by partial differentiation of (29.7) and utilizing

both (29.4) and the boundary conditions are the set of equations which we

have called the 7)-conditions. Now, by hypothesis, both the 7?-conditions and

the integrability conditions of (29.4) are true identically. The remarks of the

last two paragraphs show that we may apply the fundamental existence theo-

rem (M) for such a system of partial differential equations with boundary

conditions.

According to this theorem, there exists a set of functions

(29.8) yix), G*nix), ■■ ■ , G\iM)ix), ii"ix), *(*), *»(*)

of class C1, satisfying the equations (29.4) and the boundary conditions (29.7)

throughout the region of definition, which are defined in a sufficiently small re-

gion of % about x{o and which assume the values y°0, G";0, • • ■ , G°(tJf)0,

p»o, — 4>o, —<t>io f°r x=x\. Any two solutions of (29.4) which have the same

initial conditions for x=x'o are identical in their common region of definition.

Since the functions (29.8) are of class C1, it follows from the equations of

(29.4) which involve d\pi/dx> that d\pi/dx' is actually of class C1 so that ^/ is

of class C3. Also, since p° is of class C1, Taßy is also of class C1. If we now return

to the equations of (29.4) which involve dp"/dxi, we see that dpa/dxi is ac-

tually of class C1 so that p» and consequently T"ßy are of class C2. These re-

marks and the conformai Frenet equations of (29.4) show that the various

basis biens Ga(<„) are actually of class C2. It follows from the special form of

the first set of equations of (29.4) that the y"ix) are of class C3.

The hypothesis of the existence theorem assumes that real basis beins

Ga(iw) exist at P which satisfy the boundary conditions. Since the B(iw)\^u>)

all satisfy the 7?-conditions, the existence of such real basis beins for any x'

(66) The existence theorem which we are using is an easy modification (to allow boundary

conditions) of one which appears in [l 1, p. 661 ].
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in Ris guaranteed. Further, since Bi^u is positive definite by condition [7? 2],

it follows from the second set of boundary conditions (29.7) with w = l that

the rank of the matrix HG^H is ra for xl in R. Consequently, according to the

definition and discussion contained in §4, the subspace defined by (29.3),

where the ya(xi) are the unique solutions of (29.4), is an ra-dimensional Rie-

mann space F„ of class C3.

According to the first set of equations (29.4), G", spans the tangent vector

space of Vn. Hence the Riemann metric tensor of Fn is defined by

gn = aaßGa,Gßj.

A comparison of these equations with (29.7) for w = \ shows that

(29.9) e**Gij=gij

where we have written G a for 73« id. It follows from these equations that

a-(29.10) \ .,\ = 1% + G'ii.k + Ghf.j - GjkGiliP,

where

{;}

are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind formed with respect to gi¡.

Also, (5.3) is true for Vn where g"i(x) and Gai(x) are identical functions. Hence

it follows from (5.3) and the second set of equations (29.4) that

If we simplify these equations, using (29.5), (29.9), (29.10) and the boundary

conditions, we find that

(29.11) G«n - g»ij - p'gij.

If we multiply these equations by G" and sum on repeated indices, using

the A -condition [.4 l] (in the equivalent form of equation (7.11)) and (29.9),

we obtain equations (5.9). Consequently the functions pa(x) listed in (29.8)

are the components of the mean curvature normal of Vn- It also follows from

(29.11) that G"ij(x) is the basis bein which spans the first conformai normal

vector space of F„. The relative conformai curvature A of F„ is defined by

(6.12). If use is made of condition [A 2] (in the form of equation (7.12)),

(29.6) and (29.9), we find that A = e~* so that —\p is the guage function.

As a result of the geometric interpretation which we have shown for the

functions pa(x), \//(x), Gai(x) and Gai¡(x), it is clear from equations (29.5),

(29.6) and (29.9) that Aaß(x), Gi¡(x), Yaßy(x) and T^x), defined in this sec-

tion, are the conformai measure tensors and conformai coefficients of connec-
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tion of Rm and Fn respectively. It is then immediate from the boundary condi-

tions and the remaining equations (29.4) that Gaiiix), G°a2)ix), ■ • •, Ga(iM)ix)

are the conformai basis beins of F„ and that the given functions (29.1) are

the successive conformai measure tensors and deviation tensor respectively

of Vn.

The choice of initial conditions in the determination of F„ makes it clear

that for a: =*'<), Vn passes through P so that its moving conformai basis beins

and mean curvature normal occupy the positions preassigned by the theo-

rem and so that the gauge function of F„ and its derivative with respect to

xi at P are <p and </>¿0. This remark completes the proof of the theorem. We

note that, in this proof, the theorem applies to a fixed coordinate and parame-

ter system. Nevertheless, under coordinate transformations of class C* and

parameter changes of class C3, the solutions in one coordinate-parameter sys-

tem will transform into the solutions in any other allowable system since the

partial differential equations (29.4) may be written in the invariant form,

tensor = tensor. Finally, we remark that all the derivations of the various fun-

damental equations of F„ are valid under the hypothesis of the existence

theorem.

Remark 1. Since the G"(,„) are all of class C2, it follows from 429.7) that the

various conformai normal measure tensors 73(Í2)|(¡2), • • • , B(iM)i(iM) must be

of class C2. This means that if the complete hypothesis of Theorem 29.1 is

satisfied (including the validity of the fundamental equations), the conformai

measure tensors must all be of class C2 instead of class C1.

Remark 2. If B^h is assumed to be of class C3 instead of class C2, then the

r*,* are of class C2. Consequently it is seen from the special form of the first

two sets of equations (29.4) that y"ixi) are of class Ci in this case.

Remark 3. Suppose that the enveloping space is a euclidean space Rm or

any space of constant curvature Sm and that we limit the conformai trans-

formations to mappings between spaces of this kind only(67). Then the hy-

pothesis of Theorem 29.1 may be weakened so that Rm or Sm is of class C3

instead of class C4 and the remainder of the theorem will hold as stated. For

in this case, paßys is replaced by kiaayaßs — aasaßy) where k is the constant

Riemann curvature of the space so that only the first derivatives of aaß occur

in equations (29.4).

Remark 4. According to Theorem 26.1,.the conditions [p°, u] may be

omitted from the fundamental equations if re > 2. According to Theorem 24.1,

the conditions [*/»#] may be omitted from the fundamental equations if re > 3.

If re>2, the tensor En is defined in terms of -B<i2> 1 c*2> and G» by means of

(24.15) and therefore is not an independent tensor.

By considering equations (20.12), (20.13), (20.14), (20.23) and the first

(") These transformations are a first generalization of the inversive group of transforma-

tions of Rm on itself. These transformations may be characterized by the fact that they map each

geodesic circle of a space of constant curvature on a geodesic circle in the image space.
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two sets of equations (20.9) instead of equations (29.4), a somewhat simpler

formulation may be given to the existence theorem for a hypersurface. As

the methods parallel those used in the general case (except that Theorem

28.1 plays no role in the proof), we state this theorem without proof.

Theorem 29.2 Let Rm be any conformally euclidean space of class Ci and

dimensionality m>2 and let R be an open region of an (m — 1)-dimensional

number space {x{}. Suppose that

(29.12) Gijdx'dx',        BijdxHx',        Eijdx'dx'

are any symmetric quadratic differential forms defined on R of which the first is

positive definite and so that the coefficients of these forms are of class C2, C2 and

C1 respectively. Also, suppose that the A-conditions [A' l], [A' 2] and the in-

tegrability conditions [l, l], [l, 2], \\pi], [p] are satisfied by these coefficients.

Let y be the coordinates of any point R of Rm; x'0 any fixed parameters belonging

to R; po, <t>o, <pio any (m + 1) real numbers; G"l0, Z"0 any basis bien and vector

at R which satisfy the boundary conditions [73' 1 ] and [73' 2] when x =xi0. Then

there exists an (m — 1) -dimensional hypersurface Vm-i of class C3 defined on

some region of R about x'o which is imbedded in Rm by equations of the form

ya =y«(j;>) and has the respective forms (29.12) as its successive conformai funda-

mental forms. For x=xia, Vm-i passes through R so that its conformai tangent

vector bein and normal vector take the position G",o, Z"o and the values of its

mean curvature, gauge function and of the derivative of the latter with respect

to x* at R are p0, <po and.cj)i0 respectively. Any other hypersurface with these

properties will coincide with the Vm-\ defined above in the common region of

definition.

Finally we note that, in accordance with Theorem 28.2, the conformai

fundamental tensors determine the 73(j„)|(!tr) and the U's. As a corollary of

Theorem 28.2 and Theorem 29.1, we have the second form of the existence

theorem :

Theorem 29.3 Suppose that

Giiildxildxh,G(i2Hi2)dxildxi2dxlldx'2, ■ ■ ■ ,

G(iM)(iM)dxil ■ ■ ■ dxiMdxh ■ ■ • dx1", Eiidx{dxl

are any symmetric differential forms defined on R whose coefficients satisfy equa-

tions (19.12) for suitable functions (29.1). Suppose further that the entire hy-

pothesis of Theorem 29.1 is satisfied with reference to these functions (29.1).■

7"Aera there exists an n-dimensional Riemann space F„ of class C3 defined on

some region of R about x\ which is imbedded in the Rm of class Ci by equations

of the form (29.3) and which has the respective differential forms (29.13) as its

successive conformai fundamental forms. The conclusion of Theorem 29A con-

cerning the initial position and unique determination of Vn is also valid here.
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30. Groups of conformai transformations in euclidean space Rm and in

a conformally euclidean space Rm. ii an Sm of constant curvature k is mapped

on an S'm of constant curvature k' where Sm and S'm are spaces of class C3

and m>2, then one readily finds as a result of (11.3) that cr(y) satisfies the

partial differential equations

(30.1) <jaß = - [e2"k' - k + AktKs/2-

Conversely, if a transformation whose mapping function cr(y») is a solution

of (30.1) is applied to Sm, the image space must be S'm-

Now suppose that both Sm and S'm are euclidean spaces. Then k=k' =0.

In this case, (30.1) may be written as

(30.2) ie-°),aS= (A,(*-)/2fr*))-«*.

If we let y be cartesian rectangular coordinates, aaß = 8aß and

Xfirf
The solution of equations (30.2) in these coordinates is easily found to be

(30.3) er' = a, a > 0,

or

(30.4) e~' = ]T b(y" - d«)2, b > 0
a

where a, b, d" are real constants. The point defined by y=d" is a singular

point of any conformai transformation associated with (30.4). We state the

above result in the following theorem.

Theorem 30.1. Every mapping function <r(ya) that maps Rm (m>2) on it-

self conformally must satisfy (30.3) or (30.4), and conversely.

The totality of conformai transformations of Rm on itself forms a group Ç.

As a consequence of Theorem 30.1, it is easy to establish the theorem of

Liouville(68). This theorem states that the most general conformai map of Rm

(m>2) on itself is the product of an inversion with respect to a hypersphere by

a motion (M) or the product of a magnification of similitude by a motion. Now

every magnification of similitude is the product of two inversions with respect

to hyperspheres having the same center. Hence the group Ç is the inversive

group of transformations of Rm-

(68) por TO>3| this theorem was proved by S. Lie [9, p. 186]. Also see [l, pp. 375-376],

[13, pp. 205-210].
(s9) By a motion, we mean any point transformation of Rm which is expressed (in cartesian

coordinates) by equations having an orthogonal matrix. The Jacobian of the transformation

may be either +1 or —1 so that every motion is the product of a finite number of translations,

rotations and reflections with respect to hyperplanes.
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It is shown later that the set of geometric objects: y", G°(¿„)

iw = 1, 2, • • ■ , M), pa, <P, <pi determine the parameters of Ç. For this reason,

we call this set of objects the group parameter set or parameter set. We denote

this set by the symbol SF The order of "F is the integer Ni2... m which is the

dimension number of the largest osculating vector space In-, .jt of V„. Of

course, as stated in (18.9), the maximum value of the order of ^ is ret. It is

possible to define the objects belonging to ^ independently of Fn and in

any Vm. The G" (,-„,> and pa are any set of beins spanning vector spaces and a

space vector which obey equations (29.7) where the 73 «„)!(«„> are any surface

tensors, $= —<p and p"—aaßpß. The quantity <p is any surface scalar and <pi

is d<p/dx\ Under any conformai transformation of Vm, the respective objects

of "^ transform according to the laws (2.5),

(30.5) G«(,„, = G«,,-.,,

(6.8), (8.7) and

(30.6) <}>i = <pi — <s,i,

respectively.

Since the G°«„) are unchanged by a conformai transformation of Vm, it

follows from the laws of change for aaß and <p and from (29.7) that the

23(¿„)K¡„) are also unchanged. We also define rja corresponding to SP by means

of (8.10) where <pa is defined by equations (8.8) written in the form

<Pa = e2^GiiGßjaaß<t>i

where Gij are the contravariant components of the positive definite tensor

5,i|¡,. It follows readily from the above laws of change that i\a transforms

according to (8.9) under a conformai transformation of Vm. If the geometric

objects of a parameter set 'F have the geometric significance described in

Theorem 29.1 for some subspace F„, then SF is said to be associated with F„

at the point whose coordinates belong to SF If, for two parameter sets 1F

and SF the tensors B«»)!^) and   73(i„)|((„,)  which  occur in the conditions

(29.7) for the Gaaj are equivalent (equal after suitable changes of the x*),

then we say that 1$r and w are equivalent. Of course, equivalent parameter sets

have the same order. A justification for this definition of equivalent parame-

ter sets lies in the following theorem :

Theorem 30.2. A conformai transformation of Rm (ret>2) into itself exists

which transforms any given parameter set ty into any other equivalent parameter

set 1?.

The proof of the theorem follows. Let the parameter sets "F and ^ be

[ya, Ga(t„,), pa, <p, <pi} and {y°, G"(,„), ßa, c5, c5¡} respectively. According to

(8.7), if a mapping function <r is applied to 'F, the quantity 0 transforms into
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0' where <j>'=<f>— a. Hence by means of a conformai transformation(60) 13i

oíRm, it is possible to transform ^ into *&': {y'a, G'aaw), p'a, $, <?.} so that the

quantities <f>', <p'i in "F' corresponding to <p, <pi are <£, #,-. The tensors 73<i„)i(i„)

are unchanged by this transformation. Also, by hypothesis, we may consider

■B(•»)!(««) and 73(;„)|(¡„) as equal after a suitable change in the surface parame-

ters x'. Then it follows since $'=$ that the conditions (29.7) on the G'a(,„)

and Ga(,„) are identical; that is, the vector spaces G'01«») and G"aw) have the

same inner orientation. It follows that a motion 15 2 in 7?m exists so that

y'a = ya, G'a(¿v,) =Ga(,„). Under this motion, the parameter set ,F' becomes the

parameter set ¥": {ya, Ga^w), p"a, <t>'\ 4>"i}- We write rj"a and r¡a for the

quantities corresponding to 'F" and '"F and now consider the following two

cases :

(1) Suppose that r\"a = r\a- This is equivalent to p"a=ßa and <£"<=#;.

Then a unique positive constant a exists so that e*=ae*". If we subject Rm

to the magnification of similitude 153 determined by e~'=a, it follows from

(6.8), (8.7) and (30.6) that [p"„, <p", <p"i} transforms into {ßa, $, <?,}. Ac-

cording to (2.5) and (30.5), y", G"(¡,„) of 1F" remain unchanged. Consequently

the conformai transformation rZ33T52ii3i changes 'F into 'F.

(2) Suppose at least one of the equations in the hypothesis of case (1)

is untrue. We choose cartesian rectangular coordinates in Rm so that the

y" = 0 (or transform the point whose coordinates belong to "F" and "F to the

origin by a motion). We now determine a mapping function <r satisfying

(30.4) which transforms 9" into "F. At the origin, we find from (30.4) that

e-' = bJ2dß\ c,a = 2d"/y£Jdß\
ß ß

If we substitute these values in (8.7) and (8.9), we find that

(30.7) «?-♦" = bj\ dßl,        r,"a - ija = 2¿«/X dß\
ß ß

Since n"„¿¿na, at least one d" differs from zero. Hence, from the second set of

equations (30.7),

4- E (V. - v«Y - i/E <***•
4    „ ß

Therefore the solution of (30.7) is

b = —e*-*"-Y,(v"ß-nß)\
4 ß

(30.8) ^
d"=2(v"a-va)/Z(v"ß-Vß)2-

ß

It is immediate that b is positive so that values b, d" given by (30.8) may be

(60) The existence of conformai transformations of Rm with this property follows from the

discussion which appears below.
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used to define a mapping function <r in accordance with (30.4). Since not all

the d" are zero, the origin is not a singular point of any transformation associ-

ated with (30.4). Any such transformation T53 would transform {p"a, <p", <p"i}

into {ßa, <?, <?,}• Since y", G"(,„) remain unchanged by 153, the conformai

transformation T53r5215i changes SF into SF This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Now suppose that the geometric objects in SF are fixed while those which

belong to SF range over all admissible values. Then the corresponding con-

formal transformations range over the totality of transformations belonging

to the inversive group Ç. Hence the geometric objects of SF determine the

parameters of Ç. As noted in a previous paper(61), a count of the independent

parameters proves that Ç has exactly (ret + l)(ret-r-2)/2 essential parameters.

Let Rm im>2) be a conformally euclidean space and suppose 13i is a con-

formal transformation which transforms Rm into Rm. If Td is any transforma-

tion belonging to Ç, then the conformai transformation '5i_1'5T31 maps Rm

on itself. The totality of these transformations {15} forms the complete group

Q of conformai transformations of Rm upon itself. The group Ç is the con-

formal image in Rm of the group Ç in Rm and is independent of the particular

mapping 13i. It is clear that Theorem 30.2 may be proved to be valid for

parameter sets in Rm by means of this correspondence between Ç and Ç.

Another consequence is that every conformally euclidean space Rm (ret>2)

admits a continuous group of conformai transformations on itself having

im + i)im + 2)/2 essential parameters.

31. The conformai equivalence theorem. The fundamental theorem of

Riemannian geometry for a subspace in a euclidean space 7?m or a space of

constant curvature Sm is the congruence theorem. We are now in a position

to establish easily the analogue of this theorem for conformai differential ge-

ometry.

Theorem (62) 31.1. Let (i)2?m and (2>7?m be conformally euclidean spaces of

class Ci and dimensionality m > 2 and let <d F„ and <2) V„ be subspaces of class

C3 in (i)7?m and (2>7?m respectively of dimensionality «>1. Suppose that the fun-

damental equations of w Vn and (2) F„ are valid and suppose that the correspond-

ing conformai fundamental forms of pj Fn and <2> F„ are equal. Then a conformai

transformation exists so that (lyRm^mRm and (i)F„<=*(2)F„.

In short, this theorem states that re-dimensional subspaces of 72m's whose

corresponding conformai fundamental forms are equal are conformally equiv-

alent. To prove the theorem, we note that conformai transformations Ts>i and

T32 exist which map a)Rm and (2)Rm respectively on Rm. For these transforma-

tions we also have (i)F„—>a)F„ and (2>F„—*(2)F„ respectively, where (i>F„

(8l) The details of the present discussion appear in [8, pp. 472-473].

(62) Various modifications of this theorem appear in the remarks at the conclusion of the

proof.
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and (2)F„ are subspaces in 7?m. Since the conformai fundamental forms exist

for (i)Fn and (2)Vn, in accordance with Theorem 19.1, they also exist for

d)F„ and (2)Fn and corresponding forms of (i)F„ and (2)F„ are equal. Fur-

thermore, as a consequence of the remarks in the summary of chapter V,

the fundamental equations of (i)F„ and (2>F„ are valid.

Let fPi and R2 be points which belong to o)Fn and (2)F„ respectively

which have the same parameters x\ and such that the corresponding confor-

mai fundamental forms, evaluated at Ri and R2, are equal. Let "Fi and ^2

be the group parameter sets associated with mV„ and (2)F„ respectively at

Ri and R2. As a consequence of Theorem 30.2, a conformai transformation 15

of 7?m into itself exists which transforms ^1 into ^r2- This same transformation

transforms (]) F„ into some subspace F'„ passing through R2 for xi = x'0 and

having the associated parameter set ^2 at R2. For reasons like those given in

connection with (i) F„ and «) Vn, the fundamental forms for F'„ exist and are

equal to the corresponding forms of (2) Fn. Also, the fundamental equations

of V'n are valid. It follows from Theorem 29.3 that F'„ coincides with <2)Fn

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of R2. Hence the transformation 15_121515i

transforms (i> Rm into <2) Rm mapping sufficiently small regions of (» Vn and

(2)F„ on each other. This proves Theorem 31.1.

Remark 1. Suppose that the enveloping space is an 7?m or an Sm and we

limit the conformai transformations to mappings between these spaces of

constant curvature only. For reasons like those stated in Remark 3 of §29,

the hypothesis of Theorem 31.1 may be weakened so that 7?m or Sm is of class

C3 instead of class C4 and the remainder of the theorem will hold as stated.

Remark 2. An analogous equivalence theorem exists in which the con-

formal measure tensors and deviation tensor occupy roles similar to those of

the coefficients of the conformai fundamental forms in Theorem 31.1. The

proof of this theorem is based upon Theorem 29.1 instead of Theorem 29.3.

Remark 3. If m=n + t, it follows from (20.11) that the condition

(D-B(»j)l(Í2) = «>-£(«»)ids) in tne conformai equivalence theorem may be replaced

by (1)73ij = ± (2)73,7.

As a result of the existence and equivalence theorems, it is clear that

equations which assign arbitrary values to the coefficients of the conformai

fundamental forms of F„ (subject, of course, to (19.12) and the fundamental

equations) may be regarded as conformai intrinsic equations of Vn in Rm.

These equations determine the Vn up to a conformai transformation of the

space. A detailed conformai differential geometry of subspaces based upon

these fundamental forms may be developed.

32. Conformai differential forms. A conformai differential form

(32 A) T\iv)dxi*dxil ■ ■ ■ dx1'

of a subspace F„ in Vm whose equations are y"=y(xi) is a differential form

whose coefficients 7\,'„) are functions of the variables
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y«(*0, dy/dx\ d^y/dx'dx', ■ ■ ■ , aaß[yyixi)],

äa-aß/dy, d2aaß/dyydys, ■ ■ ■

defined along F„ and which, at any point P of F», has the same value for

any admissible change of coordinates y" or of the parameters x* and whose

value also remains unchanged if F,„ is mapped conformally on Vm. This last

condition, which gives (32.1) its conformai character, is equivalent to the

assumption that (32.1) is invariant if the aaß and their derivatives are re-

placed respectively by e2'aaß and their derivatives while the other variables

in (32.2) are unchanged.

The simplest conformai differential forms of F„ are its conformai funda-

mental forms. The most important problem concerning conformai forms is the

discovery of all such differential forms. It is seen from the definition that this

question is equivalent to finding all conformai tensors T^v) which depend

upon the variables (32.2). In the sequel, we solve this problem when F„ is a

subspace of any conformally euclidean space Rm. We prove the following

theorem of which the converse statement has already been demonstrated.

Theorem 32.1. The most general conformai differential form of a subspace

Vn («>1) ire are Rm is a differential form whose coefficients are tensor functions

of the conformai fundamental tensors and conformai Riemann tensor of F„ awd

of their conformai covariant derivatives. Conversely, every such differential form

is a conformai differential form.

The proof follows. We consider a conformai differential form (32.1) de-

fined at any point of an «-dimensional subspace in an Rm. The coefficients

T(iv) are conformai tensors which depend upon the variables (32.2). By means

of a conformai mapping of Rm on Rm, (32.1) becomes a conformai differential

form defined at any point F of a subspace Vn in Rm. We therefore first dis-

cuss conformai forms of V„ in Rm.

By virtue of (29.4), the successive partial derivatives of y° with respect to

the xi may be written as functions of J7(*w)(,-„+1), Uih"'-1\ia_i¡), Gi¡, Ei¡, Kiit

r*»< and their derivatives with respect to xk and of aaß and their derivatives

with respect to y? and of y», G"(i„), ]p,\pi,pa. (Here w has the range 1, 2, ■ ■ ■, M.)

According to Theorem 28.2, U°'w\iw+1), c7(Ä",-l(,„+l) may be replaced by a

combination of the conformai fundamental tensors (except for unessential

additive null tensors).

Hence T«,) is a tensor function which depends upon the variables

daaß        d2aaß
y", GaaK), i>, ti, pa, aaS, ——,-    -——, •••,•••,

dvy       d'yi'óV
d

(32.3)    Gij, r''i;-, —- r if, ■    ■ , G(;2)(ï-2), G(,;)(,„): k, G(,-2)(,'2):<;i, ■ • • ,
dxk

G (ím)(ím>< G («»().U): k, G Hu-)U.\i): kl, ■  ■  '   , Eij, Eij:k, Eij-.kh ■  ■  ■   ■
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Of these variables, only the conformai fundamental tensors and their con-

formal derivatives, Thy and its partial derivatives and the Ga«„), have a

conformai character. When the enveloping 7?m is subjected to a conformai

transformation, y"=y, xi=xi, Ta,) is the same function with the variables

(32.3) replaced by the variables y", Ga(,„), \J/, &, and so on, which correspond

to (32.3) under the conformai mapping and Ta,) = Ta,) at corresponding

points.

Of the variables (32.3), it is very plausible that the effective presence

(other than in conformai derivatives) of T^,- and its successive derivatives

in Ta,) must be limited to combinations which are functions of the conformai

Riemann curvature tensor Kki¡k of F„ and its successive conformai deriva-

tives. To prove this conjecture, we choose a system of conformai normal

parameters {**} whose center is an arbitrary point R of F„. Then, in a neigh-

borhood about(63) <?,

(32.4) Ykiixix' = 0.

Differentiation of (32.4) with respect to xk, followed by multiplication by xk

and simplification by means of (32.4), leads to the equations

(32.5) (dTkij/dxk)xix'xk = 0.

Analogous equations for the higher derivatives of Ykij may be obtained from

(32.5) in a similar way. Successive differentiation of (32.4), (32.5), and so on,

and evaluation at R leads to the following equations which are valid at R:

(32.6) r\, = 0,   23 dYkij/dxk = 0,   E d2Thij/dx'dxk = 0, • • • .

In these equations the summation symbol indicates the symmetric sum over

all indices except A.

It follows from (14.1) and the first two equations of (32.6) that, at R,

drkij/dxk = [Khihi + Khiki]/3.

In a similar way, by successive differentiation of (14.1) and use of the equa-

tions of (32.6), we may express the values of the higher partial derivatives of

Ykij at R in terms of Khi¡k and its various conformai derivatives. Hence the

quantities

(32.7) r\,-, dVkij/dxk, ■ ■ ■

may be replaced by

(32.8) 0,[Kkiki+Kkjki]/3,---

at R when the parameter system {x{} is conformai normal. Now Ta,) as

well as the quantities (32.8) and all the variables of (32.3) except (32.7) are

tensors. Therefore if the variables (32.7) in Ta,) are replaced by (32.8) at R,

(«) For a proof of this characteristic property of normal coordinates, see [4, p. 54].
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7\,-„) becomes a tensor function of tensor variables and hence is valid under

all parameter transformations. Since P is any point of F„, this remark shows

that the variables (32.7) may be replaced by combinations of Khijk and its

successive conformai derivatives(64).

We now show that y", Gaa„), yp, if/i, p», aaß, daaß/dyy, d2aaß/dysdyy, ■ ■ ■

cannot be present in 7\,„) as effective independent variables. In 7?m, the co-

ordinates y» may be chosen so that they belong to a rectangular cartesian co-

ordinate system W such that aaß = oaß, daaß/dyy=0, d2aaß/dysdyy =0, ■ • -

throughout a region of 7?m containing any point P of F„ and at P, y°=0,

G°(,„) =G»(i„)o. Here the G»(,„)o are any fixed set of numbers which satisfy the

23-conditions (29.7). If Rm is subjected to a conformai transformation(66)

y = yiy, y2, ■ ■ ■ , ym),     y = yiy\ y2, ■ ■ ■ , ym)

belonging to Ç, F„ is mapped on another subspace Fn in Rm and P corre-

sponds to P. In this transformation, the y» have been chosen so that they

belong to a rectangular cartesian coordinate system W such that äaß = 5»ß,

däaß/dyy = 0, d2âag/dysdyy±0, ■ ■ • throughout a region of Rm containing P

and at P, y»=0, Ga(¿„)=G"«„)0. It is clear that in the coordinate systems W

and W, the values of the aaß and their derivatives as well as of Ga(t„) at P

remain unchanged by conformai transformations of Ç. Of course, the con-

formal Riemann tensor and the conformai fundamental tensors of F„ and

their conformai derivatives also remain constant. Hence, in these coordinate

systems, the only possible variables of (32.1) are \p, xpi, p".

As a result of Theorem 30.2, a conformai transformation of G exists which

leaves the values at P oí y, G»«„,) unaltered and which transforms the set

ip, ypi, p« at P into any other set \f/, $,, ß" [subject to the last equations of

(29.7)]. Hence ^, \pi, p" behave like independent variables with respect to

conformai transformations of Ç. It follows that if any of \f/, \Pi, p" are effective

variables, (32.1) cannot remain invariant at P. This contradiction shows that

(32.1) is independent of \P, \p,, p» at each point of F„. Hence in the coordinate

systems Sí?, W, jT«») is a tensor function of the conformai Riemann tensor and

conformai fundamental tensors of F„ as well as their various conformai de-

rivatives. Hence 7"(,„) may be written as

T{iv) = T[Gij, Khijk, Khijk: i, • • • , Eij, Eij-.k, Eij-ki, • ■ • ,

(32.9). G(i,)(,-,),G«,)(/j):*,G(<j)(,-,):*/, • • • ,  • • • , G(,-itf)(JAf),

G (••«) (ja,):*, G(iM)ijMy.kl, •  ■  •   J

in the coordinate systems W, W-

Since (32.9) is a tensor equation, it follows that (32.9) is valid for any

allowable coordinate system in 7?m. This observation proves the theorem for

(M) This result also follows from the replacement theorem of Thomas [15, p. 109],

C6) In this proof, we no longer assume that points with the same coordinates correspond

as was done previously.
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subspaces in Rm and conformai transformations which belong to Ç. But all

the tensors of both members of (32.9) are conformai tensors and are un-

changed by any conformai mapping of Rm on an Rm. By means of this map,

Vn in Rm becomes an w-dimensional subspace V„ in Rm. Also all w-dimensional

subspaces of Rm may be obtained as conformai images of F„'s in 7?m. Conse-

quently (32.9) is valid for any subspace of Rm. This remark concludes the

proof of Theorem 32.1.

It is clear that a similar proof in ordinary Riemannian geometry would

establish the known theorem that every metric differential form of a sub-

space Vn (ra>l) in an Rm or Sm is a differential form whose coefficients are

tensor functions of the (metric) fundamental tensors and Riemann curvature

tensor of V„ and of their covariant derivatives, and conversely. Finally, we

note that Theorem 32.1 is probably false in any enveloping Riemann space

Vm which is not conformally euclidean. A proof of this statement would prob-

ably be analogous to the one for curves which has already been given by the

author [8, pp. 477-478] and would be based upon the nonzero conformai

tensor paßy if raí =3 or C"ßys if »w>3.

VII. Exceptional subspaces

33. Conformai null subspaces. The results of the preceding chapters are

meaningless in the case of a subspace F„, contained in a general Riemann

space Vm, whose relative conformai curvature A vanishes identically. In this

case the conformai measure tensors G;3-, Aaß are zero tensors, and conversely.

This means that the conformai length of any curve on Vn or of any surface

or space vector defined at any point of F„ is zero. For this reason, we call

any V„ (ra>l) with A = 0 which is a subspace of Vm a conformai null sub-

space^6). We impose the condition ra>l since, according to Theorem 6.1,

A = 0 if ra = 1. The remaining case, w = 1 (curve), is considered in the next sec-

tion. We now derive a number of simple properties of these subspaces. The

first of these is the theorem :

Theorem 33.1. The conformai image of a conformai null subspace is a con-

formal null subspace.

This is an immediate consequence of the definition and (6.13). Also, ac-

cording to Theorem 6.1, it follows that Vn is a conformai null subspace of Vm

if and only if all its points are umbilical points. As a consequence of this state-

ment, we note that (1) A Vm admits conformal'null subspaces at each point

and for every initial set of values for G",-, p" if and only if(67) Vm is an(68) Rm.

(66) In the following discussion, we do not consider the non-real null subspaces which are

solutions of ds'2=aaßdyadyß = 0. A prerequisite for the investigation of these subspaces is the

extension (if possible) of the region of definition of the metric tensor aaß from the m-dimensional

real number space to the 2w-dimensional complex number space.

(67) A proof of this statement may be based upon the discussion in [3, pp. 144-145].

(68) On the other hand, conformai null curves exist at each point and for every initial set

of values for G",-, ¡ia in any enveloping space Vm. For a proof of this statement, see [8, §10].
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(2) In contrast to the case of Riemannian geometry, real null subspaces may

exist in Vn even when its Riemannian metric is positive definite. Now, from

Theorem 9.3, every Fn is conformally equivalent to a minimal subspace.

Hence if F„ is a conformai null subspace, it may be transformed into an um-

bilical subspace of zero mean curvature. The converse of this statement is

immediate. These remarks prove the following theorem.

Theoeem 33.2. A subspace Vn (n>i) in a Vm is a conformai null subspace

if and only if a Riemann space Vm and a conformai transformation of Vm on Vm

exist such that V„ is mapped by this transformation on a totally geodesic sub-

space of Vm-

It is easy to see that a Vn in an Rm is umbilical if and only if Vn is an

ra-dimensional plane or sphere. It is also clear that a conformai map (belong-

ing to Ç) of Rm on itself exists so that any ra-sphere transforms into an

ra-plane. Furthermore, if an Rm is mapped conformally on Rm, any conformai

null subspace of Rm is transformed into a conformai null subspace of 7?m and

hence is conformally equivalent to an ra-plane in Rm. We state these results in

the following theorem.

Theorem 33.3. Every conformai null subspace Vn of Rm is an n-plane or an

n-sphere, and conversely. The necessary and sufficient condition that a subspace

Vn (w>l) in an Rm be a conformai null subspace is that Vn be the conformai

image of an n-plane in Rm. All n-dimensional null subspaces in Rm's are con-

formally equivalent.

34. Conformai curve theory. The conformai theory developed in this pa-

per does not apply to one-dimensional subspaces of Vm (curves) since A is

identically zero in this case. The conformai geometry of a curve was obtained

in a previous paper by the author [8], using "conformetric" vectors. As was

indicated in that paper, the use of conformetric vectors is not essential and

the entire theory may be developed in terms of conformai geometric objects.

In this section, we show how this may be done, utilizing the methods of the

present paper. The method which appears below is contained, in essence, in

our previous paper(69)   [8].

We consider a curve Fi of class Cr with r^3 in a Riemann space Vm.

The equations (4.3) of Vi may be written as

y" =   y°(x1)

where, according to our assumptions of §4, dya/dxl9£0. The metric tensor of Fi

is given by the formula

gn = aaßg"igßi

(69) For purposes of comparison, we note that y", aaß, (,) Va, na, a,a, <raß, p, Paß, ß, v, f,

(,)£, (v)Za, r*^, (,)Jof this section appear in [8] as **, gn, (a)V\ p\ aj, an, R, 7?<;-, /, 7^, t;*', ka,

(a)X*, I"*,», Ja respectively.
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where gai=dy/dxl. It is convenient to introduce the parameter 5 by means

of the allowable parameter transformation

* = f igu)ll2-dx\

The parameter s is an arc length parameter determined up to an additive con-

stant and a choice of sign. For this parameter system, we find that(70)

(34.1) gn=l, {11}=0-

so that g°i is a unit vector. In this case, we write g"i as (dp". It is the unit

tangent vector of Fi.

According to the definition of the mean curvature normal given by (5.9),

(34.2) V,, = p"

where the subscript s indicates that the parameter xl is s. The vector p» is

usually called the principal normal oí Vu We may write p» as

(34.3) p." = wk mv°

where mk is the first curvature of Vi and ^-¡v" is. the first unit normal of Vi.

Differentiation of wv" and use of the fact that a)v", (2)f" are orthogonal unit

vectors leads to the equations

(34.4) mva,t = - a,* cdk" + l2)k es)*"

where (2)k is the second curvature of Fiand (3)f" is the second unit normal of Vi.

Equations (34.2) and (34.4) are the first two sets of the familiar Frenet equa-

tions of Vi. The general equations

(34.5) (v-)V,,= — c„_i)£ (v-i)V+(v->k (v+i)Va,       (o)*= (m)* = 0, i>= 1, 2, - • • , ret,

may easily be derived by mathematical induction if the successive unit nor-

mals are of class C1.

The relationship between the principal normals of Vi in Vm and of its

conformai image Vi in Vm is given by (6.7). If (6.7) is differentiated covari-

antly and use is made of

(34.6) <i)5>" = e-' (i,»°

and of (2.4), (2.6), (6.3), (34.2), (34.3) and (34.4), we find that

(34.7) (dwk/d$)(2)p» + (d*(2)£ (3)P»

= e-3'[idwk/ds)mv° + mkmk mv - <jßy a)vyhaß]

(70) The Christoffel symbols {i\ }, TV which occur in this section are formed with respect

to ga, Gij respectively.
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where, according to (4.10) and (4.12),

haß = aaß — a)Va (.D"ß-

Now, if m>2, equations (11.3) may be solved for <Tßy. If this result is substi-

tuted in (34.7) and use is made of (2.6) and (34.6), we obtain

(34.8) ñ2f» = e-3'fi2ra

where
dki 1

(34.9) Q2r = — mv« + kik2 („*■ +--Pßy mvyh°ß
ds (m — 2)

and il2f" is defined by analogous equations and aaßC"Cß = l, aaßfafß = i. It is

clear that f" is orthogonal to (i)Va- We assume that the members of (34.8)

are not zero. Then the quantity fl which is the unique positive root of ß2

is a relative conformai scalar having the transformation law

(34.10) ß = er*Q.

In the conformai theory of a curve, the quantity fi occupies the role that

is played by A in the conformai theory of subspaces whose dimensionality

exceeds 1. We therefore call fi the relative conformai curvature of V\. The

scalar fi may be used to develop the curve theory in a manner analogous to

the corresponding use of A in the theory of F„ with ra > 1. The analogy applies

to all methods and results which only depend upon the transformation law

(6.13) of A and make no use of the actual definition of A. Because of the pres-

ence of the term pßy a)Vyhaß/(m — 2) in the definition of fi the conformai ge-

ometry of a curve is simplified considerably if the enveloping Vm is an Ein-

stein space. On the other hand, Einstein spaces do not occupy any special or

preferred position in the conformai theory of a subspace Vn whose dimension-

ality ra exceeds 1.

It follows from (2.6), (6.2) and (34.10) that the tensors

(34.11) Gn = iVgu,        Aaß=Sl2aaß

are positive definite tensors which remain unchanged by conformai trans-

formations of Vm- We call them the conformai measure tensors of V\ and Vm

respectively and measure conformai length by means of these tensors. The

conformai coefficients of connection analogous to (8.5) and (8.11) are

nu =  |n| +  [log 0],, =  [log (gn)1'2^],,,

(a) r ¿ log nn

(34.12) T"ßy = \     \ + ""/»U-» + d)"7 —¿-\

r d log in        r d log n
+ a"y   Pß + (D"0 —-    - Ofiy I M" + <D"a —-
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Conformai differentiation with respect to xl is defined by means of these co-

efficients as in (8.1). The various italicized statements of §8 are also true in

the curve theory.

We define S (up to an additive constant and choice of sign) by the equa-

tion

(34.13) 5=  f iGnY^dx1 =  f Üds.

It is clear that 5 remains invariant under conformai transformations and is a

conformai scalar. We call 5 a conformai arc length parameter of Vi. If the

values of the same arc length parameter are Si and S2 at two points "Pi and

■Pu of Fi, we call |Si — S2\ the conformai arc length of the arc PXP2 (or <P2Pi)

of Fi. It is clear that the conformai arc length is independent of the choice of

conformai arc length parameter and remains unchanged by conformai trans-

formations of Vm- It follows from (34.11) and (34.12) that if x1 = S,

(34.14) G„=l,        Thi = 0,

so that conformai differentiation with respect to 5 is defined by means of

T"ßy alone. If we use the symbol û/ûS to denote conformai differentiation

with respect to S,

û d " dy*
.- Tai---a„ — -  fai-.-ay, _l_    \^  'Tai-■ ■aa-iyaa+1 ■ ■-aw T»«,,«-

tf¿ dS o-i dS

Ér"'—,,..^,,,,,,...^
¡)=i

dys

dS

The vector (i)Z° defined by

,i,Z« = fi"1 (l)r-

is a conformai vector of unit conformai length. We call ujZ" the first conformai

normal of V\. Suppose that the class of (i)Z° is C1 and that this is also true of

each successive unit conformai vector (2>Z°, (s)Z", • • • , (U)Za obtained from

(i)Z° by the Frenet process(71) coupled with conformai differentiation. Then

one readily proves, using the usual argument by mathematical induction,

that there exists a set of scalars mJ, mJ, • • • , («-d-7 (m =re — 1) such that

&MZa

(34.15)    -—- =— (_i)7 (v_DZa-r-(„)7 (,+i)Z",   C0)/=(u)/ = 0,   v= 1, 2, • ■ • , u,
dS

A aß í.v)Za (w)Zß = Ô"w, v, w =   i, 2, ■  ■ ■  , U,

A aß  <„)Z"  a)Vß  =   0.

(n) The application of the Frenet process to the unit conformai tangent vector (in a manner

analogous to that used in Riemannian geometry as well as in the conformai theory of a sub-

space V„ with n>2) is unfruitful. For it is easy to verify that <J(n_,(l)i'°)/tS5 = 0.
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The conformai unit vector („)Za is called the vth conformai normal of Fi and

the conformai scalar („>/is called the vth conformai curvature of Fi. Equations

(34.15) are called the conformai Frenet equations of Fi. If VmT^Vm, Fi^Fi

by a conformai transformation, all the quantities in (34.15) remain unchanged

and (34.15) are also valid for Fi in Vm.

The conformai unit vectors

(34.16) fi-1 u)*«, (1)Z«, (2)Z«, • • • , (U)Z"

have roles analogous to the basis beins Gaaw) of the general subspace theory.

The conformai vector fi-1 (i)Va spans the tangent vector space of Vi and each

normal vector (v)Za in (34.16) spans a one-dimensional vector space called the

vth conformai normal vector space of Vi. The successive conformai curvatures

of Vi take the place of the various conformai normal measure tensors 73 (¿2>| (A2>,

Ba¿)\(h¿, ■ • ■ , BaM)\ihM) of chapter IV.

Corresponding to the deviation tensor Ei¡, we may construct the con-

formal tensor Ji¡, defined analogously to (13.14), by the equation

Jij =   (- log Q):ii -  (- log Q): ,-(- log fi): j + PaG-ij

-Z7P*fi~&i+-\a-,l'i+G'»(- log 0),»(- log 0):,
(34.17) (raí — 2) 2 L

fi-2p

~h(raí - í)(m— 2)

To obtain this equation, we simply replace A by fi and Ei¡ by Ja in (13.14).

Since i =j = 1, the tensor Jij has only one component so that we may consider

the equivalent conformai invariant JijGij: Since Ga¿j = 0 and G,jG'' = l for Fi,

we obtain from (34.17),

Jifi'' = fi-2[- fiA2fi + Ajfi/2 + p2/2

P 1 "1
(34.18) + •-Paßgaß

2(m- \)(m-2)      (m - 2)      *   J

where A2fi = Giifi:ij, Aj fi = G'3'fi:ifi:.,-. If we choose x1 = S it is clear that

A2ti = d2Sl/dS2, Aiiï =(dü/dS)2. Also g°ß=mp°mVß. If these substitutions

are made in (34.18), we find that

(34.19) - UijG"'- („-«7

where (m_i>/is the (m — V)th conformai curvature of Fi defined in our previous

paper on curve theory as(72)

r      á2fi      /áfi\2
(34.20) im-i)J = |^2fi — - ^—J - (^2, + v) fi2

(") Equation (34.20) corrects a misprint in our paper on curve theory [8, equation (5.10) ].
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where v is defined by the equation

(34.21) v = (l/(« - l)(ret - 2)) [p - 2(ret - i)paß wv" mi/}.

It follows from (34.19) and the invariance of Jifi1' that (m_i)/is a conformai

invariant of V\. Ji,G'' plays a role in the conformai theory of a curve exactly

analogous to that of En in the conformai geometry of F„ with re> 1.

The conformai invariants S, ($J, $)J, ■ • •, (U-i)J, (m-i)-7and the process of

conformai differentiation constitute the foundation upon which the conformai

geometry of a curve rests. While many of the results of §§10-17 and of chap-

ter V of this paper are vacuous or trivial in the curve theory, the remaining

portions of the paper are similar to the corresponding results obtained by

similar proofs in the conformai geometry of a curve. For example, the ana-

logue of Theorem 19.1 is : If the conformai curvatures (qJ, (2)J, ■ ■ • , {U-i)J,(m-i)J

exist for a curve Vt of class C3 in a Vm (ret>2), then the conformai curvatures

also exist for the conformai image curve Vi in Vm. It is possible to choose a con-

formal arc length parameter S so that corresponding points of Vi and Vi have

the same value of S and the corresponding conformai curvatures are the same

functions of S for Vi and V\.
The existence theorem is true in a stronger form than obtains in the gen-

eral subspace theory. For, if n = 1, the system of partial differential equations

(29.4) is replaced by a system of ordinary differential equations. The continu-

ity of the functions (u /OS"), (2) JiS), ■ ■ -, (u_u/(S), (m-i)/(5) is then sufficient to

insure the existence of a curve Fi in any Vm which has these functions as its

conformai curvatures and one of whose conformai arc length parameters is S.

This curve is uniquely determined by a set of initial conditions which may be

given explicitly. If Fm is an Rm, analogues of the fundamental conformai

equivalence theorem and the theorem on conformai differential invariants

(Theorem 32.1) exist in the curve theory. Finally, we note that the assump-

tion ret>2 may be waived for the curve theory if we restrict ourselves to

Riemann spaces Vm and to special conformai transformations of Vm which

have the property that any geodesic circle of Vm maps upon a geodesic

circle(73) of Vm- These transformations are generalizations of the inversive

transformations of the plane 7?2. The reader is referred to our paper on the

conformai theory of curves [8] for the detailed proofs of the various matters

considered in this section as well as other subjects in the conformai geometry

of a curve.
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